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VIBRATION ANALYSIS OF HYBRID BEARINGS

BY

F.S. CHONG

ABSTRACT

The dynamic characteristics of the oil-film within a plain line-
entry (slot) hybrid journal bearing have been studied theoretically
and experimentally. The study relates to the small amplitude motion of
a dynamically loaded journal bearing about its static equilibrium
position.

A finite-difference approximation of the lubrication equation,
with provision for source flow has been presented. This equation has
been solved to determine the total dimensionless static oil-film forces
acting upon the journal. Also, a faster lumped parameter technique
was developed as an alternative method of solution. Subsequently, two
techniques were developed for the computation of the eight linearized
bearing dynamic oil-film coefficients:

(i) a perturbation technique, and

(ii) a finite disturbance technique.

Theoretical transfer functions of the bearing fluid-film were
derived. Initially, the theoretical model was based on the assumption
of a rigid shaft. However, experimental tests showed that shaft bending
could not be eliminated from the measurements and it was therefore
necessary to model this effect.

Frequency response testing was employed to identi.fy the linear
bearing dynamic performance. Sinusoidal inputs were applied to the
bearing in two perpendicular directions. A Hewlett Packard HP9825A
deck-top computer was used to drive the frequency response analyser and
to record responses. A full scale automatic testing procedure, incor-
porating software ~d hardware interfacing was developed. The eight-
bearing oil-film coeficients were then determined from the bearing
frequency response functions, based on the direct method,' of Morton,
which requires the inversion of two 4 x 4 matrices. There was poor
correlation between the predicted and measured coefficients as reported
by workers researching other types of bearings. Suggestions are made
for the improvement of the correlation between predicted and measured
coefficients.

Finally, a theoretical linearized stability analysis of rigid and
flexible rotors in hybrid journal bearings has been carried out. The
analysis showed that it is feasible to design the circular slot-entry
bearing to match the improved stability limits offered by the non-
circular bearing configurations.
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I

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Fluid-Film Lubrication - Background

Ever since the wheel was invented, mankind has been plagued with

problems of bearing lubrication and shaft dynamics. Lubrication func-

tions to enable motion between mechanical parts, whilst at the same time

reducing friction and wear. The sliding surfaces are ideally separated

by a film of fluid, whose thickness is several times greater than the

sum of the individual surface roughnesses of the sliding components.

Such films can either be maintained from an externally pressurized

supply of fluid (hydrostatic lubrication) or induced by virture of the

converging gap between the bearing components and the average speed

(hydrodynamic lubrication). The former type is generally required for

low speed applications and the latter type for high speeds. Between

these two extremes, lie the hybrid mode of lubrication, which relies

on mixed modes of external pressurization and speed dependent pressur-

ization. In large plant an external source of pressure is needed to

enhance the start up performance (hydrostatic jacking) and also to

ensure sufficient through-flow, where large temperature variations can-

not be tolerated. Hybrid lubrication offers the possibility of

improving on the zero speed characteristics of hydrostatic bearings and

also on the whole range of speed characteristics of hydrodynamic bear-

ings. This thesis is concerned with hybrid lubrication.

Bearing fluid films possess stiffness and damping properties and

inertia (at high speeds), and, thus playa very important role in the

dynamics of a rotor-bearing system. Usually they are the major source

of damping, thereby, attenuating th~ dynamical forces transmitted to

the pedestals, and their stiffness properties affect the critical

speeds and the stability of the rotor. If the speed is sufficiently
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high, the bearing fluid-film may lose its damping ability and excite

non-synchronous vibration (fractional speed whirl) of a rotor and cause

it to become unstable. This whirl motion is considerably unlike the

orbiting obtained at a rotor critical speed. It is possible to safely

pass through a rotor critical speed if the rotor and bearing damping and

balancing requirements are met, whereas the occurance of non-synchronous

precession will limit the operating speed of the rotor, and, unbalance

is of minor importance.

It is therefore necessary to have a knowledge of journal bearing

dynamics as well as static performance characteristics, when designing

a rotor bearing system.

1.2 Pressurized Bearings

1.2.1 Pressure-Fed (Forced-Feed) Hydrodynamic Bearings

Hydrodynamic bearings are widely employed in applications involving

high loads and high speeds. The pressure to support the load is gener-

ated by the rotation of the shaft, which is a distinctive feature of

all hydrodynamic bearings. The velocity induced circumferential flow

is essential to the operating principle. Some of the common types of

hydrodyaamic bearings are illustrated in figure (1.1).

Hydrodynamic bearings involve some undesirable features. For

example, at zero speed, there is no load support, hence, wear occurs,

during the process of starting and stopping. Also, if the bearing

operating temperature is allowed to rise excessively, this may lead to

thermal collapse. At certain speeds and under certain conditions of

light loading, hydrodynamic bearings are very susceptible to fractional

frequency whirling. If the whirling is unstable at a particular speed,

it is impossible to continue running without causing bearing failure

or to increase the speed to achieve a stable condition.

Forced-feeding (external pressurization) is now widely employed
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o
Axial Groove Bearing

Circumferential Groove Bearing

Fig. (1.1): Common Types Of Hydrodynamic Bearings.
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in hydrodynamic bearings to enhance its performance characteristics.

A rigorous ~~alysis of forced-feed hydrodynamic journal bearings had

been conducted by Siew (5). The main advantages associated with forced

feeding are:

(1) It is possible to ensure a sufficient feed of fluid to the bearing

to maintain the hydrodynamic oil-film, without starvation and also

to provide cooling by convection. Over-heating and thermal dis-

tortions may thus be avoided.

(2) By ensuring that high pressure fluid is pumped into the bearing

(hydrostatic jacking) during starting and stopping conditions, the

shaft can be made to float on a film of oil, thus preventing any

wear action between the mating surfaces.

1.2.2 Hydrostatic Bearings (Externally Pressurized Bearings)

(a) Principles of Operation

Hydrostatic bearings are used to provide full fluid-film lubrication

when the relative motion of the surfaces to be separated is not large

enough to provide adequate hydrodynamic lubrication. The basic principles

of operation of a hydrostatic bearing is illustrated in figure (1.2),

and a recessed hydrostatic bearing is shown in plate (1).

Pressurized fluid at a constant supply pressure, P , (controlleds
by a relief valve) is supplied to a number of entry ports (recesses),

via control devices of some form which act as restrictors. Except in

the case of constant volume flow, it is usual to supply hydrostatic

bearings from a constant pressure source. Basically, it involves flow

through two resistances in series, that is, the control device and the

bearing clearance.

As the fluid flows through the control device, the pressure is

reduced and arrives at the entry of the bearing at recess pressure, P •r
The pressure further reduces as the fluid flows through the second

restriction caused by the bearing gap, its pressure reducing to atmos-
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pheric at the outlet of the bearing.

For concentric conditions, e: = 0, the pressures at the recesses are

equal. When the bearing is loaded, an eccentricity is caused, which

leads to increased flow resistance in the low clearance (heavily loaded)

side. This results in a lower flow-rate to the respective recess and,

therefore, pressure in that recess is increased. Conversely, in the

large clearance (unloaded) side, the recess pressure decreases. This

pressure difference across the bearing load produces load capacity.

Thus, ror any given loading, an eccentricity 1S produced for wh1ch

the product of bearing pressure and projected area balances the applied

load. Therefore, as a result of the pressure supply and the associated

control devices, the fluid-film load support does not depend on speed.

Such bearings may operate at any speed down to zero with full fluid-

film separation of the surfaces, which is the principal advantages of

hydrostatic bearings.

The control devices perform a major role in the operation of a

hydrostatic bearing. As they function to control the flow-rate through

the bearing, they also govern the bearing's oil-film stiffness. The

most common forms of control devices in use are:

(1) capillary

(11) pocketed orifice

(iii) annular orifice

(iv) slots

(v) constant flow

(vi) position sensing and pressure sensing values

(vii) inherent control involving shallow recesses

(viii) porous liner.

(b) Advantages and Limitations of Hydrostatic Bearings

Many advantages have been claimed for hydrostatic bearings. These

include:
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(i) Low friction and high stiffness at low speeds.

(ii) Moderate temperature rise.

(iii) High precision of rotation. Because of the large clearance

in hydrostatic bearings, there 1s an averaging effect on

journal shape errors. Therefore, the running accuracy is

usually very much better than the accuracy of the bearing

members.

(iv) High reliability and long life.

The following disadvantages should be considered, which may in

some circumstances restrict the use of hydrostatic bearings:

(i) High initial cost

(ii) Auxiliary equipment such as a pump, filter, supply line, etc.

is required.

(iii) The hydraulic system may be a source of external mechanical

and audible vibrations.

Considering the above factors, hydrostatic bearings are thus,

widely used in precision machine tools (milling, boring, grinding or

turning) heavy duty grinding machines, rolling mills, etc.

1.2.3 Hybrid (Hydrostatic/Hydrodynamic) Bearings

Throughout the context of this investigation, the word 'hybrid' is

used to denote the condition that both hydrostatic and hydrodynamiC

actions are present. Therefore the configuration of a hybrid bearing

may vary between a conventional recessed hydrostatic bearing to a plain

hydrodynamic bearing. An example of the former is when a hydrostatic

bearing is run at speeds while forced-feeding a hydrodynamic bearing

with an externally pressurised supply constitutes the latter. The only

distinctive feature between them is that hybrid bearings that are hydro-

statically based, have restrictors, while hybrid bearings that are hydro-

dynamically based usually incorporate a non-return value in the supply

line as a principle of good practice (1). This discussion will be con-
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fined to plain (non-recessed) hybrid bearings that are hydrostatically

based, and references to other hybrid bearing configurations will only

be mentioned.

There are two basic configurations of plain hybrid journal bearings

the slot-entry and the hole-entry. Slot-entry bearings, which are the

subject of patents taken out by C. W. Dee (2) of Aerostatic Limited,

Poole, are bearing units currently available in selected size units,

(see figure (1.3) and plate 2). It has the appearance of a plain

hydrodynamic journal bearing, but, it has slot restrictors built into

the bearing body.

The thickness of the slots is usually of the order of 12 - 50 um.

A single or double row of inlet slots may be employed depending upon the

application. The slots act as laminar restrictors. Design procedures

for this bearing configuration for static performance have been fully

established and backed up by an extensive programme of experimental work

(3). However, information on dynamic performance is still lacking.

Advantages claimed by researchers of this bearing configuration are:

(i) Slot-entry bearings are superior to the circumferential

groove hydrodynamic bearings, when operating at speed, since

higher loads can be supported.

(ii) Slot-entry bearings carry loads comparable with axial groove

hydrodynamic bearings, but are greatly superior for coping

with rotating loads and varying directions of loading.

(ii1) Slot-entry bearings carry slightly higher loads at zero

speed than four-recess hydrostatic bearings.

The second configuration of plain hybrid journal bearing is the

hole-entry configuration, as illustrated in figure (1.4). The holes

are disposed around two rows and can either be orifice or capillary

compensated. This type of bearing has the advantage of ease of manu-

facture and a further improvement over the slot-entry bearing at high
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------------

1---- - - - - - -----

Fi g. (1.3) : Plain Slot-Entry Hybrid Journal Bearing.

o o 0 0 0 0

o o 0 0 0 0

Fig.(1.4): Asymmetric Plain Hole-Entry Hybrid Journal
Bearing.



Plate (1): Recess Hydrostatic Bearing

Plate (2) : Slot-Entry Hybrid Bearing
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speeds and at very high eccentricity-ratios (6).

1.3 The Scope and Aims of The Investigation

Although there is now an availability of accurately computed data

accompanying design procedures on double-entry slot hybrid journal

bearings, there is still an element of uncertainty, in relation to its

dynamic performance, when the bearing is called upon to operate at speeds.

There is no information concerning their performance in relation to

physical characteristics, like, critical speeds, instability, unbalance

response, etc. To date, the only data available is that reported by

Rowe et al (4), which is restricted to the concentric case, and is not

presented in a convenient form, which can be directly used by rotating

machinery designers or rotor-bearing dynamicists. Also, it is not

known whether the slot-entry bearing is more stable than a hydrodynamic

bearing or not. This thesis attempts to provide the information to

bridge this gap, so that the potential advantages of the slot-entry

bearing can be exploited to the fullest. Therefore the present invest-

igation has been conducted with the following aims in view:

1) To compute the eight linearized dynamic coefficients for a plain

hybrid journal bearing of the slot-entry configuration, and, to

predict the frequency responses of the bearing fluid-film.

2) To measure, experimentally, the frequency responses of the bearing

fluid-film and to determine the eight-linearized dynamic coefficients

for a plain hybrid journal bearing under various operating conditions.

3) To compare the theoretical frequency responses and coefficients

with those obtained experimentally.

4) To prepare and present data in a form suitable for use in a full

rotor-bearing dynamic analysis.

5) To predict the stability threshold speed of rotors (rigid and

flexible) operating in plain hybrid bearings and to carry out a

comparison with other bearing configurations, where !nformation
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is available.

The programme for the dynamic analysis of the hybrid journal

bearing is illustrated in figure (1.5).

A literature survey on fluid-film bearing research and externally

pressurized bearings is detailed in Chapter 2.

As researchers of hydrostatic and hydrodynamic bearings differ in

their approach to investigating the dynamic performance of bearings, a

chapter on journal bearing dynamics is included in Chapter 3, so that,

a better understanding and deeper appreciation of the subject can be

achieved. Also, it is hoped that this may lead the way to a standard

approach to dynamic analysis, so that comparison between externally

pressurized and hydrodynamic bearings can be made.

Chapter 4 outlines the theoretical analysis used for carrying out

performance studies of slot-entry bearings. Two models were developed;

a finite-difference approximation of the Reynolds equation and a lumped

parameter approach. The results (static) are discussed and compared

with those of Koshal (3).

Two techniques (perturbation and finite-disturbance) are developed

for the subsequent computation of the eight-linearized bearing dynamic

coefficients, which define the forces for small displacements of the

journal about its static equilibrium position. These are presented in

Chapter 5, and the results are discussed.

Chapter 6 is a discussion of the subjects of system identification

and modelling. This chapter discusses the frequency response technique,

bearing fluid-film modelling and the derivation of the bearing fluid-

film transfer-functions. Also, the identification of the fluid-film

transfer-function and bearing coefficients from the experimental results

are discussed.

The test-rig and instrumentation system used to conduct the
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experimental studies are described in Chapter 7. These include the

development of the software and electrical circuits for real time meas-

urements.

Tbe experimental procedure is discussed in Chapter 8, and the

theoretical and experimental results for frequency responses and bearing

coefficients are compared and discussed.

A theoretical linearized stability study of the slot-entry bearing

is presented in Chapter 9.

Chapter 10 presents the conclusions and suggestions for future

work.
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CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE SURVEY

2.1 Fluid-Film Bearing Research

Lubrication is a modern science and almost all we now consider

significant has been discovered since the middle of the ninetieth

century. Early research work was mainly concerned with trying out

various bearing metals and lubricants to minimise friction and maximise

bearlng life. One of these early inves·tigators was L. D. Girard, who,

in a note to the Academy of Science Paris (1862), discussed the use of

a water lubricated hydrostatic journal bearing, where frictional and

wear effects could almost be eliminated. The year 1878, saw the first

public demonstration of hydrostatic lubrication ('Le chemin de Fer de

Glace') at the Paris Industrial Exposition. It was a heavy block on

legs that glided easily on a flat surface, where the lubricant was

pumped down each leg to the feet which acted as hydrostatic pads.

The breakthrough in lubrication studies came in the 1880's, where

the emphasis was towards an understanding of the physical mechanism of

fluid-film lubrication, rather than measurements of friction. The

hydrodynamic action of the lubricant within a journal bearing was dis-

covered by Beauchamp Tower ( 1 ) in 1883, and his experiments led

Reynolds ( 2 ) in 1886, to work out theoretical explanations (Reynolds

equation) to define the pressure distribution within the oil-film of

such bearings. Petroff, who was working independently in Russia (1883)

had already proposed theoretical explanations to relate friction

measurements to hydrodynamic theory. Petroff's work differed in that

it was based on the existence of an oil film of uniform thickness,

whereas Reynold considered the more general case of films of non-

uniform thickness in an eccentric bearing.

The Reynolds equation, which is a combination of the continuity
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and equilibrium equations is insoluble in closed form. However, many

approximate solutions exist. Until the advent of numerical techniques

of integration, it could only be solved for the case of an infinitely

long bearing based on a substitution by Sommerfeld ( 3 ) in 1904. An

improvement of the infinitely long bearing solution was proposed by

Gumbel in 1917, who used correction factors based on the length to

diameter ratio of the bearing to correct for end leakage. Another

significant contribution in the field of analytical solutions was the

infinitely short bearing model of Dubois and Ocvirk ( 9 ) in 1952.

The boundary conditions normally used in the solution of the

Reynolds equation are the Sommerfeld (3600), the half Sommerfeld (1800)

and the Reynolds boundary conditions. These are illustrated in figure

(2.1). The Sommerfeld boundary condition is the simplest and least

realistic, at large values of eccentricity ratio and speed. It assumes

that the lubricant film extends continuously around the bearing with

no cavitation, hence negative pressures occur in the divergent zone.

Experimental studies carried out by Dyer and Reason (43) did not sub-

stantiate this theory. An improvement, is the half Sommerfeld condition

which assumes that the film starts at the point of maximum gap, extends
othrough 180 and terminates at the minimum gap. This is the most real-

istic boundary conditions that can normally be handled by analytical

solutions. The Reynolds condition is most commonly used by present day

investigators and is the most accurate of the three boundary conditions,

film breakdewa) though more difficult to handle. It assumes that the

film starts where the gap is at a maximum and terminates where the

pressure and the circumferential pressure gradient are simultaneously

zero. The validity of this condition has been explored by Swift ( 4 )

and Stieber ( 5 ). When used in conjunction with an iterative tech-

nique the Reynolds condition can be easily incorporated, and by setting

all negative pressures to zero, the pressure distribution will auto-
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matica11y take up the necessary zero gradient at the trailing end as

iteration proceeds.

The film reformation boundary has been the focus of attention of

several present day investigators (33, 54, 55, 61). This is based on

the studies of the behaviour of film rupture in the cavitated region

by Jakobsson and Floberg ( 12). By considering the continuity of flow.

they postulated a new boundary condition governing the reformation of

film pressure. This boundary condition is currently the best available,

but it is difficult to incorporate in a solution. Recently several

efficient algorithms for handling the Jakobsson and Floberg boundary

conditions have appeared in the literature (55, 61). Another con-

dition, which is easier to implement in a solution is to assume that
apfilm reformation occurs at a 'free' boundary (P = lax = 0), instead

of beginning specifically at the position of maximum gap. The validity

of this assumption for bearings operating at high values of eccentricity

has been explored by Dyer (40).

Numerical iterative techniques are the most important means of

solving the fluid lubrication problem. Among all the numerical tech-

niques available, the relaxation approach based on successive iterations

of the governing equations (a finite-difference approximation of the

Reynolds equation) is the most frequently used in journal bearing

analysis, since the use of direct matrix inversion is not practical.

Notable among the papers on the solution of finite bearings are those

by Cameron and Wood ( 7 ), Walther and Sassenfeld ( 8 ), Raimondi and

Boyd (13), Heller and Shapiro (22), 0'Donoghue, Rowe and Hooke (23 )

and many others. A method of solution of the Reynolds equation which

takes advantage of the form of the boundary conditions to solve the

problem exactly and accurately without requiring iteration has been

presented by Castelli and Shapiro (15). Interests on this approach

is growing and has been adopted by many present investigators such as
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Lund et al (45) and Colsher, Anwar and Katsumata (57), although each

investigator differs in the method of solving their matrix equations.

The application of finite-element techniques to lubrication problems is

growing rapidly and is currently the best numerical technique available.

It offers a practical means of dealing with irregularities of geometric

and physical properties. Notable among the papers are those by Booker

and Huebner ( 37), Allaire, Nicholas and Gunter (44) and many others.

2.2 Hydrostatic Bearing Research

The multi-recessed type of externally pressurized bearing has been
extensively studied since Fuller(6) first presented a series of articles
on hydrostatic lubrication in 1947. A useful guide on the su?ject of
hydrostatic lubrication may be seen in the work of Shaw and Macks( 62 ).

The work of Raimondi and Boyd ( 10) in 1954, signifies one of the

major developments in the field of hydrostatic lubrication, although

their analysis is limited to thin land bearings operating at the con-

centric condition. They described the lumped parameter method for flows

over axial and circumferential lands. The effect of hydrodynamic pressure

caused by the rotation of the shaft was neglected.

Loeb (11) demonstrated that the electric analog field plotter

could be used to analyse any bearing shape with reasonable accuracy.

In contrast to Raimondi and Boyd's analysis, Loeb's analysis is limited

to thick land bearings, also operating at the concentric condition.

Approximate expressions for the damping of a four-recess hydro-

static bearing has been derived by Mori and Yabe (14 ), by taking into

account the effects of the axial and circumferential land squeeze films,

at zero speed. The damping caused by the external restrictor was neg-

lected.

Various refined forms of the original Raimondi and Boyd's analysis

have been used by numerous workers ( 16, 19, 24, 25, 34 ) to est-

ablish the steady state behaviour of hydrostatic bearings, while the
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Mori and Yabe's analysis provided the groundwork for subsequent dynamic

analysis of hydrostatic bearings ( 27, 28 ).

Design procedures based on the thin land assumption, for a cap-

illary compensated hydrostatic journal bearing had been presented by

Cowley and Kher (16). The rotation induced flow was again neglected.

Hunt and Ahmed (19) demonstrated the importance of the rotation

induced flow when analysing a six-recess capillary compensated hydro-

static bearing, but they neglected the effect of the pressure induced

circumferential flow.

The subject of optimization, which has major relevance to exter-

nally pressurized bearings was put forward by Opitz (20) in 1968,

although Fuller ( 6 ) was the first to perform optimization on hydro-

static bearings by varying the film thickness to minimise total power .•
Opitz demonstrated that choosing viscosity to minimize the total power

leads to the requirement that the power-ratio, K = 1, while choosing

the clearance leads to the requirement that K = 3. He further demon-

strated that, if the values of K, lie between 1 and 3, the total power

dissipated does not exceed the minimum value by more than 15%.

By including both pressure and rotation induced flows, Davies (25)

extended the thin-land model of Raimondi and Boyd. His analysis is

applicable to any number of recesses. The author further defined the

concept of 'optimum speed'. This is the speed at which the ratio of

the energy dissipated in shearing at the bearing lands to the total

energy required for oil to flow through the concentric bearing is an

optimum.

A comprehensive investigation into the design of various shapes

and types of hydrostatic bearings was presented by O'Donoghue and Rowe

(24, 34 ). Results were presented for thin land bearings for sim-

plicity and thick-land bearings based on finite-difference techniques.
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A solution for hydrostatic journal bearings based on accurate

finite-difference techniques has been presented by Heller and Shapiro

(22). Both hydrostatic and hydrodynamic effects were taken into

account and the effect of cavitation was considered by substituting

zero values for all negative pressures encountered during the relaxation

process. Another technique, the 'cell approach', has been presented by

Colsher and Anwar (57).

Q'Donoghue, Rowe and Hooke (23) employed similar techniques in

their analysis, and compared four different procedures for designing

externally pressurized journal bearings from the point of view of cost

of computing time, accuracy and ease of use. The four approaches are:

(i) the simple concentric theory

(ii) the lumped parameter technique

(iii) superposition of finite difference results

(iv) full simultaneous solution by the finite difference technique

with provision for cavitation.

The authors (29), further defined optimization as the process of

minimizing the total power dissipation of a bearing which must fulfil

certain other requirements, such as a given load on a pad which must be

contained within a certain area. Design procedures for various types

of hydrostatic bearings, aiming at solutions near to optimal designs

have been presented by the authors (34). Rowe et al (26), introduced

the optimization or speed parameter, Sho' which relates design variables

for a minimum power condition. The parameter Sho' is the optimum value

of the equivalent Sommerfeld Number for hydrostatic bearings which is

termed Sh' The optimum value of ShO was defined as the value of Sh

corresponding to the power ratio K = 1.

At about this time, the wide applications of hydrostatic journal

bearings in main-spindle assemblies of machine-tools, instigated

numerous investigators of externally pressurized bearings to take into
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account dynamic performance. Cowley and Kher (27) extended the model

of Mori and Yabe (14) by taking into account the effect of the ex-

ternal restrictor. They examined the forced vibration characteristics

of a flexible spindle supported in two hydrostatic bearings and re-

presented the bearing characteristics by a one-dimensional spring and

damper. The authors showed the importance of selecting the optimum

bearing stiffness and damping in minimizing dynamiC deflections at the

spindle. Opitz et al (28) carried out a more complicated analysis

than that of Cowley and Kher (27) to include the compressibility effect

and an improved modelling of the damping term. The authors (27, 28

neglected the effect of shaft rotation in their theoretical analysis,

although they did not observe any significant speed effects experiment-

ally.

A closed form solution at zero shaft eccentricity, for the operation

of a four recess hydrostatic journal bearing has been presented by

Davies and Leonard (30). By extending a previous static analysis (25)

they formulated a general unsteady-state continuity-of-flow equation

for a recess in a multi-recess bearing using small perturbation analysis
and applied it to an orifice-compensated bearing with four recesses at

zero eccentricity. The validity of their analysis was demonstrated by

the experimental confirmation of the occurrence of dynamic instability

( 31) and also by the experimental results (30) obtained from harmonic

testing (receptances). Associated numerical solutions of the equations

of motion about eccentric positions, were also adequately confirmed by

Leonard and Davies (35).

Dixon and Leonard (32), extended the general analysis of Davies

and Leonard ( 30) to include bearings with three. five and six recesses.

A closed form solution was obtained for zero eccentricity. The analysis

is applicable to both orifice and capillary compensated bearings.

Davies (42) in extending the thin land model of ( 30) presented
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equations of motion and expressions for receptances, for motion of the

shaft about the concentric position, using signal flow graphs. His

analysis can be applied to orifice, capillary or constant flow compen-

sated bearings and any number of recesses could be accommodated.

A discussion on the mechanism of instability in hydrostatic journal

bearings has been presented by Leonard and Rowe (38 ).

Purely experimental investigations have been reported by Patrick

and Chen (21) and Ho and Chen (52 ), on the dynamic performance of

capillary compensated hydrostatic bearings.

A system approach to the dynamic characteristics of hydrostatic

bearings has been presented by Chen et al (53). Concentric dynamic

force coefficients for capillary, orifice and constant flow hydrostatic

bearings have been presented by Rowe (47).

Recently the finite-element technique has been adopted by

Wadhwa et al (60) and many others to carry out dynamic analysis.

2.3 Hybrid Bearing Research - Slot-Entry Configuration

Approximate methods for the design of single and double-entry slot

hybrid bearings have been presented by Dee and Shires (36). They

derived a simplified analysis based upon axial flow modelling in the

bearing clearance. A factor was introduced in the analysis to account

for circumferential flow.

Stout, Porrit and Rowe (17) presented results for double slot-

entry bearings at zero speed, obtained by finite-difference technique

and compared them with results of Shires and Dee ( 18). The authors

concluded that the simplified method under-estimated the bearing per-

formance compared with finite-difference results at low eccentricities.

Stout and Rowe (39) extended the work further, by presenting full

design procedures for zero speed slot-entry bearings under steady

loading based on their finite-difference technique.
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Recently, a comprehensive investigation into the performance of

slot hybrid bearings under various operating conditions of eccentricity

and speed was carried out by Koshal and Rowe (45, 48). Design guides

leading to optimum hybrid performance have been presented and the

optimum bearing geometry was established (49). Their theoretical

analysis was based on a finite-difference approximation of the class-

ical Reynolds equation with provision for source flow and allowing for

cavitation. More recently, Rowe et al (58) presented a theoretical

analysis of hole-entry hybrid bearings. Their investigations showed

that hole-entry bearings offer possible improvements over the slot

configuration. Experimental work on the hole configuration has yet

to be undertaken.

To date, there is no significant information on the dynamic char-

acteristics of plain slot-entry hybrid bearings, except, those presented

by Rowe et al (47), which is limited to the concentric condition, and,

Rowe and Chong (59), where the four stiffness and four damping co-

efficients are presented. The dynamic characteristics (including fluid

inertia) of oil lubricated plain hybrid journal bearing of the capillary

restrictor configuration had been presented by A. Ichikawa (51). Stiff-

ness and damping coefficients for the recessed hybrid journal bearing

had been presented by Rhode and Ezzat (41). The authors showed that

the compressibility effect is significant at the high end of the fre-

quency range.

Recently, Gomez (56) in his work on a heavy duty rolling mill,

reported that slot-entry bearings can support any combination of static

and dynamic load under constant and oscillating motion with no transient

overshoot of eccentricity ratio.

2.4 Summary

Ever since the basic principle of externally pressurized lubri-

cation was demonstrated to the public (1878), at the Paris Industrial
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Exposition, the subject has developed and progress from crude and

approximate analytical methods to accurate and realistic numerical

solutions, that will handle any degree of mathematical complexity.

There is now an availability of accurately computed data and

accompanying design procedures for static loads to satisfy most general

requirements of externally pressurized bearings.

Attention has been increasingly focussed on design for hybrid

operation. There is, therefore, an urgent need to include better and

more convenient information on dynamic performance. This is necessary

if progress is to be made towards overall system design of rotating

machinery to include externally pressurized bearings as standard elements

and to fully exploit the potential advantages offered by the hybrid

mode of lubrication.

The importance of an overall rotor-bearing dynamic analysis has

still to be appreciated by many designers of externally pressurized

bearings.
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~~~R3

JOURNAL BEARING DYNAMICS

3.1 Introduction

The literature surveyed in Chapter 2 on the subject of externally

pressurized bearings, revealed that most of the work on externally

pressurized bearings has been concerned with static performance charac-

teristics. Literature on the dynamic characteristics of externally

pressurized journal bearings is mainly concerned with two features of

dynamic performance.

(i) Dynamic resistance to radial deflection.

(ii) Influence of speed on stability.

In contrast to hydrodynamic bearings, hydrostatic journal bearings

subject to dynamic loading, apart from being little investigated have

been mainly analysed along the lines of the rotor-dynamicist or the

system's approach based on closed loop control theory. The use of

static stiffness and the representation of the bearing characteristics

by one dimensional springs and dashpots constitute the main limitations

of the work carriedout by researchers of externally pressurized bearings,

although reasonable agreement between theory and experiment have been

reported. This is due to the fact that most of the studies carried
out were concerned with predicting responses, rather than predicting

any threshold of instability, or the stiffness and damping co-efficients.

Holmes (27) reported that response predictions can accommodate large

tolerances in the values of the co-efficients, while deduction of

bearing coefficients are subjected to large errors due to ill-condit-

ioning of the equations. However, the prediction of the threshold of

instability is very sensitive to variations in the coefficient values.

Although this research is primarily concerned with the dynamic

characteristics of externally pressurized bearings (hybrid lubrication),
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it is nevertheless, important and informative to mention and highlight

the important contributions made by the various exponents of the field

of hydrodynamic lubrication and shaft dynamics. Most of the analytical

developments in the field of rotor-bearing dynamics have been carried

out by researchers of hydrodynamic bearings, rather than researchers

of hydrostatic bearings. It is the author's opinion that a background

study of this subject will contribute to a better appreciation and

thorough understanding of bearing influenced rotor dynamics.

3.2 Primary Aspects of Rotor-Bearing Dynamics

A rotor is an elastic body. It is never completely rigid. There-

fore, the rotor vibrates, if it is subjected to excitational forces

(unbalance, etc). The state of vibration is governed by the dynamic

characteristics of the whole vibrating system - rotor, bearings, bearing

supports, foundation and the nature of the excitation. Rotor vibrations

can generally be classified into two categories:

(i) forced vibrations set up by external excitations

(ii) self-excited vibrations arising from bearing fluid-film actioD,

internal friction damping, aerodynamic or hydraulic cross-coupling

forces.

The support bearings play the most vital role in influencing the

vibration characteristics of the rotor - either in forced or self-

excited vibrations. Under steady-state conditions, the total pressure

force equals the static load acting on the bearing. If the journal is

disturbed from its static-equilibrium position (due to unbalance

excitation or shock loading etc.), additional pressures will be set up

in the fluid-film, which act as dynamic forces on the journal in addition

to the static force. The dynamic forces apart from being governed by

the velocity and amplitude of the journal centre motion, do not have

the same sense as the imposed force. By resolving the dynamic force

into two components, ~F and SF , and resolving the journal centrex y
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motion into x and y displacements, the dynamic force components may be

expressed as:

oFx - b .= - a x x -
11 11

oFy b .= - a x x -
21 21

a y-
12

a y
22

b •
12

Y

b Y
22

(1)

This is the basis of the linear approach to rotor-bearing dynamic

analysis, ·that is, the formulation of a linear differential equation

with constant coefficients to represent the bearing fluid-film, which

is adequate for most general applications. The eight coefficients aij
and bij are termed the stiffness and damping coefficients.

coefficients are calculated from lubrication theory and are properties

These

of the particular bearing. They are functions of the bearing con-

figuration, the lubricant properties, the rotational speed and the

steady-state journal centre position. However, under certain conditions

of shock and vibrations large displacements may occur and non-linearized

analyses are required.

(a) Forced vibrations - This usually gives rise to problems from

critical speeds and unbalance response. The bearing fluid-films

have a major influence on these characteristics. They provide

the major source of damping, thereby, attenuating the dynamical

forces transmitted to the pedestals. Their stiffness properties

affect the critical speeds and the associated mode shape (the

shape of the deflected rotor at the critical speed). This

phenomena can be demonstrated by two simple examples.

(i) A flexible rotor rotating in two rigid bearings

1st Crit kat 2nd Critical 3rd CriticaL
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Under this condition, the shatt may behave like a simply supported

beam, with mode shapes as illustrated above.

(ii) A rigid rotor rotating in two flexible bearings.

1st Critical
(Translatory Whirl)

2nd Critical
( (anica 1 Whirl)

3rd Critical
( Free- free Mode)

The rotor will behave like a rigid body at the 1st and 2nd critical

speeds. The rotor does not vibrate but whirls. The 3rd critical

speed may involve bending ot the rotor.

(b) Selt-excited vibrations - These are instabilities which will

ultimately lead to destruction ot the rotor, 1f the whirl thres-

hold speed is exceeded. Again, the fluid-film bearings are the

most common source ot instabilities. Bearing specialists have

given various names to this phenomenon, such as, half-frequency

whirl, oil-film whirl, fractional frequency whirl, non-synchronous

whirl, resonant whip or oil whip. This phenomenon refers to the

fact that at some critical frequency of rotation, the rotor may

precess about some point in the journal at a frequency not syn-
chronous with the rotation speed. A common form of whirl instab-

ility occurs at a rotation speed equal to twice the system first

critical with a precession rate equal to one half the rotor

rotation. This is usually referred to as half frequency whirl

or half speed whirl. A physical and simplified mathematical

explanation of the mechanism of whirl instability in concentric

fluid-film journal bearings has been presented by Leonard and
Rowe ( 18) .
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It 1s the bearing cross-coupling characteristics that produce

whirl instabilities. The influence of the bearing cross-coupling

characteristics (a and a ) on stability is illustrated mathematically
12 21

in Appendix I. The analysis shows that if the cross-coupling co-

efficients could be eliminated, the bearing will be inherently stable.

Also, it points out the interesting phenomena that bearing asymmetry

(a ~ a ) promotes stability.
11 22

In many cases, the dynamic characteristics of the rotor bearing

system can be treated as very close to linear. However, in practice

non-linearity occurs at a certain amplitude of vibration, and results

in interaction between forced and self-excited vibrations. Therefore,

a self-excited vibration may take up the frequency of an imposed vib-

ration or of a harmonic or subharmonic of an imposed vibration.

3.3 Review of Previous Work on Stability

The first recorded attempt to study the problem of rotor dynamics

was presented by Rankine (1879), who postulated the concept of 'in-

different equilibrium', that is, the shaft i.sstable below its 1st

critical speed, and unstable above it. Hence rotor design at that

period was limited to speed regions below the 1st critical speed of the

rotor. It was in 1919 that Jeffcott ( 1 ) concluded that operating

above the 1st critical shaft speed is possible. This led to new con-

cepts in rotor design and by the early 1920's, rotor design had pro-

gressed to the point that some rotors were operating in speed regions

well above the 1st critical speed of the rotor. This resulted in some

inexplicable phenomena, such that, some rotors were able to success-

fully operate in that region, while others were not. Refinement in

balancing the rotors did not alleviate the problem at all. This

startled many eminent investigators of that time.

Notable among them was B. L. Newkirk (2 ), who in 1924, carried

out experimental studies to investigate this phenomenon of rotor failure
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and concluded that:

1) fractional frequency whirling or fractional speed whirling always

occurred at speeds above the 1st rotor critical speed, and usually

the whirling frequency is equal to the 1st critical speed and was

constant regardless of rotor rotational speed.

2) The onset of whirl sets in at a rotor speed roughly twice the rotor

critical speed, and, if the rotor speed were increased above the

speed at onset of whirl, whirl amplitudes would build up and lead

to ultimate rotor failure.

3) Improvements in balancing of the rotor have no effect on the thres-

hold speed for onset of whirl.

These conclusions clearly suggest that ideas based on 'critical

speed' of the rotor were not satisfactory to explain the observed phen-

omena. Initially Newkirk concluded that internal frictional effects of

built-up rotors were responsible, but further investigations suggested

that the instability was due to the characteristics of the oil-film (3).

He called this instability ,'oil-whip'. He further observed that:

1) Increasing the foundation flexibility would reduce the whirl thres-

hold speed.

2) Introducing damping into the foundation would increase the whirl

threshold speed.

3) Distortion or misalignment of the bearing housing would increase

stability.

At about the same period (1925), a very significant contribution

to the analysis of this phenomenon of rotor failure was put forward by

Stodola ( 4 ). He showed that the oil-film supporting a rigid shaft

acts like a non-linear spring and postulated the concept of representing

the bearing characteristics by eight Taylor expansion coefficients
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(four linearized stiffness coefficients and four linearized damping

coefficients). This linearized representation of the fluid-film char-

acteristics, is widely used by present day investigators and has been

acknowledged by many to be adequate for most rotor-bearing dynamic

analysis. Hummel ( 5 ) extending the work of Stodola concluded that

rotor instability (as tested by the Routh-Hurwitz criteria) caused by

the fluid-film forces would set in at values of eccentricity-ratio

below 0.7. His analysis did not take into account squeeze film terms

in the Reynolds equation. For several years after the work of Stodola

and Hummel, little progress was made in understanding the mechanism

and characteristics of journal bearing dynamics. Research effort

during this period tended to be directed towards the development of

'anti-whirl bearings'. An attempt to explain the experimental findings

of Newkirk was conducted by Robertson ( 6 ) in 1933. His analysis was
obased on a 360 non-cavitated infinitely long bearing model of Harrison

(1913), which did not allow a radial stiffness term. This led Robertson

to the startling and incorrect conclusion that instability would occur

at all speeds.

Interest in the dynamic characteristics of journal bearings in-

creased again in the mid-1940's (after World War 2) mainly due to the

economical requirements of rotating machines to run at higher speeds and

the realization of the significant role played by journal bearings in the

vibration characteristics of the rotor-bearing system. The research

tended to be split into two categories - linear and non-linear studies.

Linear analyses 1s concerned with the derivation and application of the

eight-linearized bearing coefficients to study the influence of the

bearings on rotor dynamic characteristics. Non-linear analyses normally involve

a time history type of approach, mainly to examine the form of instab-

ility and produce journal loci plots (transient simulation) .

Stability criteria for fixed pad bearings has been presented by
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Hagg ( 7 ) in 1946 based on small displacement analysis. He also showed

that the frequency of whirl was infact less than half the rotor rotation

frequency. Poritsky ( 8 ) in 1953, extended the work of Robertson by

correctly including radial stiffness into the oil-film, and concluded

that a rotor bearing system was indeed stable below twice the rotor

critical speed. Poritsky also showed that increased rotor flexibility

would decrease the system critical speed.

Hori ( 9 ) in 1959, carried out a combined theoretical and experi-

mental study of oil whip. He used a long bearing model but allowed for

cavitation, and concluded that in all cases, stable operation was

assured for a static eccentricity-ratio greater than 0.82.

Holmes (10) in 1960, presented the oil whirl characteristics of

a journal bearing (the short bearing model of Ocvirk) using a rigid

rotor. A non-dimensional plot of stability was provided together with

a discussion of increasing speed from zero speed to instability.

Heddi and Trumpler (11) in 1962, studied the stability of long
o 0bearings using both cavitating (180 ) and non-cavitating (360 ) film-

models. A rigid shaft was assumed. He concluded that the non-cavitating

bearing had no stable operationpoints, while the cavitating bearing, in

fact did.

A general theoretical analysis for studying the dynamic response

of rotating machinery, based on realistic boundary conditions has been

presented by Lund and Sternlicht (12 ). The work provides a direct means

of calculating the force transmitted by symmetrical two bearing rotors.

Mitchell, Holmes and Ballegooyen (13 ) in 1965 experimentally

determined the four stiffness coefficients by applying static incremental

loads to the bearing and measuring the ratios of the resulting displace-

ments to the input forces.

A comprehensive investigation of many of the facets of turborotor
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whirl and instability was presented by Gunter (14 ) in 1966. He

extended the work of Jeffcott ( 1 ) to include the effects of bearing

and support flexibility.

Glienicke (15) conducted experiments to determine the value of

the bearing coefficients. He applied sinusoidal forcing to the bearing

and the eight oil film coefficients were determined from amplitude and

phase measurements. He pointed out that in order to achieve an accuracy

of 5% in the value of the final coefficients, the measured amplitude

and phase must be within ± 1% accuracy.

Using a central unbalance located on the journal, to generate the

sinusoidal input forcing at the journal frequency, Holmes and Woodcock

(16), determined the four damping coefficients in conjunction with the

previously determined stiffness coefficients of ref. (13).

Morton (17) used a similar method to that of Glienicke's to obtain

the complex form of the bearing frequency response functions at single

frequency (10 Hz and 15 Hz). The bearing coefficients were calculated

from these frequencies. Because of the practical difficulties of

exciting a rotating shaft by an external harmonic force, Morton (20 )

later applied a step response technique to determine the frequency res-

ponse functions from the bearing step response.

With the advent of a new generation of computers and more soph-

isticated instrumentations research is now moving towards a non-linear

approach and exploiting other techniques of system indentificatlon.

More recent theoretical work has involved the application of modal

methods to non-linear simulation (19, 22, etc. ). As compared with

finite-element or transfer-matrix simulation, modal methods have the

advantage of reducing the number of equations that require integration.

Nordmann et al (23) identified the bearing coefficients using

impact (pulse) testing. A Pseudo-random binary testing technique has
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been used by Dogan et al (24 ) and Burrows and Stanway (21 ) for iden-

tifying the bearing coefficients. Also, the use of the fast-fourier

transform technique for identification of bearing characteristics has

been reported by Choy et al (25 ). These techniques will be discussed

more fully in the chapter on system identification.

3.4 Present State of the Art

The theoretical determination of bearing coefficients with constant

viscosity is now a fairly common practice. There is a need to include

factors such as geometrical imperfections, thermal and elastic distor-

tions, lubricant supply arrangements, variation of fluid properties and
more accurate boundary conditions.

There is poor correlation between experimental and theoretically

derived results, although experimental studies have not received as

much attention (28 ).

The representation of the bearing characteristics by the eight

linearized bearing coefficients is widely acknowledged to be adequate

for most rotor-bearing dynamic work, and, there is an urgent need to

integrate the extensive understanding of rotor dynamics and the develop-

ing studies of bearing stiffness and damping characteristics into a

single subject (26 ).

At present, there is still a lack of confidence in specifying the

stiffness and damping characteristics of realistic bearing configurations,

although existing procedures for the calculation of bearing character-

istics are adequate. There is a need for further well conceived and

executed experimental work that would guide the further development and

promote confidence in analytical procedures.

Two recent books published by the American Society of Mechanical

Engineers (The Lubrication Division). (29, 30 ) are useful guides to the

subject of rotor-bearing dynamics, while a review of this subject is well
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documented in a report presented by Dowson et al (29)'
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CHAPTER 4

HYBRID (HYDROSTATIC/HYDRODYNAMIC) JOURNAL BEARING ANALYSIS

4.1 Introduction

This section outlines two methods of analysing the performance of

double row slot-entry hybrid journal bearings, namely, the finite diff-

erence approximation of the modified Reynolds equation and the lumped

parameter method. A comparison with a previous finite difference method

( 8 ) is carried out; their relative merits are assessed and discussed

with particular reference to computing accuracy at high values of ecc-

entricity ratios.

4.2 Non-Dimensional Parameters

Some of the important non-dimensional parameters that are used in

the analysis are presented below. It is usual for results to be presen-

ted in dimensionless groups so that generality and economy of presen-

tation is achieved.

(1) Fuller Load Parameter (W)

w = W
PLOs

This is the most generally useful load parameter for hydrostatic

and hybrid modes of operation.

(2) Dimensionless Flow-Rate (gin or gout)

= 12.nP"C3" qin
s

The non-dimensional term presented here, ls different from that

normally used for hydrodynamic bearings, where the non-dimensional term

is expressed as:

qin (hydrodyn.) = ~
RLNC

Hence,

qin = qin (hydrodyn.) x (24.Sh LID) (4.1)
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(3) Sommerfeld Number (S)

S

The Sommerfeld number, or its reciprocal, 6, is applicable to

hybrid and hydrodynamic modes of operation. It relates the load cap-

acity to the speed, viscosi t.yand bearing dimensions.

(4) Sommerfeld Hybrid Parameter (Sh)

This parameter has been called by a variety of names, including,

'The Speed Parameter', and 'The Optimization Parameter'. The variety

of names reflects the importance of Sh' in specifying the hybrid mode

of operation.

It may be observed that the Sommerfeld hybrid parameter is equal

to the product of the Sommerfeld number and the Fuller number. It is,

therefore, possible to relate and compare hybrid and hydrodynamic

bearings' performance.
(4.2)

It has also been shown that there is an optimum range for Sh to

obtain maximum load and minimum power ( 2, 3, 4, 11 ). This may

be demonstrated by consideration of the power ratio.

(5) Power Ratio (K)

K

Opitz (2) showed that choosing viscosity to minimise total power

in a hybrid bearing leads to the requirement that K = 1.

By substituting the expressions for concentric friction power (Hf)

and concentric pumping power (H ) into the definition of power ratio, K,
p

it may be shown (See Appendix II) that,
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= (4.3)

The value of Sh when K = 1, that is, the minimum power value, is

known as ShO' 'The Optimized Speed Parameter', so that

S=I!BT
ho 41TJ --x; (4.4)

A full derivation of the optimized speed parameter, Sho' is
presented in Appendix II.

aThe value of Sho may be calculated for suitable values of e, /L

and L/D, and used to assist in the selection of a suitable combination

of the values of n, Ps and Cd' involved in the definition of Sh' thus,
ensuring the condition that K = 1 or any optimum value, and power

dissipation is a minimum, for the chosen value of clearance or viscosity.

The optimum range for Sh can be related to an optimum range for K,

in order to achieve maximum load aad m·1n1mum total power. For recessed

bearings, which are normally designed on the basis of zero speed load,

1t may be shown (4) th'atthe optimum range for minimum power Is

1 < K c 3 for minimum power
zero speed load (4.5)

For non-recessed bearings, where the load is to be carried with the aid

of the hybrid support mechanism, it is possible to increase K, beyond

this range by minimising the ratio of load/total power (11). In this
case:

3 < K < 9 for minimum power
hybrid load (4.6)

Power ratio has an additional significance for maximum temperature rise,

since it can be shown (See Appendix II) that,

D.T =
P (1 + K)s
c pv

(4.7)

Power ratio is never quoted for pressure fed hydrodynamic bearings,

although it may well be relevant to design, since for any bearing shape

there will be a maximum value of K, in order to avoid starvation or
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excessive temperature rise.

(6) Concentric Pressure Ratio (a)

a =

The value of pressure ratio is determined by the resistance to

flow in the restrictors in relation to the flow resistance in the

bearing clearance. There is an optimum range for B, which may be

made to correspond to the optimum ranges for K. The range is found

to be (10,11):

0.4 < a < 0.7

4.3 Definition and Geometrical Properties of the Double Row Slot-

Entry Hybrid Journal Bearing

The basic geometry and definitions of the double row slot-entry

journal bearing are illustrated in figure (4.1), while figure (4.2)

illustrates the co-ordinate system for load and displacement.

The direction of static load corresponds to the vertical Y

co-ordinate, whereas, the V co-ordinate, at an angle ~ to the verticalo

indicates, the line of eccentricity which corresponds to i = 1. Any

other position is indicated by the angle e, which varies from 0 to 2rr.

The additional parameter, the velocity vector e, acts at an angle

a to the vertical· is required for the dynamic analysis is presented in

Chapter 5.

4.4 Assumptions
In the analysis of double slot-entry journal bearings operating

under hybrid (hydrostatic/hydrodynamic) conditions, the following

assumptions have been made:

(1) The lubricating fluid is incompressible and its viscosity does

not change with position in the bearing, that is, the fluid is

isoviscous.
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o

Fig.(4.1): Hybrid Bearing Geometry And
Slotted Shim Notation.
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Wyo

Fig.(4.2): Coordinate System For Load And
Displacement.
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(2) The diametral clearance is very small compared with the diameter

so that the pressure variations across the oil film are negligible

compared with circumferential and axial variations.

(3) Oil flow is laminar throughout the bearing system.

(4) Inertia effects on the fluid-film may be neglected.

(5) The curvature of the bearing surface is assumed to be negligible

as the radius of the curvature of the bearing is large in com-
parison with the fluid-film thickness.

(6) There are no external forces acting on the fluid-film, that is,

body forces (gravitational and magnetic) are negligible.

(7) There is no slip at the boundaries, that is, layers of fluid in

contact with the bearing surfaces have the same velocity as those

surfaces.

(8) The slots in the bearing are equally spaced around the bearing.

(9) Pressures at the exit from a feed slot are assumed to be constant

circumferentially.

(10) There is no misalignment, that is, tilting of the bearing element

is neglected.

4.5 Finite Difference Approximation of the Modified Reynolds Equation

4.5.1 Introduction

The theory for the analysis os the static performanc of double slot-

entry hybrid (hydrostatic/hydrodynamic) journal bearings which is based

on a finite difference approximation of the modified form of the classical

Reynolds equation is presented in this section. This analysis differs

from a previous analysis carried out by Koshal (8), in that, circum-

ferential flow at the region of a source is not ignored. Also the pressure

field is iterated continuously from one end of the boundary to the other,

without having to miss the region of a source, where a second equation is
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applied. It is found that this improved the computing accuracy.

4.5.2 Basis of Theoretical Analysis

A theoretical basis for solving the pressure fields in a double

slot-entry hybrid journal bearing is the modified form of the classical

Reynolds equation which has an extra term added to the usual version.

The extra term has been added to make provision for source flow. A

form of the modified Reynolds equation applied to a bearing with source

flow is:

ap) a
ax + az (Ph

3 ap) =L(PUh\
12n az ax 2 J +

aat (ph) - Sf (4.8)

where the co-ordinates, x, refer to the circumferential direction and
z, to the axial direction.

Equation (4.8) represents a general form of the lubrication

equation which has special relevance to bearings incorporating source

flow, including the conventional hydrostatic bearings, the hybrid

bearings and the forced feed hydrodynamic bearings. The source term Sf

is a general term and its evaluation is only dependent on the type of

compensating device.

The film thickness h is given as:

h = C (1 + € cos 8) (4.9)

At the static equilibrium position:

h = h
0

P = P
0

Sf = Sfo

(4.10)

Therefore equation (4.8) reduces to:
ap ap

a! (ho 3 . a~) + a! ( ho 3 a~) = 6 n u
aho
ax

(4.11)

In order to generalize the equation, the following terms are non-

dimensionalized:
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P = Ii p
0 0 s

h = H C }0 0 (4.12)
x = X D

z = Z L

Substituting equation (4.12) into equation (4.11) and rearranging terms

yields:

a (HO 3 apO) (~t a (Ho 3 apO)
ax ax + az az

aH 12 n D2 SfO
= 24 1T Sh ( a~) c3 (4.13)p Ps

where Bh = nN
(C:Yps

4.5.3 Finite Difference Transformation

Consider now, the fluid-film to be divided into a mesh in the X

and Z direction. Such a mesh is illustrated in figure (4.3). At some

point in the mesh lies the integer coordinates (i, j), where i,

refers to the circumferential (X) direction, and j, refers to the axial

(Z) direction. If there are (m + 1) mesh points (that is, m, mesh

elements), in the axial direction and, ne' in the circumferential

direction, then 1< j ~ Cm + 1) and 1 < i < n •e Therefore, the pitches

between adjacent mesh points in the X and Z directions are respectively:

= 1T/n e
(4.14)

!lZ = 11m

The coordinate i = 1, is equivalent to i = (n + 1), since bothe

values correspond to e = 0 or 21T. The coordinate j = d and (m + 1 - d),

corresponds to the circumferential line containing the oil supply feed-

slot, while, j = 1 and (m + 1), correspond to the discharge edges of the

bearing. The finite difference grid notation used in the present

analysis is presented in figure (4.4). If!l Z < < 1 and !lX< < 1T,

the following finite difference approximations may be made:
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x (j)
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IlZ

-
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Fig. (4.4): Finite- Difference Grid Notati on.
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L :1
Fig.{4.5): The Assumed Axial Pressure.
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( a PO)
~ (po i + 1, j - P i, jl l x

J

a X i + 1, j 0

(4.15)

( a Po ) ..:.. ( Po - P j 1 / 6X. i, j i - 1,a x i - 1, j 0

a P(H3--2.)
o a x i ]/1::. X

i, j

(4.16)

Since, H is independent of Z, substituting equation (4.15) into (4.16)o

yields:

+ H 3 P
o i-I 0 i-I, j (HO

3
i + i + Ho

3
i-i) Po i, j ]

(4.17)

A similar procedure for the Z direction yields:

[:. (R03 : !ol]i,j ~ ,\2 [Ro\ Po i, j + 1+80\ Po i, j -

• • • -2 HO3i Po i, j ]

1 ..•

(4.18)

a H
The term (~)i, j, may be expressed as:

1
I::. X (4.19)

or:

a H
( ~ ) = - 2 e: sin a i .d Xi, j

(4.20)

In terms of the bearing 'mesh', the angle ai' is given by:

( i - l)e i = 21T ne
(4.21)

Equation (4.20) was adopted for the present analysis. Substi tuting

equations (4.17), (4.18) and (4.20) into equation (4.13) and multi-

plying through by (L/D I::.XI::.Z), has the effect that each term of the
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new equation represents a dimensionless volumetric flow-rate, where the
12 ndimensionless factor is P C3'
s

represents the total dimensionless
02 Sfo

region of a source. (q =so P

(12 n )Hence, the term p C3 qso
s i,j

source flow into one element in the
!! AX AZ)D Ll Ll • Furthermore, to ensure

that the source term is only contributed in the region of a source, a

source factor Ai,j is defined. Ai . = 1, in the region of a source and,_
, J

zero elsewhere. This allows the same equation to be employed every-

where in the bearing mesh. Hence, in finite difference form equation

(4.13) becomes:

[ ( L) ez (H 3 3) + (E.) tlX(2 H 3 )D tlX 0 i+1 + HO i-1 L tlZ 0 i

- [(-LD) ~ZX (H
0
3
i
)] [(D) zx ( 3)]-

Ll Poi,j+l - L t.Z HO i Poi,j-l

= 48 7r Sh c Sin ei (~) sx zz + (!: 23 qso ) i,j \, j

It should be emphasized that equation (4.22) above, is a general finite

(4.22)

difference lubrication equation. The usual finite difference version

of the Reynolds equation, is obviously a particular form of the

generalized equation, in which the factor, Ai,j = O. Any type of com-

bination of source flows may be treated by substituting an appropriate

source term in equation (4.22), in terms of the expression derived

from considerations of flow continuity between the bearing and the res-

pective compensating device.

The following section is devoted to the application of equation

(4.22), to double row slot-entry hybrid bearings. This equation will

be referred to as the Slot-Entry Bearing Finite Difference Equation.

Any arbitrary number of elements per slot may be used, subjected to

assumption (9) of Section 4.4. An expression for the source flow, in

terms of the concentric pressure ratio, S, is derived by considering

the flow through the slot and the concentric flow through the bearing.

The full derivation is presented in Appendix III. Substituting the
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(
12 nexpression for p C
s

(4.22), the following

qso) as derivod in Appendix III, into equation
i,j

slot-entry bearing finite difference equation is

formed:

.•• Si P = F ..oi,j-l 01,) (4.23)

where:

L\Z
L\X

Ei + I = - (~)
(4.24)

Wi_l=-(~) L\Z (H3 )
L\X oi - 1

F . j = 48 'IT01,
(~D)Sin ai L\X L\Z •••

4.5.4 Method of Solution

Since the bearing is symmetrical about its mid length, only half

of the mesh in the axial direction needs to be considered, that is,
mj = 1 to (2 + 1). The feed slots are located at j = d, and the

boundary discharges to atmosphere, so that the boundary conditions are:

Ai,j = 1, at j = d and zero elsewhere
(4.25)

P 1 (i = I to n ) = 0ai, e

Therefore it is only necessary to determine P j, for theai,
remaining internal 'mesh' points. Applying equation (4.23) to each of

the internal 'mesh' points in turn, yields a set of (n x M/2)e

simultaneous equations. Various numerical methods may be employed to

solve equation (4.23). The equations may be represented in matrix form
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using the i, j notation.

w --- S --- A ---E --- N ---i - 1 i i,j i + 1 i

that is, [TiJ [p] = [V]

]_..c .i J J..
Poi - 1, j

Poi, j - 1

P F .oi, j = 01, j

POi 1 j+ ,

where P, is the column matrix of dimension, G (G = D Xe
m/2), which

contains the dimensionless pressures, Poi, j' Matrix U contains the

coefficients W, S, A, E and N, which is a band matrix of major dimension

G x G, and matrix V, is a column matrix of dimension G, which contains

the coefficients F. A solution may then be obtained by employing the

method of direct inversion, or by the methods of elimination such as

Gaussian Elimination. However, this finite difference equation is only

equivalent to the original differential equation if 6X and 6Z are

infinitely small. This means that in order to achieve an accurate

solution n and (m + 1) must be large, the number of elements in matrixe

U will be excessive and the computation time will be slow. Furthermore,

ill-conditioning effects may arise. In the present analysis, a numerical

algorithm, which is capable of fast, stable and accurate solution (an

indirect method, where the solution is approached by successive approx-

selected.

imation) as employed in the previous finite difference program was

The method selected was that of successive Relaxation, which is

does not employ a relaxation factor ( 6 ).

essentially an extension of the Gauss-Seidel iteration technique which

The Relaxation factor, R,
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was less than unity (0 < R < 1.0), which was found to be essential for

stable convergence, using the particular form of finite difference

equation (4.26) below. Basically, the method involves the adjustment

of the values of POi, j, as iteration proceeds. The 'residuals', that

is, the changes in the values of P j, between successive iterations,oi,
therefore provide an estimate of the error. With successive iterations,

the residuals should consequently converge towards zero. The finite

difference equation (4.23) is rearranged, and if the number of iterations

is denoted by L, the equation may be expressed as:
-(L) _ .L [ _ E . P (L-I) _ w p (L-I) _ N p(L-I) -(L-l) ]
Poi, j - Ai,j Foi,j i+1. oi+l,j i~l oi-l,j i oi,j+l - Si POi, j-l

•.• (4.26)

Equation (4.26) illustrates that, for the exact solution, the pressure

at co-ordinates (i, j) are expressed in terms of the pressures at the

four adjacent mesh pOints. (See figure (4.4». If at the end of
iteration (L + 1), the pressures have the values p(L+I~ p(L+l) etc.,oi,j oi+l,j,
then the residual, ER(L) is defined as:i,j'

ER(L) = p(L+l) -(L)Pi,j oi,j oi,j

The solution may be advanced at the next iteration by setting,

p(L+l) j = 2 to (m/2 + 1) -(L) ER(L)= P +oi,j i = 1 to oi,j i,jne

(4.27)

(4.28)

Equation (4.28) is in fact the Gauss-Seidel form of equation (4.23).

For a stable solution, the residuals must converge towards zero and the

solution would be exact. The residuals will only become zero at L = ~,
hence, computing time would be excessive. Therefore, some small error

must be accepted. The convergence rate may be improved in the case of

equation (4.25) by employing the method of successive Under-Relaxation,

which introduces an 'under-relaxation factor', R, into equation (4.28),

that Is,
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j = 2 to (m/2 + 1)p(L+1) -(L)
R. (ER~~~)= P + (4.29)oi,j i = 1 to n oi,j

e

A Relaxation factor of 0.7 was used based on the criteria of stability

and speed of convergence. This value was found by trial and error.

Therefore, the Relaxation form of the Slot-Entry Bearing Equation may

be formally written as:

p(L+l)
oi,j =

-(L)
Poi,j

R [ E peL) _+ A F .. - 1+1 oi+1,ji 01, Ji = 1 to ne

peL) _ N -(L) peL) -(L) ]
•• r Wi_l oi-l,j i Poi,j+l - Si oi,j-1 - Ai,jPoi,j (4.30)

Since, the residuals are an estimate of the error at the end of each

complete iteration, the iterative procedure is repeated until the

residuals have reduced to some acceptable level. Numerous 'error

criteria' exist. Basically, they may be classified into two groups -

the maximum or the average residual criteria. Furthermore, the 'error

criteria' are more often expressed as a ratio of the residual and the

dimensionless pressure. Hence, the 'error criteria' are as follows:

(ACC is the maximum allowable error).

Maximum Residual IER(L)
r

~ ACCmax

m
(~1) n

Average Residual e ER(L)E L ~ ACC
j=2 i=1 i,j

ER(L)
Maximum Residual Ratio max ~ ACC- (L)P

0max

II(~l) ne ER(L)~ L:
J=2 i=1 i,j

Average Residual Ratio ~ ACCm(~l) n -(L)e
L L Poi,j
j=2 i=1
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The Average Residual criterion was selected for the present analysis.

It should, however be emphasized that the solution will contain a region

of sub-atmospheric pressures, and such pressures must be set to zero to

take into account cavitation effects. Several boundary conditions have

been postulated, as discussed in Section 2.1. The simplest condition

(all negative pressures encountered in the computations are set to zero)

which is capable of retaining an extremely high degree of accuracy was

used in the present study. The boundary conditions are outlined in

Section 4.5.5. It should be pointed out that in the approach used in

most hydrodynamic bearing analyses, the negative pressures are only set

to zero, when the final solution is achieved.

When the appropriate error criterion is fulfilled at iteration

Lf• then
j = 2 to (: + 1)
i = 1 to ne

is the final solution,

and the various bearing parameters, such as load, and flow-rate may be

computed. Although it is not the primary purpose of this thesis to

investigate the methods of solving the lubrication equation, it is

nevertheless, useful to point out another efficient method - the column

matrix approach. The method involves the rewriting of equation (4.23).

The band matrix U, is rearranged into a tridiagonal and two diagonal

matrices. This is a direct technique and requires no iteration with

a further advantage of a reduction in storage capacity. The solution

is then obtained by writing a recursive relationship for the euqations.

This method is probably the most advanced available for solving finite
difference lubrication equation.

4.5.5 Boundary Conditions

(1) The pressure at the ends of the bearing is atmospheric

(Poi,l = 0).
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(2) Pressures at the outlet of the slots are such as to retain

continuity of flow, from the restrictor to the outer land.

(3) In the cavitating region, where the pressures become negative,

they are set to atmospheric pressure (POi,j = 0). (Note

that, by incorporating an iterative procedure, the pressure

distribution will automatically take up the necessary zero

gradient at the trailing edge, as iteration proceeds).

4.5.6 Bearing Load
The total fluid-film force is obtained by integrating the resolved

components of pressure over the whole mesh area. Several methods are

available for such numerical integration, notably, the methods of

Trapezoidal integration and Simpson's Rule. In the computat1on per-

formed for the present investigation, it was found that, if ~X and ~Z,

are made sufficiently small, a high accuracy is achieved by the vectorial

summation of the product of pressure and elemental area.

Each elemental pressure acts on a projected area. Non-dimensionally,

the projected area may be expressed as:
Area = sin (AX),AZ (4.31)

Whereas, in experiment, the line of load is usually predetermined,

and the line of eccentricity has to be found, in analysis, the load
vector has to be determined for a predetermined line of eccentricity.

Therefore, it is necessary to resolve the load in the direction

parallel and perpendicular to the line of eccentricity, that is, in the

V and U axes, respectively.

The non-dimensional load reaction on the shaft are:
n m

F Area e
~ - P sin ei= f;;.uo j=l oi,j

and
n me

F = Area 2: L: p cos e.vo oi,j 11=1 j=l

(4.32)

(4.33)
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The resultant non-dimensional load acting on the shaft (total fluid-
film force) is:

F = (F 2 + F 2)1o uo vo (4.34)

The reaction forces may be resolved back into the X and Y co-

ordinate system. Thus:

F = F sin ~o + F cos ~o (4.35)xo vo uo

F = F cos ~ - F sin ~ (4.36)yo vo 0 vo 0

where:

~o' is the attitude angle at the static equilibrium position.

(4.37)

At the static equilibrium position the resultant fluid-film force Fo
is equal to F which must also be equal to the static bearing load,yo- -W , and F equals zero.o xo

4.5.7 Bearing Volumetric Flow-Rate

Although, the more realistic boundary conditions, postulated by

Jakobsson and Floberg ( 1), have not been generally implemented in the

present investigation, it was nevertheless, essential to derive the

expressions governing the volumetric flow rate of the bearing. Two

expressions for the bearing oil flow have been derived.

(i) Flow-rate into the bearing (The Source Flow) - qin

The total source flow through the bearing may be expressed as:

ne
qin = 2 ~ qsoi

i=l

that is:

qin 2
1211

ne
~
i=1

(P - P i d)so, (4.38)

Non-dimensionally, equation (4.38) may be expressed as: (See Appendix III).
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qin = 12 nP C3 qin
s

(4.39)

that is:
n

qin = 2 ( s ~ (.'!!...E.....) (....!.)1-e ann s e

ne
z;
i=1

(1 - POi, d) (4.40)

(ii) Flow-rate out of the bearing (The Axial Flow) - qout

The flow rate from each end of the bearing is obtained by summing

the flows to the edges, from the adjacent grid points.

qout = 2 LlX 1
LlZ 12n

ne
~
i=l

that is;

qout 2 11'
= --12n

D .!!L
L ne

ne
2:
i=l

P h 3oi,2 oi (4.41)

Therefore, non-dimensionally equation (4.41) may be expressed as:

qout = 211't~) (: )
e

ne
2: P H 3oi,2 oi (4.42)
i=l

4.5.8 The Finite Difference Computer Program

The solving of the large number. of equations was carried out on

the DEC-20 computing system. Two finite difference computer programs

that include bearing dynamic analyses (See Chapter 5), have been written

- the perturbation and the finite disturbance techniques. Therefore,

the discussion presented here will only outline the section on static

characteristics, which is common to both programs. Briefly, the

dimensionless input variables, which are necessary to perform the

analysis, are read into the program and include:

(1) Length to diameter ratio of the bearing, (LID).

(2) Axial land width to bearing length ratio, (aiL).

(3) The relaxation factor, (ft.= 0.7 ) .

(4) The concentric pressure ratio, (6).
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(5) The maximum allowable residual (ACC).
(6) The Power-ratio, (K) •

(7) The eccentricity-ratio, (e:)

(8) The number of circumferential grid elements, (n ), ande
(9) The number of axial grid, elements, (m)•

The flow-chart of figure (5. 3) fully illustrates the procedures

involved in solving the finite difference lubrication equation. Figures

(4.7a) to (4.11b) show the load-eccentricity characteristics predicted

by this program. The variation of volumetric flow-rate with eccen-

tricity is shown in figures (4.12a) and (4.12b). A full discussion of

the results is presented in Section 4.7.

4.6 The Lumped Parameter Theory

4.6.1 Introduction

Present day analysis of slot hybrid journal bearings range from

the simple approximate method of Dee and Shires (5) and the concentric

technique of Rowe, et. al. (9), to accurate finite-difference tech-

niques as presented by Stout and Rowe (7). Rowe and Koshal (10),

Y. Pu, et. al. (12) and the present author.

The accurate method is achieved at the expense of a more rigorous

mathematical analysis, that can only be solved numerically. The number

of iterations required to achieve a solution depends on the number of

nodal points, the initial guess and the degree of accuracy required.

From the point of view of cost of computing time, there is there-

fore, a need for an analysis that will allow for a reduction of the

number of nodal points and yet provide a solution of reasonable

accuracy. It is the aim of this section to present the results of an

investigation into one such technique, which is based on a lumped

parameter approach.
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4.6.2 Assumptions

The assumptions stated in Section 4.4, together with the following

assumptions were employed in the formulation of the lumped parameter

technique.

(1) Although the pressures at the exit from a feed slot are assumed

to be constant circumferentially, for the purpose of calculating

axial flows, the circumferential pressure distribution between

neighbouring regions is assumed to vary linearly for the purpose

of calculating circumferential flows. ( See Figure 4.5a)

(2) The axial pressure distribution between the slots and the

external boundary (bearing edge) is linear for the concentric

condition (€ = 0), and quadratic for all other values of eccen-

tricity-ratios (€ > 0).

(3) The axial pressure distribution between each pair of feed-entries

is linear for the concentric condition and parabolic for all other

values of eccentricity-ratios. (See Figure 4.5)

4.6.3 Basis of Theoretical Analysis

The definition and geometrical properties of the double slot-entry

hybrid journal bearing are as defined in Section 4.3.

The approach employed in the following analysis is akin to a
., ..
modified OcVirk solution. The concept of continuity of mass flow is

the basis for the lumped parameter analysis. The bearing is divided

into n sections in the circumferential direction, the width of eache

section, being equal to (~D/n). In the axial direction, each sectione

is divided into three control volumes, extending from the bearing edge

to the centre of the bearing, as illustrated in figure (4.6b). Figure

(4.6b), also, illustrates the lumped flow terms that are associated

with each control volume for the ith section of the bearing. The

application of the lumped parameter mesh is shown in figure (4.6a).
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The pressure distribution is therefore, characterised by three

pressures, Pai, Pi and Pci' Pai is the pressure at the mid-point of

the ith outer land, while, Pi is the pressure at the ith feed-inlet.

Pci is the pressure at the mid-point of the bearing, that is the ith

central land. The supply pressure being P. The assumed axial pressures

distribution is thus illustrated in figure (4.5).

Applying the continuity of mass flow to each control volume,

equations governing the pressures in the three control volumes are est-

ablished, and, hence the resultant force exerted by each lumped section.

It may be noted that for a recessed bearing, a linear pressure

distribution is usually assumed to occur between the recess and the
abearing edge, which is reasonably accurate for values of /L up to

0.25 (thin-land bearings). In contrast to recessed bearings, the pressure

distribution across the outside edge of the plain slot-entry hybrid

bearing, is considerably modified by the hydrodynamic effects. It is

only for the case of pure hydrostatic operation (i.e. zero speed),

that the pressure distribution can be approximated by the same linear

distribution employed for recessed bearings. The theoretical model of

Rowe (9), which is also akin to a modified Ocvirk solution, was

employed for a concentric analysis. The model employed the super-

position of parabolic variations on the linear axial pressure distri-

bution, based on an analytical approach whereas the present numerical

method allows the bearing to be analysed with varying eccentricity.

4.6.4 The Equations of Continuity of Mass Flow
In general, the mass flow of a viscous, incompressible fluid, qi'

within the bearing, may be described by the following relationship:

qi = qP + qV + sq
+ qsi (4.43)i i qi

where: p is the contribution due to the pressure induced flowqi'
v is the contribution the velocity inducedqi' due to flow
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sqqi ' is the contribution due to the squeeze induced flow, and

qsi' is the contribution due to the source flow.

At the static equilibrium condition:

(4.44)

The suffix, 0, is used to denote the static equilibrium condition.

Equation (4.44), is the starting point for the subsequent analysis of

the static characteristics of double slot-entry bearings, by the

lumped parameter method.

(i) Equation of Continuity of Mass Flow Governing the ith 'OUTER'

Control Volume

The full continuity equation may be expressed as:

(4.45)

Writing down the non-dimensional expressions for the qi' terms as

derived in Appendix IV, yields:

1 (a n )_ __..!. 3
2 11' D HOi + t ...

[ 2 - 1 -- -p --p(3 aoi - 1 12 oi

- P (~) H3 + 1211'S (!..) (~) Hoi a n oi h L D oi + 1 ...
e

•• - 12 11' Sh (~)(~) Hoi _ 1 = 0 (4.46)

Rearranging and simplifying equation (4.46) yields:

paoi [4 (: ~ ) H~1 + ~ (: :e) (H~1 + 1 + H~i _ 1)]
e

=

_ p [!... (a ne) H3 ] P [1 (a ne) H3
01 + 1 24 11' D oi + t - oi - 1 24 11' D oi
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[
la ne) a n

+ P i - (- H3 ~] + P i [1 ( e) H3 _ ~ ] ...ao + 1 3 rr D oi + 2 ao - 1 3 rr D oi 2

(4.47)

It is now possible to write equation (4.47) in a form which allows the

pressures within the boundary of control volume 'OUTER', to be specified

at every lumped point in the field. Thus, equation (4.47) reduces to:

~]...

- P 1( !4 A H3 i) - P 1 ( !4 A H3 - i)oi + oi + 01 oi

+ P ( 1 3 i) + P 1 ( ~ A H3 i) ...aoi + 1 '3 A Hoi + aoi oi

- 12 rr Sh (~)(~) (HOi - H i)]j..·+ 1 oi

[4 (1:.)- H3 + 1:. A ( H3 i + H3 - i )] (4.48)A oi 3 oi + oi

where: A=(:~e)_= (~)( ~)( :e)

(ii) Equation of Continuity of Mass Flow Governing the ith 'SOURCE'

Control Volume
The full continuity equatton maybe expressed as:

qp + q;P + q'P - qaPoi- qP - qP20i aoi 70i 70i 30i

(4.49)

Agatn, writing down the non-dimensional expressions for the qi terms

as derived in Appendix IV, and the q i term as derived in Appendix Vso
yields:

(-AI)H3 [(5 - 2 - ) ( 5 - 2 - )]P01 01 + 12 Poi + iPa01 - 12 Poi+1 + 3 Pa01+1

~ 3 [( 1 - 3 -) (1 - 3 - )]2 A H01+1 + 4Peoi + 4P01 - 4Peoi+1 + 4Poi+1

1 B H3 _ [(~ p + 2 P ) - (~ P + ! P )]4 oi+1 12 oi-1 3 aoi-1 12 01 3 a01
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1 A H03i_~_ [(!p + !p ) (!p + 3 P )]
2" 2" 4 coi-1 4 oi-1 - 4 coi 4" oi ...

_ (1-P ) (!) ( B ) ( nS) + 1211'S (!..)(~) Hoi A 1 - B n h L 0 oi+1e

(4.50)

n
where: B = (1 - ~a) (~) ( 11'e )

Rearranging and simplifying equation (4.50) yields:

= P (5 A H3 + 3 B H3 )oi+1 24 oi+! la oi+!' •.

••• + P (! A H3 + 316B H03i_~)'"oi-1 24 oi-i 2"

- (1 3 1 3 )- Paoi '3 A HOi+! + '3 A Hoi-1 .••

+ P- ( !_ B H3 ) + P (!_ B H3 )co1+1 16 o1+i co1-1 16 oi-1 •..

... - 12 11' Sh (~) (~)( H01+1 - Hoi-1) ...

... 6 11' Sh ( 1 - ~a )(~) (HOi+! - HOi-i)

... + AZY ( :s) = 0
e

(4.51)

Therefore, the expression, which allows the pressures within the

boundary of the source region, Poi' to be specified at every lumped
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point in the field may be expressed as:

-[- (~ ~) 3Poi - Poi+1 24 A + 16 B Hoi+! •••

- (5 3) 3 - (3 3)1+ Poi-l 24 A + 16 B HOi-1 - Paoi HOi+1 + Hoi-i 3' A •..

- (1 3 ) - (1 3 )+P -AH +P -AHaoi+l 3 oi+i aoi-l 3 oi-1

- ( 1 3)+ P - B Hcoi+l 16 oi+i
- ( 1 3 )+ P -B Hcoi-1 16 oi-i

- 12 1f Sh (~ ) (~) ( HOi+1 - HOi-i)···

- 6 1T Sh (1 - ~a )(~)( Hoi+i - HOi-i)

+ AZY (::l ]j. ..
(4.52)

(iii) Equation of Continuity of Mass Flow Governing the ith 'CENTRAL'

Control Volume

The full continuity equation may be expressed as:

qp + q'P qP qP + q'V _ qV = 030i 80i - 40i - 80i 80i 80i (4.53)

Applying the non-dimensional expressions for the qi' terms, as derived

in Appendix IV, yields:

(1 - 11 - )] 1 3- 12 Poi+1 + 12 Pcoi+1 4B HOi+! - 0 ..•

_ [(!._ p- + 11 p- ) (1 p- + 11 p- )] 1 B H3
12 oi-1 12 coi-1 - 12 oi 12 coi 4 oi-i

(4.54)
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Rearranging and simplifying equation (4.54) yields:

- [(1) 3 11 3 11 3 ]Pcoi 2 i Hoi + 48 B Hoi+i + 48 B Hoi-i

- ( 11 3 ) - ( 11 3 )= Pcoi+1 48 B HOi+! + Pcoi-1 48 B HOi-i .•.

+ P- [2 (!.) H3 -!_ B H3 - a, B H3 ]oi B oi 48 oi+! 48 oi-i· ••

- (1 3 ) - (1 3 )+ Poi+1 48 B HOi+! + Poi-1 48 B HOi-i

(4.55)

Thus, the expression which allows the pressures, P i' to be specifiedco
at every lumped point in the field, may be expressed as:

P = [ p ( .!!. B H3 ) + p ( 11 B H3 )coi coi+1 48 oi+i ooi-1 48 oi-i

- (1 3 ) - (1 3 )+ Poi+1 48 B HOi+! + Poi-1 48 B Hoi-i

- 6 • Bb (1 - ~.)( ~)( ROi+! - RoH )1/..
[2 (~) H~i + (H~i+i + H~i-i) !!B ] (4.56)

4.6.5 Method of Solution

The pressure equations given in section 4.6.4 governing every lumped

point in the field represent a set of simultaneous equations. The

iteration procedure, based upon successive under-relaxation, as described

in Section 4.5.4, is employed to solve equations (4.48), (4.52) and (4.56).

4.6.6 Boundary Conditions

The boundary conditions used in this analysis are the same as des-

cribed in Section 4.5.5.

4.6.7 Bearing Load

The non-dimensional load reaction on the shaft resolved in the U-

axis may be expressed as:
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ne

Fuo =:E
i=1

- Wi
sin ai (4.57)

The non-dimensional load reaction on the shaft resolved in the V-

axis may be expressed as:

Fvo

ne
=~

i=l
- Wi cos 9i (4.58)

where:

ARo ::(r) Sin (: )
e

Hence, the resultant non-dimensional load, F , and the attitudeo

angle, ~ , may be obtained, as outlined in Section 4.5.6.o

4.6.8 Bearing Volumetric Flow-Rate

Two expressions governing the bearing oil flow are derived.

(i) Flow-rate into the bearing (The Source Flow) -9in

The total source flow through the bearing may be expressed by

equation (4.40)as derived in Section 4.5.6, replacing P by, Poi'oi,d
In non-dimensional form:

qin = 2 ( 1 a (4.59)

(11) Flow-rate out of the bearing (The Axial Flow) -gout

The flow-rate from each end of the bearing, for each lumped section

is obtained from consideration of the expression governing the variation

of the axial pressure along the outer land (See Appendix V).

The total flow-rate out of the bearing may be expressed as:
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n
e

= 2 ~
i=l

dP
cb:

x = a

ax
12n

dPSubstituting the expression for --
dx

given in equation (AV - 8)
x = a'

yields:

= 2 6X
12n

1
a

that is:

p _ p ) h3aoi oi oi (4.60)

Or in non-dimensional form:

ne
(4.61)

4.6.9 The Lumped Parameter Computer Program

A lumped parameter computer program that includes bearing dynamic

analysis (the finite-disturbance technique) has been written. (See

Chapter 5). The input variables for this program are similar to the

finite difference program described in Section 4.5.7, except that the

number of axial grid elements (m), is not required.

4.7 Discussions and Conclusions

For the program to be certified as reliable and accurate, it must

first be tested for a wide range of operating parameters, and a com-

parison with other predictions or any published results (theoretical

and experimental) carried out. Results are therefore, presented for a

wide range of bearing operating parameters, such as various values of

concentric pressure-ratio, (a), bearing length to diameter-ratio, (LID),

axial-length width to bearing length ration, (aiL), and power-ratio, (K),

where the value of K spans from zero up to 119. A comparison with a

previous finite difference program (8) was carried out. The previous
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finite difference program did not take into account the circumferential

flows at the souroe (feed-slots) and the equation was not presented in a

general form. Two equations were required - one for the source region

and one elsewhere. The results were also compared with those obtained

experimentally. The experimental results being obtained from reference

( 8) •

Let us first consider the effect of varying the number of circum-

ferential grid elements on the slot entry bearing, finite difference

static characteristics. This is illustrated in table 4.1, below, where

the results are obtained from the present finite difference program.

Table 4.1: Effect of the number of circumferential grid elements on

the static characteristic (aiL = 0.1, LID = 1.0, a = 0.17,

K = 60.7)

W 410

~

12 24 36 48 12 24 36 48

0.1 0.346 0.347 0.348 0.348 81.07 80.96 80.99 81.01
0.2 0.619 0.620 0.620 0.621 75.71 75.71 75.54 75.55
0.3 0.932 0.928 0.929 0.929 69.79 70.21 70.20 70.20
0.4 1.315 1.308 1.307 1.307 64.09 64.64 64.70 64.70
0.5 1.817 1.804 1.803 1.803 58.51 59.21 59.31 59.32
0.6 2.518 2.499 2.510 2.514 52.91 53.90 53.59 53.49
0.7 2.588 3.631 3.656 3.648 47.19 47.54 47.10 47.24
0.8 5.441 5.943 5.915 5.955 41.11 39.23 39.55 39.29
0.9 9.226 13.007 13.273 12.247 34.57 28.44 28.42 28.58

Although the results were computed, for a bearing with 12 slots

per row, it is observed that using 12 circumferential grid elements, is

not sufficient to predict the static characteristic adequately. For

eccentricity-ratios greater than 0.6, it is essential to increase the

number of circumferential grid elements to ensure accuracy in the com-
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puted results. Using 36 circumferential grid elements, seems to be ideal

for this purpose, as increasing the ci~cumfe~ential grid elements to 48

or more, give almost identical results to that of 36. It should be noted

that va~ying the number of axial grid elements also produces discrep-

ancies in the computed results, although, this effect is not as sens-

itive as circumferential variations. In the present analysis, the

number of axial grid elements used was 20, and was found to be adequate,

for providing sufficient accuracy in the computed results.

Figures (4.7a) to (4.11b) provide a comparison of the predicted

results with previous work. The bearing's static characteristics at

low K values, that is, at K = 0 and 1, are presented in figure (4.7a).

It can be observed that, at K = 0, and for c < 0.6, the present finite

difference and lumped parameter programs predict the same characteristics

as the previous finite difference program of reference (8). For

e > 0.6, an improvement over the previous program was obtained, although

discrepanCies between the experimental results still exist around this

region. Thus, highlighting the inadequacy of the present analysis to

cater for heavily loaded bearings, where elasticity and variable vis-

cosity effects have to be considered. Figure (4.7a), also illustrates

the good agreement between the three predicted results of dimensionless

load, at K = 1. Reasonable agreement between the three predicted results

of attitude angle can also be observed in figure (4.7b). The figure

shows the slight improvement of attitude angle obtained by the present

programs at higher values of eccentricity-ratio.

The static characteristics at moderate values of K (K = 7.48 and

10.9), are presented in figures (4.8a) to (4.9b). In general, there

is good agreement between the three sets of computed results. There

is better agreement between the experimentally determined attitude

angle and the results predicted by the present programs. (See Figures

(4.2b) and (4.3b». Also, at high values of eccentricity-ratio, the
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results of dimensionless load, predicted by the present programs

correlate better with the experimental results, when compared with the

previous program.

Figures (4.10a) to (4.11b) illustrate the static characteristics

at high values of K. (K = 60.7 and 119). The same phenomena as des-

cribed above CaD be observed here

Dimensionless flow-rates for two values of K, (K = 10.9 and 60.7)

are presented in figures (4.12a) and (4.12b). It is interesting to

note the discrepancies between qin and qout' thus, demonstrating that

the principle of mass conservation have been violated, and draws

attention to the inadequacy of the boundary conditions employed in the

present analysis. The boundary conditions employed do not take proper

account of mass conservation within the cavitated region. Since then,

an efficient finite difference program, employing the Jakob.son and

Floberg boundary conditions (1) have been developed. It can be
- -observed that there is better agreement between qi and q t' althoughn au

the accuracy of this prediction, has yet to be compared with the experi-

mental findings.

The procedure for implementing the Jakobsson-Floberg boundary

condition, which automatically ensures that the requirement of mass

conservation is satisfied throughout the bearing is presented in ref-

erence (13). In order to keep within the aims of the present invest-

igation and due to the constraint on time, the implementation of the

Jakobsson and Floberg boundary condition for dynamic analysis has been

set aside for future work.

The general conclusions from the investigation of the static

hybrid bearing performance are:

1) Two computer programs for predicting the static characteristics

of slot-entry bearings, have been successfully developed.
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2) The accuracy and reliability of these two programs have been

rigorously tested, with results obtained from previous work.

3) In terms of computing time, the lumped parameter program, is

far superior to its finite-difference counterpart, although,

in terms of accuracy, there is little to choose between the

two. The lumped parameter program computes approximately nine

times faster than the finite-difference program. For a
a Ltypical computer run, (say, /L = 0.25, /0 = 0.83, 6 = 0.38

and K = 10.9), the finite difference program uaes 660.05

seconds of C.P.U. time, while the lumped-parameter program

uses 74.69 seconds.

4) In order to achieve sufficient accuracy in the computed results

for eccentricity-ratios greater than 0.6, the number of cir-

cumferential grid elements should be increased to 24, although

the inadequacy of the present analysis to cater for heavily

loaded bearings should be noted.

5) The studies carried out by employing the Jakobsson and Floberg

boundary conditions, suggest that the present boundary con-

dition is inadequate in predicting the bearing flow-rate, although,

in the absence of an appropriate boundary condition, the bearing

in-flow would represent a reasonable estimate. The out-flow

(side-leakage) should never be used as it greatly over-estimates

the flow.

6) The results predicted by the present boundary condition, for

bearings operating at high values of K (K > 60) and low values

of concentric pressure-ration, S, (6 < 0.3) should be treated

with caution. When using the Jakobsson and Floberg boundary

conditions the results suggest that the bearing is badly starved

and that the present boundary condition over-estimates the
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static load and attitude angle, especially at high values of

eccentricity-ratio.
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CHAPTER 5

DERIVATION OF THE EIGHT LINEARIZED BEARING DYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS

5.1 Introduction

Bearing dynamic coefficients of the equations of motion must be

evaluated before bearing responses, bearing stability or critical

speeds can be investigated. Bearing dynamic analysis may be either

primarily concerned with:

(1) defining the bearing reaction vector as a function of the Journal

centre's displacement and velocity vectors, or

(2) defining the velocity vector of the bearing as a function of its

load and displacement vectors.

The latter description is particularly useful for some situations in

which the load applied to the bearing is a complex function of time,

such as, in bearings of internal combustion engines. The mobility

method of Booker ( 3 ) and the Impulse method of Block ( 7 ) are based

on this approach. The former description is the classical approach

usually employed for situations in which the forces on the rotor are

simple functions of time. This chapter and the subsequent chapters of

this thesis, are devoted to the derivation of bearing coefficients and

thetr application to analysis of bearing performance by the classical

linear analysis approach.

The amplitude and velocity of the journal centre motion are highly

non-linear functions of the bearing reaction forces. In most practical

situations, however, it is sufficiently accurate to perform a linear

analysts, for small displacements from the steady-state position (9, 15,

16). Non-linear analysis is required for transient rotor-bearing

dynamic studies involving large excursions, whilst, linearized bearing

dynamic coefficients are sufficient for small amplitude synchronous

rotor-response, critical speeds or stability studies. Linear analysis
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offers several advantages:

(1) a rotor-bearing dynamic analysis, which is independent of any

particular rotor design, may be carried out, and

(2) using superposition, parametric studies of the linear rotor-

bearing system may be carried out.

5.2 The Linearized Bearing Dynamic Coefficients

In the dynamic analysis of rotating machines, the bearing dynamic

characteristics may be derived, in terms of the forces developed in

the bearing due to translational, axial and torsional motions imposed

on the journal. The starting point for the linear analysis is, there-
fore, the linearization of these forces based on small perturbations

about the equilibrium position. The forces may be represented by their

first order Taylor series expansion. This gives a set of 32 linearized

bearing coefficients. In most practical cases, the degrees of freedom

associated with the axial and torsional motions, may be ignored, com-

pared with the translational motion. This yields a set of 8 linearized

coeffiCients, that is, 4 stiffness (displacement dependent) and 4 damp-

ing (velocity dependent) coefficients. The representation of the

bearing characteristics by 8 linearized bearing dynamic coefficients,

is most commonly accepted in the field of rotor-bearing dynamic analysis.

By retaining the second order terms in the Taylor series expansion,

Bannister (10 ) obtained 28 linearized coefficients. These gave better

correlation with the experimental results for synchronous forcing, than

the usual 8 coefficients. However, the use of 28 coefficients is some-

what unwieldy and unlikely to find favour amongst rotor-bearing dynamicists.

The Reynolds equation is a laminar, thin film lubrication equation,

that ignores the inertia forces in the fluid-film. In reducing the

Havier-Stokes equations to the Reynolds equation, the Reynolds number

is assumed to be very much less than unity. Although, the transition
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to either Taylor Vortex flow or to turbulent flow occurs at a

Reynolds number of approximately 1000 to 1500, there is an intermediate

laminar flow range, where the Reynolds number value is of the order of

lOO's. Under this condition, inertia effects may be considerable.

Several investigators ( 2, 6, 14 ) have examined this problem and

derived 12 linearized coefficients, that is, 4 stiffness, 4 damping and

4 inertia (acceleration dependent) coefficients. The inertia coefficients

were found to be significant for small, short rotors, as the inertia

effects represent an added mass of several times that of the journal

itself. Failure to include the inertia coefficients in the theoretical
calculations of the 'critical journal mass' (a stability parameter

which gives a quantitative indication of a threshold speed beyond which

the bearing is unstable) would result in an over-estimation of the

actual 'critical journal mass'.

Other investigators (4,5,8,11, 12,13), though less numerous, have

devoted their attention to modelling for bearing operating conditions,

including the influence of thermal effects (variable viscosity), com-

pressibility, shaft-misalignment or non-laminar lubricant flow. The

majority of these investigators have adopted the use of 8 linearized

coefficients, (4,8, 11, 12, 13), while a few have adopted the use of 12

coefficients (5, 17).

A representation of the bearing fluid-film by the 8 linearized

bearing dynamic coefficients is illustrated in figure (5.1). Figure

(5.2) illustrates the coordinate system for load and displacement. The

fixed X - Y set of coordinates are such that Y is in the direction of

the static load, Wy(static). The moving U - V set of coordinates are
such that V, is in the direction of the eccentricity vector and U is in

the direction perpendicular to the eccentricity vector. The U - V co-

ordinates coincide with the X - Y coordinates, when ~ = O. Theo

relationship between the fixed X - Y and the moving coordinate system
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may be written as:

x cos cf>o sin 4>0 u

=
y -sin 4>0 cos cl> v0

(5.1)

u cos 410 -sin 41 x0

=
v sin cf> cos cf> y0 0

For purely translational motions, the bearing reaction forces may

be expressed as:

F = F (x, y, i, y)x x
F = F (x, y, i, y)y y

(5.2)

where:

x and y are the displacements of the journal centre,. .x and y are the velocities of the journal centre.

At the static equilibrium position (x , y ), the static bearing load,o 0

Wy(static)' is opposed by an equal and opposite force, Fyo' representing
the integrated pressures in the fluid-film, such that:

Wy(static) = -Fyo
(5.3)

W = -F = 0x(static) xo

The sign convention used is that, a force, such as W , is taken to bey

positive, if it acts in the same direction as y.

Under dynamic conditions due to small perturbations of the journal

centre, additional pressures are set up in the fluid-film, resulting in

an increase of the fluid-film forces:

F = F + ofx xo x
(5.4)

F = F + ofy yo Y
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A first order perturbation of equation (5.2) yields:

(5.5)

Hence, the equations of motion governing the relationship between small

displacements from the equilibrium position and small disturbing forces

giving rise to the displacement in the X and Y directions may be

expressed as:

of aF aF aF aF
x ( a:)o ( a;)o ox ( a~)o ( at)o ox

= + (5.6)

of aF aF aF aF
y (~)o (af)o oy (af)o (af)o ay

The subscript '0' denotes that the derivatives are to be evaluated at

the static equilibrium position. For convenience of representation,

the partial derivatives may be written as:

of
x

=

ox

+

ox
(5.7)

of
Y

oy

The minus signs are due to the convention of W and W being positivex y
in the same direction as X and Y respectively. The a's are the stiff-

ness coefficients and the b's are the damping coefficients. The first

index denotes the force direction and the second index denotes the dis-

placement direction. The next requirement is concerned with the evalu-

ation of these forces from lubrication theory, which will then lead to

the evaluation of the 8 coefficients.
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It should be noted that the coefficients are not only functions of

the bearing type and bearing geometry, but also functions of the steady

state journal position and the operating parameters such as speed, load

and lubricant viscosity. Therefore, each operating point of the journal

centre locus corresponds to different values of the eight coefficients.

Although the 8 linearized bearing dynamic coefficients have

proved extremely useful in rotor-bearing dynamic analysis it is app-

ropriate to mention the limitation of this approach. This method of

rotor-dynamic analysis is limited by the lack of confidence in specify-

ing the values of these coefficients. This is due in part to the use of

specific assumptions, which are common in most bearing analysis, and

in part, to the difficulties associated with their experimental deter-

mination. Until the present time, reports of theoretical studies far

outnumber these from experimental investigations. Some factors that

influence the accuracy of the linearized coefficients include:

(1) Thermal and elastic deformations which are usually not accounted

for. Lund (15) pOinted out that the errors, introduced by using

the linearized coefficients are normally considerably smaller

than those caused by the contributions from thermal and elastic

deformations.
(2) The basic bearing analysis usually assumes constant lubricant

viscosity and only accounts incompletely for film rupture.

There is a need for more accurate boundary conditions and to

account for variations of fluid properties.
(3) Misalignment is usually neglected. Boncompa1n and Frene (13)

have shown that some of the coefficients (all, b12 and b21)

were significantly affected compared to the well aligned case.

(3) The flow is usually assumed to be laminar. It has been shown

that, for a given Sommerfeld number, the values of the 8 co-
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efficients can vary substantially from the laminar flow values,

particularly at high Reynolds number (17).
(5) The entry-ports, restrictors and feed-pressures are usually not

adequately accounted for.

This thesis is concerned with the derivation of the 8 linearized

bearing dynamic coefficients, subject to the assumptions stated in

Section 5.4. It is hoped that this analysis will serve as a first

step in a more comprehensive study of the subject of rotor-bearing

dynamics involving externally pressurized bearings. In the subsequent

sections of this chapter, the techniques developed for deriving the 8

linearized bearing dynamic coefficients of the slot-hybrid journal

bearing are presented. A review of the analytical methods in bearing

coefficients evaluation is included in Appendix VI.

5.3 The Dimensionless Coefficients

= aij
Caij P LDs

til C
bij bij

0= P LDs

This is the dimensionless form of the stiffness coefficients (8ij) and

damping coefficients (bij), used in hydrostatic and hybrid bearing

analysis. In the hydrodynamic mode of lubrication, the dimensionless

stiffness coefficients are normally presented as aij = aij
c
w

As the performance characteristics of hydrostatic and hybrid

bearings are defined, even at zero speeds, it is, appropriate to make

the dimensionless damping coefficients, independent of the journal

rotational speed. Hence, an optimized angular rotational speed, til ,o

(the angular rotational speed at Sh = Sho' that is, K = 1) is defined.

For hydrodynamic bearings, the non-dimensional damping coefficients

are usually expressed as, b1j = b1j
til C
W
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5.4 Assumptions
The assumptions stated in Section 4.4 together with the following

assumption were employed in the derivation of the linearized bearing

dynamic coefficients.

(1) The disturbing forces are sufficiently large to perturb the

bearing from its steady-state position, and yet small enough to

allow linearization to be observed.

5.5 Techniques Developed During the Present Investigation

Two methods of predicting the 8 linearized bearing dynamic coeff-

icients of the double-entry slot hybrid journal bearing were developed

during this investigation, namely:

(1) A Perturbation technique, and

(2) A Finite Disturbance technique.

The finite difference computer program developed in Chapter 4, was

extended to produce the 8 bearing dynamic coefficients by either the

perturbation or finite di8turbance techniques. An extension of the

lumped parameter program to produce the 8 bearing dynamic coefficients

was also carried out, by employing the finite disturbance technique. A

method for evaluating the stiffness coefficients from static loading

characteristics is also presented. The present investigation, there-

fore, results in the development of three computer programs, each

capable of providing information on both the static and the dynamic

(8 bearing dynamic coefficients) characteristics. The three programs

are:

(1) Perturbed finite difference program,

(2) Finite disturbance finite difference program, and

(3) Finite disturbance lumped parameter program.

5.6 The Perturbation Technique

The perturbation technique (small amplitude motion approach - see
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Appendix VI) originally developed by Lund (15) for the analysis of

hydrodynamic bearings, was extended to include hybrid bearing analysis.

Generality of presentation was observed, so that this technique may be

used for analysing any type of fluid-tilm bearings, such as, hydrostatic,

hybrid or hydrodynamic bearings, although the emphasis is on the

double-entry slot hybrid bearing.

5.6.1 Formulation ot the Perturbed Lubrication Equations

A torm of the dynamic state lubrication equation applied to a

bearing with source flow (see Section 4.5.2) is:

12n S
P f

(5.8)

Let the small clearance perturbation be denoted by oh. Thus under

dynamic conditions the film-thickness, h, may be expressed as:

h = h + oho (5.9)

The variation in the film-thickness, oh is associated with a pertur-

bation in the film pressure:

P = P + oPo (5.10)

together with a perturbation in the source flow:

St = SfO + OSt
Substituting equations (5.9), (5.10) and (5.11) into the lubrication

(5.11)

equation results in:
a(p + oP) a(p + oP)

~x (ho + oh)3 0ax ) + a! (ho + oh)3 0az )= ...

a(h + oh)6n U 0 _

ax +
a(ho + oh)

12n at - 12n (S + oSf)p fo (5-.12)

By considering terms of zero and first order only, equation (5.12) may

be expressed as:

(
ap) a ap ah

_a h 3 ~ + - (h 3 ~ ) = 6n u ~ _ 12n Sax 0 ax 3z 0 3z a~ p fo (5.13)

and,
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(h 3 aOP)+2 (h 3 aOP)=6 u aohax 0 ax az 0 az n ax

3 oh 6n
ah

u~ ax
ap

_ 3 h 3 0
o ax a! (~h )

o
--ho

(5.14)

The first equation (equation 5.13) gives the static equilibrium

solution, which has been dealt with in Chapter 4. Equation (5.14)

provides the solution for the dynamic conditions. This equation is the

perturbed form of the lubrication equation, which has special relevance

for bearings incorporating source flows. In bearing computational

analysis, it is appropriate to work with moving U-V coordinates,

aligned with the eccentricity vector.

The dynamic pressure 1s goveroed . by the excursions (au, av, au

and ov) of the journal or bearing centre. It may be expressed as:

oP = p au + P OV + P. au + P. ovu v u v (5.l5a)

Similarly, oh, may be expressed as:

oh = au cos e + ov sin e (5.l5b)

By substituting the expressions for aP and oh, into equation (5.14),

the following equation is obtained:

aP aP aP aP
[~ (h 3~) + ~ (h 3 ___!:!. )]ou + [....a.(h 3 ___.!,)+....a.(h 3 ___.!,)]avax 0 ax az 0 az ax 0 ax az 0 az

aP. aP • aP • aP'
+[....a.(h 3~)+~(h 3~)]aU+[~(h 3~)+~ (h 3___.!,)JoVax 0 ax az 0 az ax 0 ax az 0 az

3 ah= 6n U _a (au sine + OV cose) - ~ 6n U ~ (au sine + OV cose) •..ax 0 ax

... - 3
aP

h 3 ~ _a (aU Sine
h
+ QV cose ) + 12n _a (ou sine + aV cose ) •••o ax ax 0 at

+ ~ (~S ) (ou sine + CV cose ) - & asho p fo P f
(5.16)

In order to generalize the equation, the following terms are non-

dimensionalised:
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ou = ou C ov = ov C
eu = oii w c ov = o~ w C

0 0

h = H C x = XD
0 0

z = ZL t = 't/
w
0 (5.17)

P P P P = P
P= s

0 0 s u u C

p p
p p. P.

P= s = sv v- u u CC w
0

- P
Pv- = P. s

v w-c
o

Substituting equation (5.17) into equation (5.16) and multiplying
n2through by c:p- , and simplifying, results in equation 5.18
s

. .. + [ ....Xa (H
0
3 ap v ) + ..l. (H 3 a

PV) ( ~)2y-v
a aX az 0 az L P

(5.18)

= [48 ~ Sh (: e sine sine + cose) ...
o

ap
- 6 HO a~ (Ho cose + e sine sine)...

3 (.!!n....
+ if p c qso

o s
(LD) 1) ]-~x ~Z sine QU •..

E: sine cose - Sine) ...

ap
... + 6 H 0 (H sine - e sine cose) ...o ax 0



lOS

3 ( 12 n (D) 1 ) cose ] ov+- PC qso LH zx t3.
0 s

+ [4S (2 'IT Sho) sine ] oil

+ [4S (2 'IT Sho) coaa ] o~

-(~o (~) 1 LP C qs ~x t3.s

Equation (5.1S) represents a general form of the non-dimensional per-

turbed lubrication equation. This equation is the starting point for

the dynamic analysis of any specific bearing type. Any type of source

flow. may be treated by substituting the appropriate source terms in

equation (5.1S).

The following section is devoted to the application of equation

(5.1S) to double row slot-entry hybrid bearings. The first require-

ment is to derive expressions of the source flows, q and 0so qs
derivation is presented in Appendix III. Substituting the expressions

A full

for source flows as derived in Appendix III, into equation (5.1S) and

rearranging terms results in the formation of four sets of partial

differential equations, where the left hand side of the equations are

all identical, and similar in form to equation (5.13), the steady state

equation. It is more convenient to express this set of equations in

matrix form. Therefore, the static and dynamic equations may be
expressed as:
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o (H 30 ) (D)20 ( 3a) (1T D ) ( ns ) ( 13 ) ( D) 1ax 0 ax + L oZ Ho az - an n 1-13 L zx liZs e

oH n
24 1T Sh axo - (:Dn )(nS

) (1~a)( I) llX\z
s e

aF
48 1T Sh (~ .e:sinS sins+coss)- 6Hoax

0 {HoCOS8+ e:sinssine)...
o

+ z, {l-F >( !....!L)(nS)(_13_) (~) sinSH 0 ann I-a L !J.X!J.Z.o s e

OP
48 1T Sh(: EsinS cose-SinS) + 6Ho ax0 (HoSins-e:Sinscoss) ...

o

••• + 3
H
o

48 (2 1T Sho) sinS.

48 (2 1T Sho) cosS.

p
0

p
u

p =v

P.
u

P.
v

(5.19)

The first equation gives the static equilibrium solution, which has been

dealt with in Chapter 4. The remaining four equations, give the s01-
ut10n for the dynamic pressures, which can be integrated to obtain the

stiffness and damping coefficients. A full der1vation of equation.·

(5.19) ls presented in Appendix VII. Equations (5.19) are readily so1\~d

numerically as finite difference equations.

5.6.2' Finite Difference Trans formation

The finite difference form of equations (5.19) may be expressed as:
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P P Poi,j oi+1,j oi-1,j

P Pui+1,j Pui-1,jui,J

Ai,J P + Ei+1 P + Wi_1 Pvi,j vi+1,j vi-1,j

PUi,j P. Pui-1,jui+1,j

Pvi,j P. Pvi-1,jvi+1,j

P P Foi,j+l oi,j-1 oi,j

P P Fui,j+1 ui,j-1 ui,j

... + Ni P + Si P = F ... (5 .20)vi,j+l vi,j-l v1,J

PUi,j+1 P. FUi,jl_Ui,j-l
P. j PVi,j-1 Fv1,jvi, +1

where:

F = 48 7f Sh e: sinei (~D) LlX.LlZoi,j
n

... +( 1~8)( : ~ )( nS ) Ai, j
s e
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Fui,j = 48 1T Sh (H3 e:Sineisinei + cosei) (~) sx sz ...
oi

••• +

.•• +

3+--
HOi

(5.21)

In short notation, equations (5.20) may be written as:

A Pi,j zi,j +E Pi+l. zi+l,j ..Z = o,u,v,u,vz = o,u,v,u,v

• •+ NiP zi,j +1
z=o,u,v,u,v . .z = o,u,v,u,v

= Fzi,j . .z = o,u,v,u,v. .z = o,u,v,u,v

(5.22)

Equations (5.22) are known as the steady and dynamic states slot-entry

bearing finite difference equation.

5.6.3 Method of Solution

Equations (5.22) are in the same form as equation (4.23) of

Chapter 4. At z = '0', the steady state condition, equation (5.22) is,

in fact, the exact equivalence of equation (4.23), the solution of

which was discussed previously in Section 4.5.5. It is now necessary

to solve for five sets of equations instead of one, that is, one set
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of equations (z = '0') to determine the steady state characteristics,

and another four sets of equations (z = u,v,u,t) to determine the stiff-

ness and damping characteristics. Although, numerous numerical iterative

and matrix techniques are available for the solution of equations such

as equations (5.22), the successive relaxation method described in

Section 4.5.4 was selected. The relaxation form of the equations for

slot-entry bearings may be expressed as:

fp (L+I)

l zi,j 1 = 1 to
= Pzi,j

j = 2 to
(L)

z = O,U,V,lI,t

(L)

... - Ei+l Pzi+l,j

(L) _ (L)
-SP -AP ]i zi,j -1 iJ zi,j (5.23)

where:

R, is the relaxation factor, (R = 0.7), and

Lt denotes the number of iterations.

Therefore, the dynamic solution requires that the procedures as des-

cribed in Section 4.5.4 be repested for a total of five cycles.

Due to the fact that the operator (the left hand side of the

e~~ations) is common to all the five equations, the column matrix

method (15) may be more efficient than the present method of successive
relaxation, although it has not yet been implemented (see equation

(5.19» .

5.6.4 Boundary Conditions

The boundary conditions stated in Section 4.5.5., together with

the following conditions are employed for the dynamic analysis.

(1) For analytical convenience, the disturbing forces are not severe
enough to cause variations in the cavitation boundaries, that is,
regions that were cavitating in the static equilibrium condition,
remain cavitating under
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dynamic conditions without expansion or contraction in area.

(2) Under dynamic conditions, the dynamic pressures at the full-film

regions may be either positive or negative in value. A negative

value signifies that the dynamic pressure is less than its steady-

state value, whilst, a positive value signifies that the dynamic

pressure is greater than the corresponding steady-state value.

5.6.5 Bearing Coefficients Evaluation

It is convenient to resolve the reaction forces in the direction

parallel and perpendicular to the line of eccentricity, that is, the V

and U axes, respectively. The non-dimensional reaction forces expressed
in the U - V coordinate system are as follows:

ofu au
(5.24)= +

cSvcSFv

ai,j are the displacement dependent terms, while, the velocity depend-

ent te~s are expressed by aij, that is, the stiffness and damping co-

efficients, respectively, expressed in the U - V coordinate system.

These coefficients are evaluated by integrating the resolved components

of the dynamic pressures over the whole mesh area:

- sineiall n me
= Area ~ Z - Pui,j

a21 i=1 j=l cosei

} (5.25)- sineial2 n me
= Area ~ L - Pvi.j-a22 1=1 j=1 cosei

all n m Sineie
= Area ~ 2: Pui,j

821 1=1 j=l cosei
and,
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n m sineie
= Area X Z - PVi,j (5.26)

i=l j=l cosei

Then utilizing the transformation given by equation (5.1):

ofx

of
y

cos, sin, of0 0 u

= (5.27)

-sin, cos, of" 0 0 v
By substituting equation (5.24) into equation (5.27) and utilizing the

obtained:
relationship developed in equation (5.1), the following equations are

of
x

oj
y

=

+

cos, sin~o 0

-sin, cos~o 0

cos~ sinej>o 0

-sin~ cos~
o 0_J

cos, -sin4>o 0

sinej>o cos4>o

ox

C08ej> -sin.o 0

sin4>o cos4>o

(5.28)

Equation (5.28) is now in a similar form to equation (5.7), that is:

of
x

ofy
=

ox
+

Hence, the aij coefficients are given by:

a21 a22
=

(Sll cos<l>+ S12 sin4» (-SI1 sin~ + 812 cos<l>)o 0 0 0

(5.29)
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=

Similarly, bij coefficients are given by:

where:

=

.•. (5.30)

=

5.6.6 The Perturbed Finite Difference Computer Program (PFD.FOR)

The perturbed finite difference computer program (PFD.FOR), may be

used to perform the following analysis:

(1) static analysis

(2) dynamic analysis, that is, the 8 linearized bearing dynamic

coefficients.

In addition to the dimensionless input variables, stated in Section

4.5.8, the following input variables are also required:

(1) the maximum allowable residual for the dynamic conditions (ACC1)

(2) the relaxation factor for the dynamic conditions (RI = 0.1'). and

(3) whether a static or dynamic analysis is required (OS).

The procedures involved in solving these five sets of finite

difference lubrication equations are fully illustrated in the algor-

ithm of figure (5.3). Figures (5.8a) to (5.1Gb) show the non-

dimensional stiffness and damping coefficients predicted in this pro-

gram. A discussion of the results is presented in Section 5.8.
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Fig. (5.3): Algorithm For Computing The Bearing Dynamic
Coefficients By The Perturbation Technique
- Program (PF O.FOR)
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5.7 The Finite Disturbance Technique (See Appendix VI)

As with the Perturbation Technique, generality of presentation

was observed, although attention was focussed on the double-entry slot

hybrid journal bearing.

5.7.1 Formulation of the Finite Disturbance Technique

A form of the dynamic state generalized lubrication equation

(Equation 5.8) has been presented in Section 5.6.1. Non-dimensionally

equation (5.8) may be expressed as:

(5.31)

where:

Sh = nN (c:tps

)S = Di (c:t (5.32)s Ps
t = w t

0

The present analysis is carried out in the U - V coordinate system,

that is, finite values of displacements '(ou, ov) and velocities (U, v)

are applied to the bearing centre (or the journal centre), in the

directions perpendicular to and along the line of the corresponding

steady-state eccentricity. aHTherefore, it is necessary to express ~ ,

in terms of the magnitude and direction of the dimensionless velocity

of the dynamic bearing centre (or dynamic journal centre). This is

illustrated in figure (5.2), where the velocity vector, e, is acting at

an angle, Y, to the vertical y-axis. Non-dimensionally, the local film

thickness, H, is expressed as:

H = 1 + e: cose

= ~ cos (6 - (y - ~ )w 0oa = constant
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that is,

aHaT = .s,
wo

cosS' (5.33)

where:

e' = e - (y - ~ )o (5.34)

y, denotes the direction of the velocity vector,

measured from the vertical Y-axis.

~ , is the steady-state attitude angle.o

Referring to figure (5.2), it can be seen that, if y - ~ = 0, the
o

velocity vector will be directed along the V-direction, and, if

y - cfI =o
'IT/2, the velocity vector will act in the U-direction.

Therefore, the finite disturbance form of the non-dimensional

generalized lubrication equation may be expressed as:

a ( 3 ap) a (H3 ;: ) = 24 'IT
aB

ax H ax + az Sh ax

••• + 48 S cose' - 12 n DL Sf
(5.35)s p c3 Ps

The dynamic conditions arising from the finite displacements

(ou, ov) and finite velocities (u, v) are.illus-trat'ed·in-figures

(5. It) and (5.5) respectively. If such dynamic conditions occur, then

the bearing reaction forces, of and of , may be expressed in terms ofu v

the linearized bearing coefficients, as follows:

of OU Bll BIZ Tall a12 uu
= + (5.36)

of - - 0;; B21 1hz ~v a2l a22

It can be seen that the above equations have the same form as those of

equations (5.24). The aij terms, are the stiffness coefficients expressed

in the U - V coordinate system, and the S1j terms, are the damping co-
efficients.
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Fig. 5.4 : Finite Disturbance - Stiffness

y

v

u --- [;~~J!(V-;OJ: 90'
Fig. 5.5 : Finite Disturbance - Damping
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5.7.1.1 Stiffness Coefficients

Consider figure (5.4). The equilibrium position of the bearing

is defined by the eccentricity-ratio, £ , and the attitude angle ~ .
·0 0

At this position, the total fluid-film forces expressed in the U - V

coordinate system are F and Fuo vo When the bearing centre is dis-

placed to some position (e , q, ) by an amount o~, and held therev 0

(ou = {i = 'TV = 0), the dimensionless bearing reaction forces trying to

restore the bearing to the original position (e , , ), may be writteno 0

in terms of the displacement coefficients as:

ofuv
=

o

(5.37)

1111 1112

ofvv
from which,

ofuv
ov

J
(5.38)ofvv

ov
where:

ofuv = Fuv Fuo ] (5.39)

ofvv = Fvv Fuo e:
oe v

&
V

= Eo + ov (5.40)

By similar argument for the U-d1rect10n, let the bearing be d1s-

placed from the static equilibrium position EO' '0' by an amount, ou,
to a new position £ , 4> +64> , with OV = 6 = ~ = o.u 0

(5.41)

from which,
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of- uu
all =

ou

of
= vu

a2l
ou

where:

of = F IE F lE0uu uu uou

of = F IEU F lEovu vu vo

(5.42)

} (5.43)

As the eccentricity vector, E , is shifted by an angle, o~, relativeu

to the V-axis, a coordinate transformation is required, to obtain the

fluid-film forces F and F , that is:uu vu

cosoq, sinoq,

F'vu

Fuu
=

F'uu
(5.44)

Fvu -sino~ cosoq,

where:

F' is the total dimensionless fluid film force resolveduu'
in the direction perpendicular to the vector € •

U

F' is the total dimensionless fluid film force resolvedvu'
in the direction parallel to the vector e; •u

Furthermore, by reference to figure (5.3a), the following trigono-

metrical relationships may be written for € and oq,:u

EU = (E 2 + oii2)t
0

o~ = tan-lCSU)Eo

(5.45)

(5.46)

Although it is essential to compute the coefficients for both

positive and negative values of eu and ev and then to take the averaged

values, the present analysis showed that accurate results may be obtained

by computing for several positive values of ou and oV. The co-efficientS
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are then determined by performing a linear regression of the incre-

mental fluid-film forces on the finite displacements, that is, the

principle of least squares is used. Consider the figure below:

o

Graph showing the variation of of with ouuu

The equation of a straight line may be used to represent the data,

that is:

(oF i)uu c = + ao
(5.47)

nc nc

1=1 i=l
where:

-all, represents the gradient of the straight line, and,

hence the stiffness coefficient.

a , is the intercept on the vertical axis, which equalso

zero.

n, is the total number of data points.c

(oF i)c, is the value of the incremental fluid-film forceuu
derived from equation (5.47).

Applying the principle of least squares:

nc
z; (OFUUi (oF i) )2 = Euu c (5.48)
i=l

Equation (5.48) may be rewritten as:
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nc

E =:2: (oF - ~11 oui - a )2uui 0
(5.49)

1=1

The next procedure is to minimize E, that is, minimize the sum of the

squares of the deviations of the oFuui values. Thus:

nc
l!. 2: - 2 (oFuui - oUi= -allaa

0 1=1
2:nc

aE
~ 2 (oF i -.= - alla(~ll) uu
i=1

a ) = 0o

The above equations may be rearranged as:
nc nc

i=l 1=1
(5.50)

n n nc c c

( ~ OUi) a +( 2: ou/ ) all= (2: -, ofuui )0

i=l i=l i=l

Hence, equations (5.50) may be solved to obtain expressions for all·

n n n
c c c

nc(L: OUi OFuuJ -(~ OUi L OFuui)
... i=l i=l i=lall = (5.51)n nc c

i=1 i=1

Analogously, the remaining three coeffid1entsa12, 0.21,0.22may be
arrived at in a similar manner. By substituting for the appropriate

incremental force and displacement terms in equation (5.51), the

corresponding a j coefficients are determined. The stiffness co-
i,

efficients, aij may then be obtained using equation (5.29).

Briefly, the computational procedure may be summarised as follows:

(a) Select a position, E , on the static load locus and compute the
o
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(b)

static values, F , F and ~ .uo vo 0

Choose small values of ou and o.v, ana hence, calculate e: , e: andu v

o~ from equations (5.45), (5.40) and (5.46) respectively.
(c) Compute the total fluid-film forces F ,F and F' F' foruv vv uu' vu

the eccentricity-ratios e: and e: , respectively.v u

(d) Perform a coordinate transformation using equations (5.44) to

(e)

obtain the fluid-film forces F and Fuu vu
Calculate the four incremental fluid-film forces of ,oF anduv vv
of , of from equations (5.39) and (5.43).uu vu

(f) Increase the values of ou and ov, and repeat the procedures out-

lined in steps (b) to (e), until a minimum of three sets of in-

cremental fluid-film forces are obtained.

(g) Calculate the a1,j coefficients using equati on (5.51).

Determine the stiffness coefficients, a j' using equation (5.29).i,(h)

5.7.1.2 Damping Coefficients

Consider figure (5.5). Assume that the bearing is now operating

at the steady-state position, (e: , ~ ), an instantaneous velocity ofo 0

magnitude v, is applied to the bearing centre in the V-direction
(ou = ov = ?i = T

0; v ~ 0). The fluid film forces are:

of 611 6lZ 0uv
=

of. 621 a2Z ivv
from which,

of .
a12

uv= -v
of .

a22
vv=
v

where:

(5.52)

(5.53)
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of . = F . I (Y-~o) F .,uv uv uo= 0

(5.54)

of . = F . I (y-~0) F
1 EoVV vv vo= 0

Similarly, for u applied along the U-axis (ou = ov = ~ = 0; \i ~ 0):

of Bll B12 T

uu u
= (5.55)

of . 1321 lh2 0vu

from which,

of .
all

uu=
1l

(5.56)

of •
a21

vu=--
1l

where:

of . = F Fuu uu (y-~o) 'IJ' uo

)
= -2 &

0

I eo
(5.57)

of . = F .1 Fvu vu (y-41) 'IJ' vo=0 2

It is more convenient to express the dimensionless velocity vectors

(u, v), in terms of the non-dimensional parameter, S , which is thes
• D 2

squeeze parameter, (Ss = ~ (c) ), and the optimized speed parameter,

Shoo

Hence,

!LL D 2

S P ( Cd)s s=
ShO n N

( ~dt
0

ps

from which,
N S. 0 SE = ShO
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w So s= 2 11' Sho

or,
Ss

yo

2 Shoe: = 11'

where:

f e= w C
0

Thus, the dimensionless velocity vectors, .s, ~) may be expressed as:

li = ~ =
Ss (5.58)

Therefore, instead of specifying the values of u, v directly, the

velocity vectors (~, ~), are derived from equation (5.58) for a given

value of S. Again, computations were carried out for several positives
values of ~, t and the linear least squares fitting technique as out-

lined in Section 5.7.1.1, was used to determine the Sij coefficients.

A coordinate transformation to the conventional X - Y coordinate

system, using equation (5.30) will produce the bij, coefficients.

Thus, the computational procedure may be summarised as:
(a) Select a value of e: , on the static load locus and computeo

F F- and.4-uo' vo "'0'

(b) 11'Define direction of velocity vector (i.e. Y-~o = 0 or 2) and choose

small values of S for the respective direction.s

(c) Calculate the dimensionless velocities (~, t) using equation
11'(5.58), for the directions (y-~) = - and (y-~) = 0, respectively.

020

(d) Compute the film forces F •uv (y-~) = 0o

F •vv and(y-~) = 0o

for the eccentricity-ratio, e: ,o

11'= 2 respectively.
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(e) Calculate the four incremental film-forces of .1
uv (y_<I» = 0

o

of .vv and cSF •uu of •vu from
(Y-<I> ) = 0o

equations (5.54) and (5.57).

(f) Increase the values of S , and repeat the procedures outlined ins

steps (b) to (e), until a minimum of three sets of incremental

film forces are obtained.

(g) Calculate the Sij' coefficients using equation (5.51).

(h) The damping coefficients, bi.j, may then be determined using
equations (5.30).

5.7.1.3 Stiffness Coefficients - Static Load Locus Method

Consider the figure below, where the equilibrium position of the

bearing is defined by the eccentricity-ratio, E , and attitude angle,o
<1>0. Under this condition, the fluid-film forces resolved in the U - V
coordinate system are given by F and Fuo vo

y

I Fvo -,
Fvo

x

~U'

u~_
Fuo

Figure illustrating the coordinate system for load and displacement
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The fluid-film forces are governed by the magnitude and direction

of the eccentricity vector, € and ~, respectively. Hence,

F = F (e::,~)

J
uo uo

(5.59)
F = F (e::,~)vo vo

From the calculus of small variations, the change in fluid-film forces,

due to a small change in eccentricity-ratio, ee::,and a corresponding

variation of the attitude angle, by a small amount, o~, may be expressed
as:

ofuo elF elFuo uo ee::
ce: cq,

= (5.60)
aF aF o~vo vo
ae: alP

ofvo
where:

e::,is the steady-state eccentricity-ratio, i.e. e: = e: •o

~, is the steady-state attitude angle, i.e. ~ = <f> •o

If 0 e: < < 0 and a ~« 0 , then:

av = a e:
(5.61)

au = e: a <p

The static equilibrium fluid-film forces, F and F , may be expresseduo vo
in relation to their resolved components in the U' - V' coordinate

system, as:

F' cosolP -sina~ Fuo uo

= (5.62)

F' sine~ cosoq, Fvo vo

where:

F' is the steady-state film force resolved alonguo'
the U'-axis.

F' is the steady-state film force resolved alongvo'
the V'-axis.
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Again, if o 41 < < 0; equation (5.63) may be rewritten as:

F' 1 -0<1> Fuo uo
= (5.63)

F' 0<1> 1 Fvo vo

Equations (5.63) may be rewritten as:

041 F = F - F'vo uo uo

and,

-0<1> F = F - F'uo vo vo

Hence, the above equations may be expressed as:

041 F = ofvo uo

and,

-0<1> F = ofuo vo

Thus:

of 3Fuo uo F= =o 41 41 -+ 0
()41 vo

]and (5.64)

of dFvo vo - FlW = =d<jl uo
<I> -+ 0

It is now possible to rewrite equation (5.60) using the

expressions defined in equations (5.61) and (5.64).

F ()Fof vo ~ ouuo E: dE:

= (5.65)

-F ()Fof uo vo ovvo E: dE:

Equations (5.65) are now in a similar form to equations (5.37) and

(5.41) , and may be expressed in terms of the a1j coefficients, as:
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F ai- vo uoall a12 e: ae:
= (5.66)

-F ai- - uo voa21 a22 e: ae:

-It can be seen from equation (5.66) that the aij terms, are determined

purely from static loading characteristics. A polynomial least square

curve-fitting routine adapted from reference ( I ), was written, to

provide analytical expressions governing the static load and the

eccentricity-ratio, so that the derivatives may be evaluated more

accurately. A coordinate transformation may then be carried out,

using equation (5.29), to determine the stiffness coefficients, aij,

in the conventional X - Y coordinate system.

5.7.2 Finite Difference Transformation

8y following the arguments outlined in Section 4.5.3, the finite

difference form of equation (5.35) for the finite disturbance case

may be expressed a8:

Ai,j Pi,j + Ei + I Pi + l,j + Wi 1, Pi - l,j ...-
+ Ni Pi,j + 1 + Si Pi,j - 1 = Fi,j

where:

(5.67)

s n
+ I (:~ )(nS)Ai,j- 6 • e

= -(L) 6Z 3Ei + I D 6X (H i+!)

Wi (L) 6Z 3= - 0 6X (H i-i)- 1

Ni = Si = (D) 6X 3- L 6Z (Hi ), and

] (5.8.,
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5.7.2.1 Method of Solution

The method of successive relaxation as. outlined in Section 4.5.4

was employed to solve equation (5.68). Based upon the criteria of

stability and speed of convergence, a relaxation factor, R1 = 0.7,

(determined by trial and error) was used. Therefore, the relaxation

form of the Slot-Entry Bearing Finite Disturbance Equation may be

formally written as:

j=2 to (m/2 + 1)

_(L+l)
Pi,j

i=l to ne

(L) _(L) (L)
Ei+l Pi+l,j - Wi_1 Pi-l,j - Ni Pi,j+l

_(L) (L)

••• - Si Pi,j-l - Ai,j Pi,j ] (5.69)

A solution pertaining to the steady-state condition is first obtained,

and then equation (5.69) is repeatedly solved for finite values of

velocities (S ) and finite values of displacements, a8 described in
s

Sections (5.7.1.1) and (5.7.1.2), respectively.

5.7.2.2 Boundary Conditions

The boundary conditions stated in Section 4.5.5, together with

the following conditions, are employed for the dynamic analysis:

(1) Expansion or contraction of the areas of the cavitating regions

do not occur as a result of the dynamic forces.

(2) The presence of negative pressures at the full-film regions

signify that the linear range is violated. Hence, the computation

is terminated and rejected, once a negative pressure is en-
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countered at the full-film region.

5.7.2.3 The Finite Disturbance Finite Difference Computer Program

.(FFD.FOR)

The program (FFD.FOR) may be used for:

(1) static analysis, or

(2) dynamic analysis (the 8 linearized bearing dynamic coefficients),

when used in conjunction with program BCOEF.POR.

The following input variables in combination with those mentioned in

Section 4.5.& are required to perform the dynamic analysis:

(1) the magnitudes of the displacement vectors in the V and U-

direction, (lEV) and (lEU) respectively.

(2) the magnitudes of the velocity vectors in the V and U-direction,

(DSV) and DSU), respectively.

(3) the total number of finite disturbances required, (IMAX).

(4) the relaxation factor at the dynamic conditions, (R1 = 0.7).

(5) the maximum allowable residual at the dynamic conditions,

(ACC!), and

(6) whether a static or dynamic analysis is required, (DS).

Programme FFD.FOR, will set up the calculations of the static

and dynamic presaures. From these calculations, the static and

dynamic loads, and hence, the bearing coefficients, expressed in the

U - V coordinate system are determined. The procedures involved are

fully illustrated in the algorithm of figure (5.6).

A second program BCOEF.FOR, is used to perform the calculations

for the stiffness coefficients, based on the static results of

program FFD.FOR, and to carry out the coordinate transformations, so

that the bearing coefficients are expressed in the conventional X - Y

coordinate system. The procedures are illustrated in the algorithm
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/ Input Data /
I

I Define Grid-Network I
1

l Set Eo I
I

Estimate Initial Steady
state Pressures Poij

I I
CaU'PRE SS' To Carry Out !ters. Compute Incremental Loads
& Relax. Of Static A"essures. II Set Displ. Vector suCompute Steady state Parameters

II
Set Initial Values For Dynamic CaU'PRESS' To Carry Out I ters.
Condition. & Relax. Of Dyn. Pressures

I I
Apply Velocity Disturbance (~) In Compute Incremental Loads
V-Direction - Set ~- ~ = 0° II Compute C(12,0(22 & 0(11,0(21By
Call 'PRESS' To Carry Out Iters.
& Relax. Of Dyn. Pressures

Lin. Least Squares ClIrve-Fitting

I Incremental Loads To ov & flu
Compute Incremental Loads I

I / Output Results /
Apply Veloc i ty Disturbance(u) In

~

U-Direction.-Set ~-. =900 No
I 1

Call 'PRESS' To Carry Out Iters.
& Relax. Of Oyn. Pressures

s
( End)I

Compute Incremental Loads

I
Compute ~12, ~22 & ~11,~21 By
Linear Least Squares Curve-Fitting
Incremental Loads To ~ e U

I
Set Displ. Vector &v

I
Call 'PRESS' To Carry Out Iter's.
& Relax. Of Oyn. Pressures

I

Fig.(S.6): Algorithm For Computing The Bearing Dynamic
Coefficients By The Finite Disturbance Technique

- Program (FFD. FOR)
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;{Read Da ta 0/
Eo, ~o,Fvo, ~o

I
Perform Polynomial least Squares
Curve - Fi tting On:
1) Fuo &. Eo , 2) Fvo &. Eo

I
Perform Differentiation On
~Fuo g. aFvo
~Eo ~Eo

I
Compute Stiffness Coeffs. -, a ij
- Static locus

I
/~ead Data~/

Eo , ~ij , ;0
I

Perform Coordinate Transformation To
Obtain Stiffness Coeffs.,

_
a ij

II Read_ Dat~/
Eo, ~ij , ~

I
Perform Coordinate Transformation To
Obtain Damping Coeffs. , iij

I
/ Output Results /

1
(End)

Fig. (5.7): Algorithm For Program BCOEF.FOR
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of figure (5.7). The dimensionless stiftDess and damping coefficients

predicted by this program, are presented in figures (5.8.) to (5.16b).

A discussion of the results is presented in Section 5.8.

5.7.3 Lumped Parameter Method

The basis of the lumped parameter technique has been fully dis-

cussed in Section 4.6. By referring to Section 4.6, it is, therefore,

possible to write down the dynamic-state lumped parameter equations

directly, as:

(i) The Dynamic-State Equation of Continuity of Mass Flow Governing

The ith 'OUTER' Control Volume

The full continuity equation may be expressed as (see figure 4.6b):

= 0 (5.70)

Writing down the non-dimensional expressions for the qt' terms as

derived in Appendix IV and rearranging aDd simplifying yields:

·.. - 12 1T Sh (~ )( ~) (Hi+! - Hi_i)

· •• + 24 S. ( ~ )( ~) .'11 ( :.) co.e •.];' ..

· .. [ 4 (!)Hi3 + ~ A (Hi+! + Hi_i) ] (5.71)

(ii) The Dynamic-state Equation of Mass Flow Governing the ith

'SOURCE' Control Volume (See figure 4.6b)

'!befull continuity equation is expressed as:

p + q'P + q'P - qP P - qPq2i 6i 7i 6i - q7i 3i

,v v v v·.. - qsi + q6i + q' - q6i - q7i7i
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(5.72)

Again, writing down the non-dimensional expressions for the qi terms

as derived in Appendix IV, and the qsi term of Appendix V and re-

arranging and simplifying, yields:

- (1 3) - (1 3)+ Pai+l 3 A Hi+t + Pa1-l 3 A H1_,

• •• + - (1 3) - (1 3)Pc1+l 16 B Hi+t + Pc1-l 16 B Hi-1 ...

·.. -
·.. -
• •• +

·.. + 12 Ss (1 - 2L
a)( ~ ) sin (: ) cose' 1 .•.

e

3
A + 16

5 3 n+ (- A + - B) H3 + AZY (_!.) ]24 16 1-1 ne
(5.73)

(111) The Dynamic-State Equation of Continuity of Mass Flow Governing

The 1th 'CENTRAL' Control Volume (see figure 4.6b)

The full continuity equation may be expressed as:

qsq =••• + 8i 0 (5.74)
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Again, substituting for the appropriate terms of qi' as derived in

Appendix IV, and, rearranging and simplifying, yields:

- (1 3) - (1 3)+ Pi+l 48 B Hi+! + Pi-l 48 B Hi-i

12 Ss ( 1 - 2La )(~ ) sin (: ) cos9 't
e

... +

(5.75)

5.7.3.1 Method of Solution

The method of successive relaxation (RI = 0.7) was employed to

solve equations (5.71), (5.73) and (5.75), in accordance with the

procedures described in Section 5.7.2.1.

5.7.3.2 Boundary Conditions

The boundary conditions are as described in Section 5.7.2.2.

5.7.3.3 The Finite Disturbance Lumped Parameter Computer Program

(FLP.FOR)

The finite disturbance lumped parameter computer program is

similar in structure to that of pr~gram FFD.FOR, described in Section
5.7.2.3. Hence, both static and dynamic (in conjunction with program

BCOEF.FOR) analyses may be carried out. The input variables that are

required to perform the analysis are as described in Section 5.7.2.3.
A comparison of the non-dimensional stiffness and damping coefficients

predicted by this program and the perturbed finite difference program

are presented in Tables 5.2a and 5.2b, respectively. The results are

discussed in Section 5.8.
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~.8 Discussions and Conclusions

The requirements of accuracy and reliability are highly desirable

features of any computational model. Economic considerations, dictate

that these requirements be achieved at the minimum of computing time,

however, it should be appreciated that accuracy and minimum computational

time conflict with each other, and a compromise between the two is

therefore required. In order to ascertain whether such requirements

are adequately met, results are computed for a wide range of bearing
a Loperating parameters (such as, various values of IL, /D, a and K) and

compared with other computational models. Prior to this investigation,

information on the stiffness and damping coefficients of the slot-
entry bearing configuration were not available in the bearing literature,

hence, comparisons with other independent investigators cannot be

carried out. Therefore three computational models as described in this

chapter, were developed to provide a basis for determining the order

of accuracy of the predicted stiffness and damping coefficients •.

Comparisons with the experimentally determined coefficients were not

carried out at this stage. Nevertheless, it is important to spell

out the following points:

(1) It will be shown that the variability in the computed coefficients

is very small compared to the scatter which i8 found in experi-

mentally determined values. However, aa reported by Holmes ( 18 ),

the variability is not reflected to the same extent in the

responses predicted from the coefficients and thus the accuracy

of the computed coefficients is sufficiently accurate for that

purpose.

(2) The results of the dynamic analysis can only be as accurate as

the static analysis permits. Therefore, every effort should be

devoted to ensure the accuracy and reliability of the static

analysis, before embarking upon the dynamic solution. Further-
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more, equations (5.29) and (5.30) illustrate another feature

concerning the importance of an accurate static solution. The

accuracy of the bearing coefficients is clearly dependent on the

accuracy of ~ , the attitude angle.o

Due to the stringent condition placed upon accuracy, this invest-

igation showed that for the perturbed finite difference solution,

the maximum allowable residuals (ACC and ACCI), have to be

limited to 10-7• The investigation also showed that finite dis-

turbance analyses require a more stringent condition to be

placed upon accuracy. In this case, the maximum allowable

residuals (ACC and ACCI) were found to be 10-S•

The effect of the variations of the number of grid elements

(circumferential and axial) on the accuracy of the computed results

was carried out. Tables (5.1a, 5.1b) and (5.2a, 5.2b), show the

variations of the number of circumferential grid elements on the dim-

ensionless stiffness and damping coefficients, respectively. The

perturbed finite difference (PFD.FOR) program was employed in this

investigation. It can be observed that USing 12 circumferential grid

elements, is not sufficient to predict the dynamic characteristics

adequately. The results presented in tables (5.1a) to (5.2b) showed

that the use of 36 circumferential grid elements may be adequate for

low values of eccentricity-ratios, that is, € ~ O.S. For € ~ 0.6, it

is necessary to increase the number of circumferential gri.delements

to 96, in order to achieve the required accuracy. It can be observed

that this follow a similar pattern to that of the static analysis. In

the present analysis, the number of axial grid elements employed was

20, and was found to be sufficient for the required accuracy.

A comparison of the perturbed finite difference and finite dis-

turbance finite difference solutions are presented in figures (5.8a)
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to (5.16b). Figures (5.8a) to (5.10b), show the stiffhess and damping

coefficients for a bearing of a/L = 0.25, LID = 1.0 and a = 0.5, at

various values of K. It can be seen that there is good agreement

between the perturbation and the finite disturbance techniques. As

the value of K increases, the difference in the values of a12 and a21

coefficients becomes more significant, accompanied by a reduction in

damping. This would imply that instability would set in at high K

values as instability arises from a large difference between a12 and
-a21' However, it should be pOinted out that instability can only be

predicted when the actual rotor/bearing system is knOWD.. Figures

(5.lla) to (5.l2b) show the eight coefficients for a bearing of

LID = 1.0, a = 0.5, and K = 3, at various values of a/L. Again, good

correlation between the two techniques is observed. Reducing aIL to

0.1 has the effect of increasing the damping values. The stiffness

and damping coefficients for a bearing of aIL = 0.25, K = 3 and a = 0.5,
Lat various values of ID are illustrated in filures (5.l3a) to (5.l4b).

The figures show that there i8 good agreement between the two techniques.
LIt can be deduced that a bearinl with ID = 2.0, would exhibit greater

instability that LID = 0.5, as the difference in the values of the

a12 and a2l coefficients are more pronounced for LID = 2.0. Also, the
Ldamping is reduced as compared with ID = 0.5.

Figures (5.l5a) to (5.16b) show the stiffness and damping co-
L aefficients for a bearing of /0 = 1.0, /L = 0.25 and K = 3.0, at

various values of a. Again, good agreement between the perturbation

and finite disturbance techniques i8 observed. It i8 seen that a low

value of concentric pressure-ratio, 8 = 0.1, has the effect of reducinl

the difference between the a12 and a21 coefficients, and increasing

the values of the damping coefficients. This would indicate that a

low value of pressure-ratio is a prerequisite for stability, in

contrast to the steady-state condition, where a pressure-ratio,
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a = 0.5 was required to ensure optLmum static characteristics. This

further highlights the concern as to whether the dynamic conditions

are governed by the same optimized parameter values as the static con-

dition. This subject is dealt with in Chapter 9.

Within the range of the bearing operating parameters being tested,

the finite disturbance technique has proved to be as accurate as the

perturbation technique. In terms of computing time, the perturbation

technique- is preferred. The same set of results may be obtained at a

computing time of approximately O.S times that of the finite distur-

bance technique. However, the main advantage of the finite distur-

bance technique, is the simplicity involved in the formulation of the

dynamic state lubrication equation, as it required no rigorous math-

ematical derivation. Hence, an existing static solution may be

easily extended to provide calculations for the stiffness and damping

coefficients. Also, by the respecification of the boundary conditions,

the finite disturbance technique may be used to perform a non-linear

analysis. The main drawback of this technique 1s the difficulty in

specifying the values of the finite displacements and velocities. A

value which is too large would invalidate the linear analysis, whilst,

too small a value may not be sufficient to effect any changes in the

fluid-film, and may lead to inaccuracies in computing. Hence, a

great deal of effort is required to ensure that the appropriate values

are selected. This is where the perturbation technique is better, as

1t does not require such specifications. The values employed for the

present finite disturbance analyses are as follows:

QU 6v S IY-~ :: 0 S Ir-~=Tf /2
S 0 s 0

Non-cavitating Bearing 1.0xlO-3 l.OxlO-3 5.0xlO-3 5.0xlO-3

Cavitating Bearing l.OxlO-3 5.0xlO-6 l.OxlO-4 l.OxlO-4
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The disadvantage of the perturbation technique lies in the procedures

that are involved in formulating the perturbed lubrication equation,

where a rigorous mathematical derivation is involved. In view of the

dependence of the finite disturbance results on the specified values

of displacements and velocities, and in order to ensure confidence in

the computed results, the finite disturbanee results should be checked

against another independent source, such as the perturbation results.

In the present investigation, the incorporation of a linear re-

gression of the incremental fluid-film forces on the displacements or

velocities, has helped to promote the accuracy of the finite dis-

turbance analysis.

A comparison of the perturbed finite difference and the finite
adisturbance lumped parameter results, for a bearing of IL = 0.25,

LID = 1.0, B = 0.5 and K = 30, is illustrated in Tables 5.3a and 5.3b.

There is good agreement between the two models. However, in t,rms of

computing time, the lumped parameter program is four times as fast as

the perturbed finite difference program. To compute the results of

Tables 5.3a and 5.3b, the lumped parameter program uses 45.99 minutes

of C.P.U. time, whilst the perturbed finite differenee program uses

3 hours and 8.85 minutes of C.P.U. time. It was fO\Dldthat there was

poor correlation between the lumped parameter and the finite difference
amodels, as /L approaches 0.5, that is, a single row slot-entry bearing.

A comparison of the steady state circumferential pressures predicted
a Lby these two models for a bearing of IL = 0.4, K = 3.0, ID = 1.0 and

B = 0.5, at € = 0.9, is illustrated in figure (5.l7a), while, the axial

pressure distribution is illustrated in figure (5.17b). Figures (5.17a)

and (5.l7b) show that the poor correlation may be attributed to the
avalidity of the assumption of a quadratic pressure profile as IL

approaches 0.5. Figure (5.17b) suggests that a parabolic pressure

profile is more appropriate. Therefore, the lumped parameter results
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afor /L > 0.4, should be treated with caution.

A comparison of the stiffness coefficients predicted from static

loading characteristics (static load locus) and the perturbation tech-

nique is illustrated in table 5.4. It can be observed that there is

reasonable agreement between the two techniques up to e: = 0.8. As

the polynomial least square fitting criterion was employed in the

static load locus analysis, the computed coefficients may be affected

by the degree of the polynomial.

The general conclusions of this chapter may be summarised as:

(1) An overall view of the fundamentals of bearing dynamic analysis

has been presented, with the aim of providing the basis for the

coherent working understanding, necessary for the application of

the most appropriate techniques for problem-solving.

(2) Three computer programs for performing the static and dynamic

analysis of double row slot-entry hybrid bearings, have been

successfully developed.

(3) The accuracy and reliability of these three programs have been

rigorously tested and they serve to provide a cross-check on the

reasonableness of the results, and, thus have proved to be

valuable in refining the computations.

(4) The analysis has shown that the finite disturbance technique is

as accurate as the perturbation technique.

(5) The imposition of a more stringent condition on accuracy and the

incorporation of a linear least square criterion in the comp-

utation, have helped in refining tbe accuracy of the finite dis-

turbance technique.

(6) Although the lumped parameter program has proved to be highly

efficient in terms of computing time, the present investigation
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ashowed that for values of /L ~ 0.4, the lumped parameter pre-

dictions should be treated with caution, as it tends to under-

estimate the pressures at the outer land.

(7) The inadequacy of the present analysis to cater for heavily

loaded bearings and to take proper account of Ilass conservat1on

within the cavitated regions, should be duly noted. Hence, the

results for bearings operating at high values of eccentricity-

rat1os, or high values of power-rat1os, K (K > 60) or low values

of concentric pressure-ratios, 6 (6 ~ 0.3), should be treated

with caution.
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Fig. S.17a: (ircumferential Pressure At Outer land.
( all = O. 4, LID = 1. 0, ~ = O. 5 I K = 3. 0, E = o. 9 )
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Fig. S.17b: Axial Pressure - Heavily loaded Side.
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CHAPTER 6

MODELLING AND IDENTIFICATION ANALYSIS

6.1 Introduction

In this chapter, some of the important aspects of identification

are briefly discussed, followed by a review of the techniques employed

in the identification of bearing fluid-film characteristics. The

chapter covers, the derivation of the expressions for the bearing fluid-

film transfer function, the identification analysis leading to the det-

ermination of these models from the overall system and the procedure

for estimating the bearing coefficients from experimental results.

6.2 Identification Analys.is

Identification or system modelling is concerned with:

(1) the determination of a mathematical model to describe the input

(forcing function) and output (response) relationship of the

dynamic system, through some form of difference (discrete time

system) or differential (continuous time system) equations, and

(2) the experimental testing of the actual system to obtain information

about the system's input-output relationship.

There are a number of techniques available for system identification.

These techniques may be based on analysis in the time domain or fre-

quency domain. Examples of techniques using the analysis in the time

domain are the transient response techniques (step and impulse), model

reference (Z - transform modelling) and correlation techniques. The

frequency response (sinusoidal testing) and the spectral analysis

techniques, are examples of techniques using analysis in the frequency

domain.

The transient response and frequency respunse techniques are

classical methods of analyses. Such methods of analyses are based on
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transfer function representations and are associated with deter~nistic

forcing functions. The frequency response method is the most widely

used technique. It is simple to apply and provides reliable results.

This investigation is concerned with the application of the frequency

response method for identifying the slot-entry bearing oil-film charac-

teristics. The background theory on the frequency response method is

outlined in Appendix VIII.

The correlation and spectral analysis methods are statistical

methods of identification and are associated with broad band or parallel

frequency excitations. Such methods of analysis are involved with non-

deterministic forcing functions. Some of the common forms of broad

band signals are the pseudo random binary sequency (PRBS) signals and

white noise. These methods are idealy suited for on-line testing of

the system transfer function or for a noisy environment. By appli-

cation of the appropriate statistical procedure of identification

(correlation or spectral analysis), the effect of the inherent noise

can be largely eliminated and the response characteristics may be

accurately determined. It is beyond the scope of this thesis to dis-

cuss the background theory governing the correlation and spectral

analysis methods, when excellent references on this subject are avail-

able (6, 7 and 9).

The correlation and spectral analysis methods may be viewed as

the identification techniques that are at the interface between class-

ical and modern control. In modern control, the models used to des-

cribe the system are parametric, in terms of state equations. Such

methods of analysis are based on the use of estimation and optimization

theory. In contrast to the methods mentioned above, in which the

system parameters have to be inferred from the measured waveform,

modern parametric methods produce a direct estimate of the system
parameters.
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6.3 Review of Previous Work on Identification of Bearing Fluid-Film
Characteristics

There have been numerous reports on the application of identifi-

cation techniques for estimating linearized oil-film coefficients. In

some cases, the stiffness coefficients may be determined from static

measurements (1, 4) which do not require the use of such identification

techniques. Static measurements of the stiffness coefficients may be

achieved by adopting the 'force' or the 'displacement' method. The

'force' method consists of applying a force in two directions in turn

and each time measuring the resulting deflections in two orthorgonal

directions (1). In the 'displacement' method, a controlled displace-
ment is applied in two directions in turn, and each time the resulting

forces along and normal to the displacements are measured (4).

A range of identification techniques have been employed for

estimating the bearing oil-film characteristics. They may be class-

ified in terms of the type of excitation.

a) Harmonic Forcing

The technique of exciting the bearing sinusoidally (frequency

response method) constitutes one of the most widely used method in the

identification of bearing oil-film characteristics. Sinusoidal

excitations may be generated by unbalance in the shaft or via vibrators.

Published work relating ~o t~is subject dates from Glienicke (2), who

excited the bearing at a frequency synchronous with the rotational

frequency, via two vibrators. The eight coefficients were determined

directly from the frequency response data. The measurements of the

vibration amplitudes and phase angles of the resulting motion in the

two directions, provided the necessary 8 equations for the solution of

the coefficients (2 sets of 4 equations). Glienicke indicated that an

accuracy of ± 1% in amplitude and ± 1 degree in phase was necessary to

obtain an accuracy of ± 5% in the final coefficients. Morton (5) used
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a similar method to that of Glienicke on a large scale test-rig, but

excited the bearing at a frequency (10 Hz and 15 Hz) non-cynchronous

with the running frequency. This work is particularly relevant to the

author's investigation. The stiffness and damping coefficients were

calculated from the frequency response functions. Poor correlation

between the experimental and theoretical coefficients were observed.

The application of the sinusoidal testing method to a large scale

test-rig has also been reported by Hisa et. al. (17).

Woodcock and Holmes (4) determined the stiffness coefficients

(static measurements) from one rig and damping coefficients from

another, where a central unbalance located on the journal was used to

generate the sinusoidal excitation at the journal frequency. The

journal response (amplitude and phase) together with the previously

determined stiffness coefficients were used to obtain the damping co-

efficients. This necessitates the solution of 2 sets of simultaneous

equations, having 2 equations in each set, in contrast to the me.thods

of Morton (5) and Glienicke (2), which requires the solution of 2 sets

of 4 equations. They indicated that a phase error of ± 1 degree would

produce a ± 2% error in the damping coefficients.

Some of the limitations of sinusoidal testing are:

(i) the test frequencies selected may not excite the system in a

manner such that all the system modes are excited, although

this limitation may be overcome by introducing broad-band

excitation.

(ii) frequency response testing over a wide frequency spectrum is a

time consuming process, hence the accuracy may be affected by

parameter drift.

(iii) the presence of noise, generated by surface roughness, lack of

journal circularity, and instrumentation, may lead to the problem
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of signal corruption.

(iv) the difficulty of obtaining accurate measurements of the phase

angle, though this may be overcome by modern equipment.

b) Step Forcing

A different method of obtaining relative motion between journal

and bearing was reported by Morton (8), which allows a step change in

force to be applied to a rotating shaft. Using Fourier transformation

Morton obtained the complex form of the frequency response functions

from the transient data. The coefficients were then determined at

single frequencies. Low pass filters were used to filter some of the

high frequency noise. The synchronous frequency signals generated

by the residual out-of-balance and machining imperfections were re-

moved from the step response manually. The resulting estimated co-

efficients exhibited considerable experimental scatter, especially the

cross-damping terms which were poorly defined. Morton attributed this

to ill-conditioning of the receptance matrix.

The disadvantages associated with step forcing are:

(i) a step function is band limited and may only be capable of weakly

exciting certain system modes.

(ii) the transient signals are highly sensitive to corruption by noise.

c) Broad-Band Exeitation

In recent years there has been a dramatic increase in the use of

multi-frequency test signals in the identification of bearing oil-

film characteristics. Dogan, Burdess and Hewit (15) have reported a

frequency-domain technique for estimating the bearing oil-film co-

efficients using PRBS test signals. The bearing coefficients were

determined by fitting transfer functions to the experimen~al results.

The identification of the bearing oil-film coefficients by means of

the impact method was reported by Nordmann and Schollhorn (16). The
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rotor was excited by a hammer (pulse testing). By Fourier transform-

ation, the signals from the time domain were transformed to the fre-

quency domain, and the complex frequency response functions were det-

ermined. Analytical frequency response functions were then fitted to

the measured functions based on the principle of least squares. The

stiffness and damping coefficients were then determined by an intera-

tive fitting process. Burrows and Stanway (10) have proposed the use

of PRBS signals in the time-domain, with a multiple regression analysis

for estimating the coefficients and applied the method to squeeze film

dampers (11, 12, 13). Their approach involved the digital processing

of the sampled displacement and disturbing forces, thus producing direct

estimates of the coefficients. Although time-domain estimation based

on multi-frequency test signals and a least squares estimator is

ideally superior to the classical approaches, in practice, measurement

noise and the transformation from continuous to discrete time in the

numerical process tend to cause large errors in the coefficient est-

imated (14). In order to reduce the effect of noise on the estimates,

Sahinkaya and Burrows (23) have presented a technique which employed

a Kalman filter together with a sequential least-square estimator.

PRBS and SPHS (Schroeder-phased harmonic signals) testing of

squeeze-film bearings in the frequency domain, have been reported by

Burrows et. al. (18) and later, Burrows and Sahinkaya (19) presented

a frequency domain algorithm which produces estimates for the co-

efficients directly from the test data, without recourse to curve-

fitting. Recently, they developed a similar algorithm in the time-

domain, but, instead of a multi-frequency test signal, the rotor's

synchronous (unbalance) response was used as the test signal (22).

Although reasonable accuracy in the coefficient estimates have

been reported by most of the investigators, it should be noted that

the majority of the investigations were carried out under 'controlled'
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conditions and limited to simple bearing models, such as squeeze-film

dampers. Hence, contributing to the difficulty in comparing the re-

liability of the identification techniques developed in the field of

modern control, with the classical methods. However, in view of the

limitation (large scatter in the coefficients and time consuming)

offered by the classical methods, there is reason to believe that

modern control will play· a major role in the identification of bear-

ing oil-film characteristics.

d) Indirect Approach

An indirect approach to coefficient determination has been re-

ported by Orcutt and Arwas (3). They measured journal orbits produced

by a synchronous unbalanced rotation. Displacement and damping co-

efficients obtained from theory were used to predict the journal

vibration. Validity of the oil-film coefficients was inferred from a

satisfactory comparison between the experimental and theoretical orbits.

Recently this approach to determination of coefficients has been

substantiated by Holmes (20), who argued that as long as predicted

synchronous responses have been seen to be adequate over a sufficiently

large range of test conditions, some uncertainty in the coefficients.is

unimportant. This is due to the fact that the equations from which

the stiffness and damping coefficients are deduced, tend to be ill-

conditioned, whilst the reverseprocess is well-conditioned.

6.4 Modelling the Bearing Fluid-FUm

A mechanical representation of the bearing system is illustrated

in figure (6.1). Preliminary experimental tests carried out on the

test-rig, indicated that the assumption of a rigid shaft is not just-

ified. (See Chapter 8). Hence, the flexibility of the shaft has to

be considered. This would require a knowledge of the test-shaft's

flexibility (stiffness). A method for determining the stiffness of

the test-shaft is presented in Appendix IX. The analysis showed that
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Fig. 6.1 Mechanical Representation Of The Bearing System.
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Fig. 6.2: The Deflected Shaft.
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a stiffness of 73.20 MN-m-l may be assigned to the test-shaft.

With the system at equilibrium the equations of motion for

excitation by forces P (t) and P (t), may be written as:x y

-oF (t)x = - (6.1)

of (t) = k (x + (x - x2»x s x (6.2)

(6.3)

of (t) = k (y + (y - Y2»Y s x
(6.4)

where:
.. ..of (t) = P (t) -~X oFy(t) = P (t) -~Yx x y

x = (xl - x ) xf = (X - xl)

1
s x

(6.5)
Ys = (Yl - Yx) y = (Y - Yl)f
. •

- xl)
. .

Yl)xf = (X Yf = (Y

Expressions governing the relationship between (xx - x4) and xx,

or (Yx - Y2) and Yx' may be derived. The derivation is presented in

Appendix IX. By substituting equations (AIX-l3) and (AIX-14) into

equations (6.2) and (6.4), the following equations are formed:

of (t) = k (4.5044) X
x s

(6.6)

of (t) = k (4.5044) yy s (6.7)

As the test-shaft is, in fact flexible, the displacement recorded by

the transducers (see figure (6.1) and (6.2», will consist of:

(i) the displacement of the fluid-film, xf or Yf, and

(i1) the deflection of the shaft, x or Y .s s
So that,

J
(6.8)

Substituting equations (6.8) into equations (6.6) and (6.7), and re-
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arranging yields:

of (t)xxf = x - k'

of (t)
Yf = Y - z

k'

where:

k' = k (4.5044)

(6.9)

(6.10)

(6.11)

Laplace transforming equations (6.1), (6.3), (6.9) and (6.10), with

zero initial conditions yields:

-oF (s) = - (all + sbll) xf(s) + (a12 + sb12) Yf(s)x

of (s) = - (aZl + sbZl) xf(s) + (a22 + sbZ2) Yf(s)y

of (s)
xf(s) x(s) x= - k'

of (s)
yf(s) = y(s) - y

k'

(6.12)

(6.13)

(6.14)

(6.15)

Substituting the expressions for xf(s) and Yf(s) into equations (6.12)

and (6.13), will yield the appropriate form of the equations of motion,

that take into account the deflected shaft. Hence:

-oF (s)x

of (s)xx(s) - -';;';k~'-

y(s) - k'
of (s)

Y (6.16)

of (s) =
Y

of (s)x
xes) - -'::k~'-

••• + (a22 + sb22) yes) - k'
of (s)
l (6.17)

Rearranging the above equations, and writing in matrix notation yields:

[

(all

-(a2l

- (a12 + sb12) ] [x(s)]

(aZZ + sbZ2) y(s)
=

k' + (a]] + sb] 1) -(a12 + sblZ) of (s)
k' k' x

(6.18)
- (a21 + sb21) k' + (a22 + sb22) of (s)

k' k' Y
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1
k'

(s) a22 + S b22 + +

o(s) +

a12 + S b12
o(s)

.:.__ a21 + S b21
o(s)

(s) a11 + S b11 + +

D(s) +

1-
k'

Fx X (s)

Fy Y(s)

Fig.6.3 Block Diagram Model Of The Bearing Fluid-
Fi lm Taking Into Account Shaft's Flexibility.
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Tbe expressions for x(s) and y(s) may be derived from the above

equations and expressed in the form:

x(s)

=

of (s)x

(6.19)

of (s)yy(s)

where the transfer function matrix is:

=

(a22 + sb22) 1)
D(s) + k'

(a12 + sb,2)
D(s)

(6.20)

G21(S) G22(S) (a21 + sb21)
D(s)

(ca) 1 + sbll) +.!....)
D(sl k'

and

The block diagram representation of equation (6.19) is illustrated

in figure (6.3). It can be seen that the direct-coupled responses are

functions of 3 parameters, namely:

(i) the characteristics of the fluid-film

(ii) the flexibility of the shaft, and

(iii) the position where the responses are measured.

Gij(s) may be represented in the complex form by the frequency

response function Gij (jw), obtained by replacing s by jw in equation

(6.20), that is:

Gij (jw) = Re i,j (w) + 1m i,j (w) (6.22)

where,

R = Real part of Gi,je i,j

1m i,j = Imaginary part of G1j

The theoretical frequency response characteristics are then
given by:
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IGi,j (jw>! and cjli,j(jw), where:

IGi,j (jW)1 = [(Re i,j (w»2 + (1m i,j (W»2]1

cjli,j(jw) =
I (w)tan-1 ( m i,j
R (w)e i,j

J
(6.23)

By substituting the appropriate values of the coefficients into the

expressions of Gij (jw), the complete set of frequency response char-

acteristics may be generated. A computer program (FRP.FOR) based on

equations (6.23), was written to handle this task.

6.5 Identification of the Bearing Fluid-Film Transfer Functions

The transfer functions Gij(s) may be determined from two experi-

ments as follows. Due to cross-coupling effects two sets of experiments

are required. In each experiment one of the input forces is arranged

to be zero and the other input force and the corresponding outputs x

and yare measured. If P (t) is zero, then:
y

= xCs)
of (s)x

(6.24)and

= yes)
of (s)x

Similarly when P (t) is zero,x

= xes)
of (s)y

1
(6.25)and

= yes)
of (s)

y

An electronic circuit may be constructed to isolate the mechanics of

the fluid-film from the inertia of the bearing mass, hence yielding

the signals of and of directly. (See Chapter 7).x y

Any of the identification methods described in Sections 6.2 and
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6.3, may be used to identify the transfer functions Gil, G12, G21 and

GZ2' In this investigation, the sinusoidal testing technique was

selected. Although the problems associated with sinusoidal testing

are well known, it was felt that with modern instrumentation and the

incorporation of a desk-top computer acting as the main controller,

some of these problems may be eliminated. Human intervention is kept

to a minimum, as once the initial conditions are set, the entire oper-

ation will be controlled by the computer, resulting in a full scale

automatic testing routine. (See Chapters 7 and 8). The technique

involves the application of sinusoidal signals in turn in the X and Y

directions, at a frequency non-synchronous with the journal rotational

frequency. In each case the complex responses, Gij (jw), are measured

for both directions.

6-.6 Technique for Determination of Bearing Coefficients from the

Frequency Responses

Once the frequency response functions, Gij (jw), of the bearing

have been found, the bearing coefficients may be determined using any

of the methods described in Section 6.3. In this investigation, the

direct method (a method used by Morton (5», was used to determine

the bearing coefficients. Ideally, a minimization routine, such as

the least squares method, which minimizes the difference between the

theoretical and experimental transfer function matrix, should be in-

corporated into the bearing coefficient evaluation routine.

Using the term receptance to define the complex quotient of a

displacement vector and a force vector of a linear system, vibrating

sinusoidally, the following equations of motion may be written:

x ofx
(6.26)=

ofyy
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where the receptance matrix is:

=

I;Fx I (cosq,ll+ jsinq,ll)

(6.27)

I tr-I (cOS(h2 + jsinh2)
r

or,

Ri,/W) = I Gi,j(jw) I (cos4>i,j+ jSinQli,j)

Comparing equation (6.26) with equations (6.19) and (6.20), the

(6.28)

following relationships may be written:

=

(a22 + jwb22) 1)
D(jw) + k'

(a,2 + jwb'2)
D(jw)

(6.29)
(a2l + jwb21)

D(jw)

Equation (6.29) may be rewritten as:
•Rll (w) R12(w) (a22 + jwb22) (a12 + jwb12)

1 (6.30)= D(jw)

R21(w) * (all 1" jwbll)R22(W) (a2l + jwb21)

where.
• = I Gll (jw)I 1Rll (w) «cosq,11 -kT) + jsinq,ll)

(6.31)
• = I G22 (jw), 1

+ jsin<P22)R22(w) «cos<P22 - kT )
An inversion of the matrix equation (6.30) may be carried out, giving:

(all + jwb 11)

(6.32)=

Thus the real part of the inverted receptances lead to the stiffness
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coefficients and the imaginary parts to the damping coefficients,
that is:

ai,j i = j

a1,j i "1j

bi,j i = j

bi,j li"1j

= Real [R*i, j (w) ]

Real [R 1,j (w) ]

~ (Imag. [ R*i,j(W)] -1)

(6.33)
=

=

=

A program based on equations (6.33), was developed and implemented

on the desk-top computer. (See Chapter 7), Since, the values of ai,j

and bi,j are determined at a single frequency, the accuracy of the

coefficients depends on the accuracy of the measurements at the part-

icular frequency. This method, therefore, requires a careful selection

of the test frequencies. By performing a sensiti vity analysis, Burrows

and Turkey (21) indicated that at certain frequency banda, the phase

characteristics may be in error, whilst at some other frequency banda,

the amplitude characteristics may be in error.
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CHAPTER 7

EXPERIMENTAL RIG MODIFICATION AND

INSTRUMENTATION AND TEST SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT

7.1 Introduction

The general purpose test rig was designed and manufactured by

Koshal (4) for carrying out experimental studies on the static charac-

teristics of slot-entry bearings. A full description of this rig was

presented in reference (4). This chapter is concerned with the mod-

ification of the existing rig, to enable the dynamic characteristics

of the slot-entry bearing to be conveniently determined, USing the

identification technique (sinusoidal testing) described in the previous

chapter.

7:2 Brief Description of the Previous Rig.

The test rig was based on an arrangement where the test shaft·was

allowed to rotate but could also be translated axially, while the non-

rotating bearing bush was free to float in a radial direction.

The journal was based on a 40 mm (2.57 in.) nominal diameter,

nitride-hardened EN40A chrome molybdenum steel sp·indlewhich housed an

inductive displacement transducer and a strain gauge bonded diaphragm

pressure transducer. The shaft was supported between two support blocks

employing slot-entry bearings operating at much higher supply pressures

than the test-bearing (4.48 MN/m2 (650 lbf/in2».

Separate hydraulic power units were used to supply oil to the

test and support bearings. A thermostatically controlled air cooled

gear pump supplies oil to the test bearing. Air seals were installed

at both ends of the support blocks to ensure that the oil escaping

out of the support bearings was directed back into the oil tank. A

feature of this arrangement is, two different oils may be employed for

the test and support bearings, if required.
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A d.c. 3.73 kw (5 HP) thyristor controlled motor, mounted on a

carriage drives the test-shaft at continuously variable speeds, from

zero to 50 rev/sec. Silver-graphite to silver-graphite connection slip
rings were used to direct the signals from the rotating shaft to the
stationary signal conditioning e~uipment.

A misalignment jig was employed to align or misalign the test

bearing. The misalignment jig used employed the principle that a taut

wire has low lateral stiffness compared to the longitudinal stiffness.

To ensure structural rigidity and to prevent vibrations, the entire

test-rig was mounted on a heavy concrete block. With this test-rig, it
is possible to measure the following variables: ( Figs. 7.1a and 7.1b)

(1) Film Thickness - An inductive displacement transducer mounted in

the test shaft, was used to measure the film thickness in the bearing.

To measure the displacement of any position in the bearing the test

shaft could be rotated and moved axially. The signals from the induc-

tive transducer were fed into a half-bridge circuit and the output was

recorded on a u-v recorder or a digital volt meter. The accuracy of the

film thickness measurement was ± 1 ~m (± 40 ~in.)in the range of 0 to 0.7mm.

(2) Pressure - A strain gauge bonded diaphragm transducer mounted in

the test shaft, was used to measure the film pressure in the bearing.

The pressure at any position in the bearing may be measured. The sig-

nals from the transducer were fed into a half-bridge circuit and the

output was recorded on a u-v recorder. The accuracy of the pressure

measurement was ± 34.5 kPa (± 5 p.s.i.) up to the range of 1000 p.s.i.

(3) Load - The load was applied in the upwards direction. A steel rod

was screwed vertically into the bearing housing and was connected to a

load cell through a decoupling spring, which allowed the bearing to

take up its own attitude angle without constraint. The output from the

load cell was recorded on a digital volt meter. The accuracy of the
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load measurement was ± 0.5 kg (± 1.1 lb.) in the range of 1 to 125 kg.

(4) Attitude Angle - An inductive transducer was rigidly fixed to the

stationary slip ring flange so that it was pointing vertically down-

wards onto the test shaft. A fine edge pointer was screwed into the

shaft in line with the sensing area of the film thickness transducer.

The attitude angle measuring transducer and the pointer in the shaft

were adjusted so that a pulse was obtained on the u-v recorder when

the displacement transducer in the shaft was pointing vertically upwards.

Hence, under rotating conditions the point of maximum film thickness on

the output recording will be linearly displaced from the stationary

transducer output and the attitude angle was obtained by measurement of

the output trace. A sample of the output trace is shown in figure (7.1).

(5) Speed - The rotational speed of the test shaft was measured using

a photo-electric transducer which had the light source and detector

housed coaxially in a cylindrical body. The motor spindle was painted

with black and white stripes (2 white and 2 black stripes). The signals

from the photo-electric transducer were fed into a digital frequency

counter. The speed in r.p.s. is obtained by dividing the reading shown

on the frequency counter by 2. The accuracy of the speed measurement

was ± 0.01 rls within the speed range of 2.5 to 50 r.pos.

(6) Temperature - Copper-constantan thermocouples were used to measure

the temperatures. For the purpose of calculations, the viscosity based

on the average of the inlet and outlet temperatures was used. The
temperature ~as measured to an accuracy of ! 0.50C in the range of
o to 110°C.

(7) Flow-Rate - The bearing flow-rate may be measured by collecting

oil from the test bearing in a container for a timed period. The
accuracy of the flow measureMent was ± 0.5 cc/min. within the run~e of
5 cc/min. to ~o cc/mino
(8) Friction Torque - The horizontal arms on each side of the bearing

were used to hang pans for weights. The loading arrangement was dis-
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connected from the bearing. At each speed setting, the vertical arm

was brought back to the null position by adding weights to the approp-

riate pan. This arrangement for the measurement of torque is limited

to low eccentricity-ratios.

(9) Pressure Ratio (13) - The pressure ratio for a hybrid journal bear-

ing may be determined experimentally by measuring the flow-rate through

the bearing without the shaft, and again with the shaft in the concen-

tric position. The actual pressure ratio taking into account the errors

of manufacture, is given by:

q with shaftS = 1 -- q without shaft (7.1)

7.3 Design Requirement

The following design criteria were applied, when carrying out the

modifications to the previously existing rig:

(1) The joarnal speed, the oil supply pressure and the bearing steady

load should be adjustable and easily measurable within the bearing

operating range.

(2) The steady loading should be applied in such a manner that it

would not over constrain the bearing.

(3) A suitable arrangement should be available for correcting any

misalignments between the bearing bush and the test shaft.

(4) Provision should be made for the measurments of the eccentricity,

oil-film pressure, static load and oil temperature.

(5) The bearing bush should be capable of being excited by sinusoidal

excitations in two perpendicular directions over the frequency

range of interest.

(6) To ensure rigidity, that is, to eliminate secondary resonance

problems, the main mechanical parts of the dynamic loading system

should have natural frequencies that are much higher than the
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rotational and vibrational frequencies of the bearing assembly.

(7) Provision should be made for the measurements of the excitation

force, the dynamic response (displacement signals) and the accel-

eration of the bearing bush assembly, in two perpendicular dir-

ections, and

(8) Provision should be made to facilitate data collection and re-

cording of a lar,e amount of experimental data, and to reduce the

time spent on experimentation, as frequency response testing over

a wide frequency spectrum is a time-consuming process.

7.4 Modifications Carried Out on The Tsst Bearing Rig

As the previous test rig was designed to meet the requirements of

(1) to (4), of Section 7.3, it was only necessary to carry out work on

the test rig, so that the remaining design requirements might be ful-

filled. Hence, the work was mainly aS8Qciated with the mechanical com-

ponents and instrumentation for dynamic loading, and the development

of the test-software, so that a full scale automatic testing routine

was achieved.

7.4.1 DyaDdc Loading System

Dynamic loads were applied in the horizontal and vertical direct-

ions using two electro-magnetic vibrators (Derritron Vibrators VP4 and

VP3), which gave a sinusoidal force amplitude of approximately 230 N

peak to peak, and a frequency range of 5 Hz to 10,000 Hz. Figure (7.2)

shows the arrangement of the dynamic loading system. The connecting

link that connected the vibrator to the bearing housing consisted of a

small diameter spring steel Wire, which functions to protect the vib-

rator from misalignment. In order that the identification problem, may

be treated as a 'black-box', the force transducers were situated as

close to the bearing housing as possible.
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7.4.2 Bearing Housing

The bearing housing is an important part of the rig as it acco-

mmodates the eddy current probes (displacement transducers), acceler-

ometers, force transducers, thermocouples and pressurized oil-supply.

Modifications carried out on the bearing housing were a8 follows (See

Plate 3):

(1) End plates to accommodate the eddy-current probes at both ends of

the bearing housing were manufactured. Care was taken to ensure

that the end plates have sufficient rigidity.

(2) The force transducers and the accelerometers were attached to the

bearing housing in the appropriate position to ensure that a

'black-box' approach might be used. Great care was taken to

ensure that the transducers were located squarely onto the bearing

housing.

7.4.3 Misalignment Jig

Although the disign requirements of the existing misalignment jig

were adequately met, it was modified to allow the setting up time to be

reduced and make the operation of the rig easier.

The misalignment jig was lifted by a height of 60 mm to ensure

that the eddy current probes could be accurately positioned and to

allow adjustments to be easily carried out. A base plate was intro-

duced into the jig assembly so that the adjustments in the lateral

direction were more easily carried out. In the previous design,

lateral adjustment was carried out by altering the position of the two

horizontal arms that were screwed onto the bearing housing. This was

a very tedious operation. In the present system the lateral adjust-

ments may be achieved by loosening the locking screws at the base plate

of the.misalignment jig, and the entire jig assembly may be moved

transversely. Once the correct position has been obtained, the base
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plate may be locked into position. A picture of the misalignment jig

is illustrated in Plate 4.

7.4.4 Support Blocks

The support bearing blocks were moved apart by 20 mm, on each

side. In order that the moditied test bearing housing assembly could

be located in the appropriate position, care was taken to ensure that

the distance moved was a minimum, so that shatt bending was not

excessive. However, experimental tests showed that shatt bending did

occur. (See Chapter 8).

7.5 The Bearing Test Rig and Instrumentation

A full view ot the experimental rig is shown in Plate 5 and Plate

6 illustrates the instrumentation system.

The bearing housing which housed the test bearing was aligned and

allowed to move axially by means of the misalignment jig. Four eddy

current probes and two accelerometers were located parallel and per-

pendicular to the vertical axis, and.two thermocouples were mounted

in the bearing housing.

The steady load was transmitted to the bearing housing in an up-

wards direction, as described in Section 7.2.

The two vibrators were driven by the Derritron TA300 power
amplitier. Input to the power amplitier was supplied tram the HP9825A

desk-top computer via the Solartron 1172 trequency response analyser.

Dynamic force, acceleration and displacement signals from the bearing

were measured and analysed by the instrumentation system which con-

sisted of the amplifier, analogue circuits, trequency response analyser

and recording and displaying instruments, as illustrated in Plate 6.

The HP9825A desk-top computer was used as the active controller. Mea-

surements were initiated and analysed, with the resultant data routed

to the desired output device (tape, printer or plotter). The software
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for achieving the above operations is discussed in Section 7.8, whilst

Section 7.6, discusses the measurement system and the development of

the analogue circuits.

7.6 Measurements and Circuit Development

A pictor1al representation of the dynamic measurements system is

illustrated 1n figure (7.3). Three electronic circuits were construc-

ted and they formed part of the instrumentation system.

7.6.1 Circuit Development

(1) Summing Circuit for the Displacement Signals

The responses (displacement signals) were monitored at both ends

of the bearing. Provided misalignment and conical IDOde vibrations of

the bearing housing are small, a more representative displacement

signal may be achieved by averaging the signals. This objective was

accomplished by the circuit, illustrated in figure (7.4).

(2) Circuit for Isolating the Mechanics of the Fluid-Film from the

Inertia of the Bearing Mass

The object of the experimentation was to measure the fluid-film

transfer functions (Gi,/' hence, a method of extracting the signals

that represent the bearing reaction forces (oF or of ), from thex y

overall force signals (P or P ), was required. The circuit illus-x y

trated in figure (7.5), was constructed to meet this requirement by

subtracting inertia forces calculated from the measured values of

bearing hOUSing acceleration.

(3) Multiplexer Circuit

Direct and cross responses were required for each of the two

directions of excitation. A multiplexer circuit was constructed to

direct and switch between the cross and direct coupled signals to the

frequency response analyser, automatically upon receiving the ins-

tructions from the active controller. The Hewlet Packard 98032A,
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16-bit Interface Card (ref. 2), was used to interface the multiplexer

circuit to the active controller. The multiplexer circuit is illus-

trated in figure (7.6).

7.6.2 Measurement of Parameters

The measurement of the tollowing parameters is briefly discussed

in Section 7.2, and a deiailed description can be found in reference
(4) :

(1) Eccentricity-Ratio
(2) Pressure
(3) Static Load
(4) Attitude angle
(5) Speed

(6) Temperature

(7) Flow-Rate
(8) Friction Torque, and

(9) Pressure-Ratio (S)

Attention, therefore, needs to be focussed on the dynamic measure-

ments.

7.6.2.1 Displacement Measurements

Eddy current probes (type 250-x, manufactured by Distec, and

supplied by Graham" White Instruments Ltd.) were employed to measure

the displacement of the bearing bush, relative to the test shaft.

Some features of the eddy current probe which made it a suitable choice

for the dynamic response measurements are:

(i) The measurement is not affected by the presence of non-conducting

material, such as oil.

(ii) The output is linear over the desired displacement range (See

figure 7.9).
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(iii) It has a high voltage sensitivity of approximately 7.8 mV/~m or

198 mV/0.001 in. (To avoid violating the assumption of linear-

ity, the maximum relative motion between the bearing bush and

the test shaft was limited to 10% of the radial clearance, that

is, 3.14 ~m or 125 ~in.)

(iv) It has a flat frequency response characteristic of 0-50 kHz,
which is well within the frequency range of interest.

The measurement system comprises the probes (2 probes for each

direction of excitation), signal conditioning unit (type 915, manu-

factured by Distec), the analogue circuits and the frequency response

analyser. The mounting of 2 eddy current probes, one at each end of

the bearing housing to monitor the dynamic displacement has several

advantages:

(i) The ideal condition, that is, plane motion between the bearing

bush and test shaft may not necessarily take place, hence, as

long as the error is within the specified range (± 10%), an

averaged reading of the 2 probes would provide a satisfactory

result.

(ii) It provides a means of checking for vibrations of the conical

mode. By feeding the outputs of the probes at each end of the

bearing directly to the frequency response analyser, the Gain and

Phase characteristics of the displacement signals at each end of

the bearing may be known.

The displacements were measured to an accuracy of ± 0.25 um

(± 10 ~in.)

7.6.2.2 Force Measurements

The dynamic forces were measured using piezo-electric transducers.

A Kistler piezo-electric transducer, type 9031 was employed to;measure

the dynamic force in the vertical Y-direction. The unit had a sens-
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itivity of 4.42 pC/N, an adequate frequency range (50 kHz resonant

frequency) and can measure forces up to 6 kN to within ± 0.02 N. The

transducer was connected to a Kistler type 5001, charge amplifier by

means of a low noise cable.

The dynamtc force in the X-direction was measured using the

B & K piezo-electric transducer, type 8200. This unit has a sens-

itivity of 4 pC/N, a flat frequency response characteristics of 0-20

kHz and can measure forces up to 5 kN to within ± 0.01 N. The trans-

ducer was connected to a Flyde, type 128 CA charge amplifier.

The dynamic force measurement system, therefore, comprised the

load cell, the amplifier, the analogue circuits and the frequency

response analyser.

7.6.2.3 Acceleration Measurements

The accelerations of the bearing housing assembly in the vertical

and horizontal directions, were measured using Endevco type accelero-

meters. The measurement system consisted of the accelerometer, the

Flyde charge amplifier, type 128 CA and the analogue circuit. This

measurement set up was capable of measuring bearing accelerations down

to 0.1 mg.

7.7 Calibration of the Measuring Instruments

In order to establish confidence in any subseqoen t measurements,

it was necessary to calibrate the various measuring instruments. The

calibrations of the film thickness inductive transducer, the eddy

current probes, static load cell and the dynamic force transducers were

carried out as follows:

A method of calibrating the film thickness inductive transducer

that is dependent upon the bearing geometry was adopted. The attractive

feature of this metho4 is that the calibration may be carried out with

the bearing in situ. Oil was pumped into the bearing and the bearing
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was loaded until the bearing bush was in contact with the test shaft,

that is, E = 1. Then by rotating the test sha£t such that the induc-

tive transducer was at the position of zero gap, the datum was est-

ablished. The test shaft was rotated in increments of 100 £or a

complete revolution and the output was recorded on a u-v recorder and

a digital voltmeter. The obtained outputs were matched with the

corresponding calculated film thickness around the bearing, at E = 1.

The calibration is presented in £igure (7.7). A full description of

this method.of calibration has been presented in Ref. (4).

The calibration of the static load cell was carried out by using

a set of mechanical weights. A sample of the calibrated results is

shown in figure (7.8).

The eddy current probes were calibrated with the bearing in situ,

that is, the calibration was carried out with the transducers mounted

in their measuring positions. The gap between the transducer and the

test shaft was set from 0.254 mm (0.010 in) to 1.016 mm (0.040 in), in

steps of 0.126 mm (0.005 in), with a feeler gauge. The output voltage

against the gap length was plotted and the gradient of the resulting

line calculated. This gradient gives the actual voltage sensitivity

of the eddy current probe. A sample of the calibration graph is

presented in figure (7.9). As the eddy current probes, were employed

to monitor the dynamic displacements, it was required to perform a

dynamic calibration of the eddy current probe. The probe was removed

from the bearing housing and mounted adjacent to a vibrating plate.

The Endevco accelerometer was employed as the standard. The calibration

set-up is illustrated in figure (7.10). The results of the calibration

showed that good frequency response characteristics was observed, with-

in the frequency range o£ interest. (5 Hz to 100 Hz),

Calibrations were carried out on the dynamic force transducers to
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verify the accuracy of the charge output and the frequency response

characteristics of the transducers. In each case, the transducers were

dismantled from the bearing housing and mounted on an independent vib-

rator. The Endevco accelerometer was chosen as the standard. To check

the accuracy of the charge output of the transducer, a known mass was

mounted on top of the force transducer. The accelerometer was then

mounted on top of the known mass. The calibration set-up is illustrated

in figure (7.11). The accuracy of the charge output was determined by

comparing the values of the force measured by the force transducer with

the values of the force obtained by considering the known mass and the

measured acceleration, for a wide range of frequencies. The calibration

showed that the readings of the Kistler transducer has to be corrected

by a factor of 1.55, while the outputs of the B & K transducer has to

be corrected by a factor of 0.86. A calibration set-up, which is

similar to the above, was used to check the frequency response charac-

teristics of the force transducers. The results of the calibration

indicated, that there were some errors in the phase characteristics for

frequencies below 12 Hz, and these were corrected in the analysis.

The viscosity temperature relationship of the oil (Shell Tellus 27)

is presented in figure (7.12). The electronic circuits (force and dis-

placement) were calibrated by introducing voltages which were within the

range of interest, into the.Circuits, and noting the resulting outputs.

The errors between the theoretical and the actual output voltages were

found to be negligible (± 2%).

7.8 Software Development

Computer programs were written to provide software control over the

entire operation of the Solartron 1172 frequency response analyser

(1172 FHA), and to process the experimental data. Computing was carried

out USing the Hewlett Packard 9825A Desk-Top Computer, which has a 24K

byte memory and was fitted with a general and extended input/output ROM,
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advanced programing ROM, string programing ROM and matrix ROM. The

software consisted of 3 files written onto magnetic tape. The programs

were written in Basic. File 0, gives full control of the 1172 FRA and

the dynamic measurement system. It also sets up the routine for re-

cording the frequency response data onto magnetic tape. A graphical

display of the frequency response data on hard-copy via the HP9872A

graph plotter was carried out by file 1. The routine for extracting

the bearing coefficients from the frequency response data based on the

method described in Section 6.6, was carried out by file 2. Least

squares curve fitting was performed on the experimental data, before

the coefficients were computed. The listings of the programs are pro-

vided in.the supplement of this thesis, therefore, in the following

paragraphs, the discussion is centered on file O.

The basic requirement of file 0, is to set up a communication net-

work between the 1172 FRA, the multiplexer circuit and the HP9825A desk-

top computer, with the computer as the active controller. In order to

achieve the above requirement, it is necessary to have a technical

understanding of the 1172 FRA as well as the concepts of interfacing.

However, dwelling on the subject of interfacing would be outside the

scope of this thesis, hence, only the basic principles are discussed,

and relevant references are mentioned.

Modern day computers adopt a 'bus-centred' structure, where a

common 'bus' (the system's data exchange centre) is used to connect the

various devices. The bus consists of address lines, data lines and

control lines. All devices that are connected to the bus have a unique

address. A sending device puts the address of the receiver on the

address lines, and the data for it on the data lines. Devices accept

the data from the bus only, when the address bus indicates that they

are the intended recipients. Connections between a device and the bus

or rather the computer, shouLd ideally be plug to plug compatible, how-
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ever, incompatibility of data, electrical and timing characteristics

between the devices made this task impossible. It is therefore the

duty of the interface to provide the necessary campatibility so that

communications between the various devices may be achieved. A good

introduction to this subject may be found in references (5), (6), etc.

The operational principle of the 1172 FRA is presented in Appendix

X. As the purpose of this section is to describe the control of the

1172 FHA through software, attention is focussed on the programable

features of the 1172 FRA. The 1172 FRA is a fully programable instru-

ment, and consists of 2 sets of storage locations - the Latch Store and

the Mos Store. The settings of all the front panel toucb buttons are

held in the Latch Store and each setting has a unique address. All the

numerical information, including programmed information such as fre-

quency, integration time, and also the results of measurements, are

located in their designated addresses in the Mos Store. Hence, program-

ming of the 1172 and reading.of the results of measurements are accom-

plished by writing data into or reading data from a number of storage

locations in the Latch and Mos Stores. The interface functions diagram

of the above measurement system is illustrated in figure (7.13).

Data transmissions between the 1172 FaA and the computer, at 'bus'

level was accomplished via the 1183-C and 98034A interfaces, and con-

sisted of either a 'T message' or an 's message'. The 'T message' con-

tains the instructions for reading the data from a specified store and

from a specified address or that the measurement status character (one

way of detecting the end of a measurement) is to be made available. The

's message' is to provide control of the measurement suspend facility,

which ensures safety of transference of data, and the interrupt facility,

which automatically signals the end of a measurement. Therefore, the

programming statements consist of 'write' statements to transfer data to

the l183-C interface, by means of the'T' and'S' messages, or 'read'
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statements to transfer data from the 1183-C interface to the active con-

troller. Details and specifications concerning the programming of the

interface are given in ref. (3).

Similarly, software control of the multiplexer circuit was ach-

ieved via the 98032-16 bit interface. Details concerning the program-

ming of this interface are given in reference (2).

Thus the file 0 program sets up the remote control of the dynamic

measurements with interrups facility, that is, the active controller is

automatically interrupted at a measurement end, even though it is busy

with something else and has not asked for information from the 1183-C.

An interrupt will cause the active controller to output the results of

the measurement to its memory store and to set up the interrupt facility

for the next measurement. The program enables the 1172 FHA to execute

a frequency sweep with the sweep parameters, drive level and all the

settings of the front panel touch buttons, chosen and set by the

operator. Measurements are point to point with the multiplexer auto-

matically switching between the direct and cross-coupled Signals, as

instructed by the program. At the end of the frequency sweep, the

frequency response data are stored on magnetic tape.
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Plate 5 A General View Of The Test Rig
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CHAPTER 8

EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS

8.1 Introduction

The main objective of the experimental work was to identify the

bearing film characteristics using the sinusoidal testing technique.

The experimental procedures leading to the determination of the relevant

bearing data sets and the processing of the data to obtain the bearing

coefficients, are presented in this chapter. The results of the exper-

imentation are also discussed.

8.2 Test Bearing

A double-entry slot bearing with the following details was employed

throughout the experimental investigations.

= 1.0

= 0.25

40 mm

0.0627 mm

=
=

0.44

8.3 Static Tests

Before commencing with the dynamic tests, experiments were carried

out to determine the static load performance of the bearing. This was

necessary, because the eccentricity-ratio, E, can only be used as a

common variable in the dynamic tests, if its relationship with the

steady state parameters, such as, static load, attitude angle and

journal speed, is verified experimentally. The experimental procedures

leading to the determination of the steady-state characteristics of the

bearing are outlined in the following paragraphs.

The hydraulic power units and the instrumentation circuits were

switched on and the test rig was run for approximately 45 minutes to
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allow the oil temperature to stabilise. The loading arrangement was

adjusted until the bearing was operating at approximately the concentric

position with the sha£t at zero speed. The bearing was then checked

for misalignment in the horizontal and vertical axes, and adjustments

were carried out, i£ required, by adjusting the position o£ the mis-

alignment jig. Static tests were carried out for 3 values of power

ratio.

These were K = 0, 13.4 and 31.0. The value of power ratio was

adjusted to the required value by setting the journal rotational speed.

The rotational speed was evaluated using the expressions for Sh and Sho'

as defined in Chapter 4. A knowledge of the oil supply pressure, vis-

cosity o£ the oil and bearing dimensions is required for the speed

evaluation, as

Sh = Sho fK ' and

nN ( !L)
2

Sh = P Cds

Therefore, the journal rotational speed in rev/sec may be evaluated as

follows:
C 2 P

N (rev/sec)= ShO Ii"(Dd) t (8.1)

Substituting the values of ShO and bearing dimensions into equation

(8.1), and multiplying by the appropriate factors, to account for the

dimensional units employed in the experimentation, results in:

N (rev/sec)
cP (lbf/in2)

= 7.2938 x 10-~ JA ~ (P _ s)
a

(8.2)

A supply pressure of 100 lbf/in2 was employed throughout the experi-

mental investigations. The viscosity o£ the oil was evaluated based

on the average of the inlet and outlet temperatures. (See figure 7.12).

The rotational speed was set and a steady load was applied in the

upwards direction, through a screw arrangement via a decoupling spring
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and a load cell. A further period of 5 minutes was allowed for the

bearing to reach steady running conditions. The signals from the

inductive displacement and 'attitude-angle' transducers were recorded

on the u-v recorder. The eccentricity-ratio and the attitude angle

were determined using the traces from the u-v recorder and the cali-

bration graph of figure 7.7. The above procedures were repeated for a

number of steady loads. At each loading, the inlet and outlet temper-

atures and rotational speed were checked to ensure that the correct

value of power-ratio was maintained.

The entire procedure was then repeated for the next value of

power-ratio. Experimental and theoretical plots of the dimensional

load, W, against eccentricity-ratio, €, are presented in figures (8.1)

to (8.3). Figures (8.4a) and (8.4b), show the experimental and theo-

retical plots of the eccentricity-ratio against the bearing centre loci.

Full discussion of these results are presented in Section 8.7.

8.4 General Preparation for The Dynamic Tests

1) The bearing operating parameters, such as, the oil supply pressure,

the steady load and the rotational speed were set approximately

for the particular value of power-ratio. Dynamic tests were

carried out for the three value. of power-ratio, K = 0, 13·.4and

31.0. The oil supply pressure was maintained at 100 lbf/in2.

2) The alignments between the bearing bush and the test shaft, in

the horizontal and vergical axes were checked, and corrected, if

necessary. The eccentricity-ratio was then measured. If the

eccentricity-ratio was different from the selected value, the

bearing load was adjusted until the desired value was obtained,

and sufficient time was allowed for the bearing to reach the

steady running conditions.

3) In order to ensure the dynamic force was applied in one direction
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at a time and the validity of the 'black-box' approach, only one

vibrator was connected to the bearing housing at anyone time. If

the non-operating vibrator was connected to the bearing, it would

produce a force due to its dynamic characteristics and the present

model would be in error.

4) The vibrator in the Y-direction was connected to the bearing

housing. This was a very delicate operation and had to be carried

out with care and patience. Connecting the vibrator to the bear-

ing housing, should not alter the eccentricity-ratio and the alig-

nment of the bearing bush. The use of the spring steel wire to

link up the bearing and the vibrator helped to keep the errors

down to a minimum.

5) The eccentricity-ratio and alignment of the bearing bush were

checked again. If any of these parameters were in error, the

vibrator was disconnected from the bearing housing and the process

of applying static load and unloading the bearing, until the sel-

ected eccentricity-ratio was achieved, had to be repeated.

6) The correct implementation of the procedures described in the above

paragraphs, ensure that the steady state conditions, such as,

eccentricity-ratio and alignment of the bearing bush, remain app-

roximately the same, before and after the vibrator was connected.

The second important requirement was to guard against vibrations

of the conical mode.

7) Sinusoidal excitation was applied over the frequency range 5-60 Hz

increasing in steps 01 2 Hz. The four output signals from the

eddy current probes were fed to the frequency response analyser

via the multiplexer circuit, such that, at each frequency, the

Gain and Phase relationships between the left side and right side

transducers for the direct and cross-coupled signals were analysed.
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If the errors were within ± 10% it was considered acceptable.

8) It was considered to be good practice however, to recheck the

eccentricity-ratio and alignment of the bearing bush before pro-

ceeding to the experimentation of the bearing fluid-film transfer

functions. In certain cases, it was discovered that the align-

ment had altered and the procedures starting from procedure (5)

had to be repeated. The experimental procedures leading to the

determination of the bearing fluid-film transfer functions are

described in Section S.5.

9) Since the excitation was in the Y-direction, the results of the

experimentation provide information on the transfer functions,

Gl2 (s) and G22 (8), for the selected values of eccentricity-ratio

and power-ratio. The vibrator in the Y-direction, was disconnected

from the bearing housing, on completion of the frequency sweep.

10) A check of the eccentricity-ratio was carried out to ensure that

it had not altered. Also, the alignment between the bearing bush

and test shaft was checked, and corrected, if necessary. The

vibrator in the X-direction was then connected to the bearing

housing and the procedures described in steps (5) to (S) were

repeated. The results-of this experimentation provide information

on the transfer functioDs, GIl (s) and G21 (8):, for the selected

values 01 eccentricity-ratio and power-ratio.

11) The above procedures were repeated for several values of eccen-

tricity-ratios, hence, providing information on the transfer

functions, Gl2 (s) and G22 (s) or Gll (s) and G21 (s), for a

range of eccentricity-ratios. The power-ratio, K, was maintained

at a constant value. It was important that the temperatures and

rotational speed were continuously monitored to ensure the proper

value of power-ratio was maintained throughout the experimentation.
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These requirements were more critical in the dynamic tests as the

time involved was considerably greater than an equivalent static

test, and may give rise to parameter drift.

12) A new value of power-ratio waa selected and the entire procedures,

starting from paragraph 1, were repeated. The experimental and

theoretical plots of the bearing fluid-film transfer functions,

for K = 0, are presented in figures (S.7a) to (S.llb), whilst,

figures (S.12a) to S.14d), illustrate the results for K = 13.4

and figures (S.lSa) to (S.17d), illustrate the results for K a 31.0.

Full discussions of these results are presented in Section S.7.

13) Once information concerning the transfer functions, GIl (s),

G12 (s), G21 (s) and G22 (s), relating to a selected value of

eccentricity-ratio and power-ratio are available, the bearing

coefficients pertaining to the stated value of eccentricity-ratio

and power-ratio may be evaluated. The experimental procedures

leading to the evaluation of the bearing coefficients from the

transfer functions data are described in Section S.6. Figures

(S.lSa) to (S.20c) show the experimental and theoretical plots

of the dimensional stiffness and damping coefficients, against

eccentricity-ratio, for values of K = 0 and 31.0. A full dis-

cussion of these results is presented in Section S.7.

14) A summary of the procedures involved in conducting the dynamic

tests is presented in the algorithm of figure (S.l).

S.5 Determination of Bearing Fluid-Film Transfer Functions by

Sinusoidal Testing

With the journal bearing running at steady conditions and the

vibrator correctly aligned and connected to the bearing housing, the

bearing is ready to be perturbed from its static equilibrium position.

The experimental procedures leading to the determination of the bearing
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transfer functions are as follows:

1) Check that the instrumentation circuits are properly wired up.

2) Set the voltage sensitivity of the force amplifiers to 50 N/volt

and the accelerometer amplifiers to 1 g/volt.

3) Insert the magnetic tape into the cartridge compartment of the

HP9825A computer.

4) Type 'ldf 0' and press 'Execute'.

5) Eject tape from cartridge compartment and store in a safe place

6) Press 'RUN' and the computer will display the message 'Enter New

Set Of Data Now' .

7) A series of interactive questions relating to the selection of

the front panel settings of the frequency re~ponse analyser and

the dire~tion of loading will follow. The user is expected to

input the data for each of the parameters on display. Some of the

questions are straightforward and only require a 'yes' or 'no'

answer. To represent a 'yes' type '1' and if 'no', type '0'. At

the end of each data entry, press 'continue' to proceed to the

next instruction. The experimental investigations desc~ibed in

the previous section was based on the following parameter settings:

(i) Desired Integration Time - 100 sec.

(ii) Measurement Delay - 10 sec.

(iii) Output Volts - 0.5 volts.

(iv) Calibration Factor - 2.5

(v) Fmin - 5 Hz

(vi) Fmax - 60 Hz

(vii) Linear Increment - 2 Hz

8) On completion of the questionnaire a slow discrete sine frequency

sweep with linear variation of frequency from 5 Hz to 60 Hz
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proceeds automatically. The results of the experimentation (direct

and cross-coupled frequency response data) for each frequency of

excitation are stored in the memory of the computer.

9) When the frequency sweep is completed, the experimental data may

be recorded on magnetic tape, or, if the results are not satis-

factory a second test run may be carried out. If a second test

run is required, proceed to step 6, or else proceed to step 10.

10) Insert the data tape into the cartr1dgv compartment. Questions

are then displayed concerning the addresses of the file, where

the experimental data are to be recorded.

11) The experimental data are stored in 3 files. One file records the

frequency details, the second file recordB the direct coupled

response.. The craBs-coupled responBe. are recorded on the third

file. It is therefore necessary for·the appropriate addresses of

the data files to be typed and entered in response to the question-

naire. The result is the creation of frequency response file.

on tape.

12) The next requirement is to obtain a hard-copy of the frequency

response plots via the HP9872 graph plotter.

13) Remove the data tape and insert the master tape. Then type

'ldf l' and press 'Execute'.

14) Remove the master tape and insert the data tape in the cartridge

compartmen t•

15) The plotting routine may be started by pressing 'Run'. Again the

program responds by displaying some interactive questions, such as,

the address of the data file to be plotted, the scaling of the

axes, etc.

16) Procedures (12) to (15) are repeated until the direct and cross-
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coupled frequency response plots are obtained.

17) Finally, the experimentation for a new set of condition as

described in the previous section, is carried out, and the pro-

cedures from steps (1) to (16) are repeated.

8.6 Processing of the Bearing Coefficients from the Frequency Response

Data

The experimental procedures adopted for evaluat1ng the bearing

coefficients is such that the direct and cross-coupled frequency res-

ponse data for both directions of excitation (X and Y) and belonging

to the same steady state conditions must be available. The program,

file 2 was developed to evaluate the stiffness and damping co-

efficients from the experimental frequency response functions by the

direct method of Chapter 6. The experimental procedures are as follows:

1) Insert the master tape, and type 'ldf 2', and press 'Execute'.

2) Remove the master tape and insert the data tape (tape where the

frequency response data are stored).

3) Press 'Run' to start the computation.

4) As usual, the program responses by asking questions, like, which

data files are to be processed, the number of data points, etc.

5) Upon receiving the information from the user, the appropriate

files were loaded into memory and the evaluation of the bearing

coefficients from the frequency response data are carried out.

6) At the end of the computation, a listing of the bearing co-

efficients was obtained through the HP9825 internal printer.

Also, the bearing coefficients may be stored on tape.

7) The procedures starting from step (1), are repeated for the next

set of steady state conditions.
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8) The evaluation of the bearing coefficients were carried out at

each excitational frequency. However, the coefficients were only

presented in the range w = 10 Hz to 30 Hz. The best correlation

between the experimental and theoretical frequency responses

occurred in this frequency range. (See figures 8.7a to 8.l7d).

8.7 Discussion of Results

The steady-state performance of the slot-entry bearing was

assessed by experimentally determining the bearing centre loci and the

relationships between eccentricity-ratio and bearing static load for

power-ratios of K = 0, 13.4 and 31. The range of power-ratios selected

was such that a wide range of characteristics were covered. The

results were compared with a finite difference solution, program PFD.POR.

The load-eccentricity relationships of the slot-entry bearing for

K = 0, 13.4 and 31 are shown in figures 8.2, 8.3 and 8.4, whilst, the

bearing centre loci plots are presented in figures 8.5a and 8.5b. The

experimental tests carried out for power-ratios of 13.4 and 31 would

have been more informative if higher values of eccentricity-ratios had

been investigated. Due to the high supply pressure (100 Ibf/in2) being

employed and the relatively high values of power-ratios involved, it

was decided to limit the eccentricity-ratios to below 0.5 to prevent

over-loading the static loading arrangement. Nevertheless, this range

of eccentricity-ratios, O<'€ > 0.5 for K > 0, were adequate for the

present investigation, in view of the difficulties in achieving

accurate dynamic results, even at low values of eccentricities, and

the assumptions that were employed in the analysis (See Section 4.4).

The load-eccentricity-ratio plots showed that within the eccen-

tricity-ratios range of interest, the measured characteristics agreed

reasonably well with the finite difference solution. However, some

scatter was observed in the bearing centre loci plots. The scatter
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may be partly attributed to the design of the attitude angle measure-

ment system. Moving the 'attitude angle' transducer and the marker to

the position shown, may help to reduce the error, as the flexible

coupling, as it was previously installed, may have allowed some

torsional distortions, and yield a false reading.

Transducer
I /

Transducar and Marker* Should be Located

r+ " HereIf/MarkeriA~ IIr------ - r- :'1 - - ~
I Slip Ring I Test - Shaft
I I
I Assembly I

..~
I ~ ~-~------- -- ~

v v\.
Flexible Coupling

Also, the method employed to determine the attitude angle from the

u-v trace should be improved. The output of the transducers should be

fed into a programmable data-logger so that it can be readily analysed

by computer.

There was sufficient evidence in the load-eccentricity plots of

figures 8.2 to 8.4, to suggest that a reasonable degree of accuracy

was achieved in the determination of eccentricity-ratio. Therefore,

within the limits of experimental errors and the eccentricity-ratio

range of interest, it may be concluded that the steady-state perform-

anee of the slot entry bearing was successfully determined and form a

sensible basis for the dynamic tests.

The initial investigations were carried out, based on the assumption

that the shaft was rigid. A comparison of the experimental and pre-

dicted transfer functions based on this assumption, for K = 0 and the

bearing operating at the concentric condition, are illustrated in

figures (8.7a) and (8.7b). There was poor correlation between the
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predicted and the measured responses. It can be seen from the figures

that the experimental points, in fact, follow a sim1lar trend as pre-

dicted by the theory, but with an offset which increases with frequency.

The theory under-estimates the gain characteristics and over-estimates

the phase characteristics. Initially, it was thought that the errors

could be traced down to the dynamic measurement system, such as, the

amplifiers and transducers. Therefore, a check on the dynamic measure-

ment system was carried out. Dynamic calibrations of the force trans-

ducers and eddy current probes were carried out. However, these

investigations did not help in explaining the discrepancies between

the predicted and measured responses.

The effects of shaft bending were then investigated. Instead of

the eddy current probes, the shaft inductive displacement transducer,

was used to monitor the dynamic displacements. The investigation was

carried out at K = 0 and the bearing operating at approximately the

concentric condition. Frequency response measurements for excitations

in the Y-direction were obtained for 3 positions of the shaft dis-

placement transducer. (See figure 8.6). The measured phase charact-

eristics for the 3 positions are illustrated in figure 8.6. The

results showed that the response measurements were dependent on the

position where the displacements were monitored. The results where

the displacement transducer was located at the centre of the bearing,

agreed reasonably well with the results predicted by the rigid shaft

assumption. Moving the displacement transducer to a position on the

left or right of the bearing, produced result. that were more rep-

resentative of the responses measured by the eddy current probes. This

investigation, therefore, suggested that the effects of shaft bending

cannot be neglected. Hence, the method of predicting the bearing

fluid-film transfer functions taking into account the effects of shaft

bending as presented in Section 6.4, was employed in the present in-
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vestigation.

Figures (S.7a) to (S.11b), illustrate the measured and predicted

frequency response characteristics of the bearing fluid-film (GIl (s)

and G22 (s», at K = 0, for values of eccentricity-ratios ranging from

€ = 0 to O.S. Good correlation between the predicted and measured gain

characteristics were obtained for eccentricity-ratios up to € = 0.6.

At € = O.S, the theory tended to under-estimate the gain characteristics.

The discrepancy may be related back to the steady state characteristics,

as correlation between the predicted and measured static characteristic

was poor at this value of eccentricity. The figures also indicated that

better agreement between the experimental and theoretical gain charac-

teristics were obtained in the X-direction. The measured gain for the

Y-direction was always larger than the predicted gain. This discrep-

ancy could possibly be attributed to the inertia effect of the decoup-

ling spring and suggests that this effect may be important. The phase

characteristics were less accurately predicted. Good correlation

between the predicted and measured phase characteristics occurred at

frequencies below 30 Hz. The discrepancy increases with frequency.

Structural damping or the dynamics of the bending shaft could be

responsible for the larger phase lag experienced in the measured char-

acteristics. It is possible that the latter effect is significant,

although this was not considered in the analysis.

The frequency response charac.teris,ticsof the bearing fluid-film

(GIl (s), G12 (s), G21 (s) and G22 (s», for K = 13.4 and 31 at various
values of eccentricity-ratios are presented in figures (8.12a) to

(8.17d). Good agreement between the predicted and measured direct

coupled responses (GIl, $11 and G22, $22) can be observed. However,

correlation between the predicted and measured phase lags of the cross-

coupled responses ($12 and ~21) was poor, especially at the low

amplitude region. At low values of eccentricity-ratios, the experi-
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mental points were very scattered. As the eccentricity-ratio increases,

the experimental pOints tend to follow the same trend as the theoret-

ical predictions and the scatter was less. The ability to obtain good

cross-coupled responses is limited by the present dynamic msasurement

system, where facilities apart from the correlator in the frequency

response analyser for the analysis of noise, such as, filters had not

been implemented. The introduction of filters may create more problems,

as the filter characteristics cannot always be neglected, and the

transfer functions associated with the filters have to be included in

the overall system. Due to the low-signal to noise ratios of the

cross-couples signals, the correlator in the frequency response analy-

ser, was not able to perform the noise rejection efficiently.

The cross-coupled dynamic forces increase with eccentricity,

therefore, improvements in the cross-coupled .ignal to noise ratio.,

may be expected at higher value. of eccentricity-ratios. This point

is reflected in the graphs of GI2 (s) and G2I (s), as the scatter in

the cross-coupled responses diminished with eccentricity. Therefore,

this investigation suggests that in the absence of proper facilities

for noise analYSis, it may be more appropriate to conduct dynamic

tests at high values of eccentricity-ratios, at least up to the

eccentricity where the steady state performance had been verified.

Although a high signal to noise ratio may be achieved by increasing

the excitational force, this is not always helpful, in view of the

fact that the investigation was based on a linear analysis.

Compared with the non-rotating test (K = 0), the results of the

rotating tests (K = 13.4 and 31), showed up one or two doubtful

experimental points, which may seem to be a system resonance. In

fact, this is more likely due to the effect of Doise corruption, as

repeating the experimentation may fail to pick up the peak or it may

be picked up at a different frequency. Periodic noise may be generated
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by the rotational motion of the journal due to non-circularity of the

journal or bearing. This may produce large peaks at frequencies, which

are multiples of the running frequency. Electronic noise which is

mainly random and mains noise (50 Hz and multipled of 50 Hz) may be

generated by the measuring system and the surrounding electrical equip-

ment. Unless, the analysis of noise is included in the investigation

the source and nature of each peak cannot be accurately accounted for.

The results of the phase measurements again, reinforce the point

that it was essential that the dynamic characteristic. of the shaft

were included in the analysis. An interesting point arising from the

experimentation is that the responses were more highly damped than the

theory predicts, although what proportions of the damping waa due to

the structure was not investigated. Hence, the theoretical predictions

would be expected to be conservative. Certainly, this investigation

would have been more informative, had the dynamic measurement system

been capable of performing accuratley below 5 Hz. Therefore, there is

a need for a dynamic measurement system, that i. capable of performing

well at the low frequency spectrum, perhaps, as low as 0.1 Hz.

A comparison of the experimental and theoretical stiffness and

damping coefficients for K = 0 and 31, are illustrated in figures

(8.18a) to (8.20c). The theoretical coefficients were obtained from

the perturbed finite difference program, PFD.FOR, whilst, the experi-

mental coefficients were determined from the measured frequency

response functions by the direct method, described in Chapter 6.

There is a lot of scatter and alarming discrepancies in the stiffness

coefficients. This is mainly due to the problem of ill conditioning.

Small errors in the frequency response functions can cause large

errors in the bearing coefficients. The stiffness coefficients for

K = 0, were checked with those obtained from the experimental static

load locus. The results showed that the theory tends to under-
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estimate the stiffness. (See figures 8.18a and 8.18b). It is inter-
esting to note that the experimentally determined cross-coupled stiff-

ness coefficients were lower than the predicted values. (See figures

8.19b and 8.19c). This would mean that theoretical stability studies
would be conservative.

For most of the graphs, less scatter was observed in the damping
coefficients, and the experimental points follow the general trend as
predicted by theory. Although the cross-coupled damping coefficients
showed more signs of scatter, in general the trend of the damping
results were within the same order as the theoretical values, and the
equality of the b12 and b21 coefficients is demonstrated (Figure
8.20b).

This investigation showed that the direct method of evaluating the

bearing coefficients from frequency response functions is not adequate.

A curve-fitting routine using the least squares criterion to minimize

the errors between the predicted and measured frequency response
functions, should be incorporated into the bearing coefficients extrac-

tion routine.

Within the limits of experimental errors, it may be concluded that
the bearing fluid-film transfer functions were adequately determined,
but, the accuracy of the bearing coefficients was difficult to assess.
The determination of the bearing coefficients was not only subject to
the problems associated with a set of ill-conditioned equations, but

was· strongly dictated by experimental errors, such as, the ability to
maintain the selected value of eccentricity for both directions of

excitation.
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Set Bearing Up For The Selected Condition
--- Stead State.

Align & Connect Up Vibrator - Y- Direction.

Commence FreCJ.jencySweep & Star t
Measurements - File O.

Store Transfer Functions Results In Tape.

Output Transfer Functions Results To Graph-
Plotter - Fi le 1.

Dismantle Vibrator

Align & Connect Up
Vibrator -X-Direct.

No

Yes

Evaluate Stiffness & Damping Coeffs.-File 2.

Fig. (8.1): Algorithm For Obtaining The Experimental Transfer
Functions And The Eight Dynamic Coefficients
Of The Bearing Fluid-Film.
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Fig. 8.2: Variation Of Static load With

Eccentricity-Ratio. ( K = 0.0)
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Fig. 8.3 : Variation Of Static Load With

Eccentricity-Ratio. ( K = 13.4)
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Fig. 8.4: Variation Of Static load With
Eccentricity-Ratio. ( K = 31.0 )
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Fig. a.5a:Variation Of Attitude-Angle With

Eccentricity-Ratio. ( K = 13.4 )

o
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Fig. 8.6: Graph Illustrating The Effects Of Shaft

. Bending On The Dynamic Response.
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Fig. 8.7a: F~~y R~ of Plain line-Entry (Slot)
Hybrid Journal Bearing. r E=i. B ]
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Fig. 8.7b: F~~y Raeportaeof Plain Line-Entry (Slot)
Hybrid Journal Bearing. [E=L B ]
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Fig.a.Ba: F~y Respora of Plain Line-Entry (Slot)
Hybrid Journal Bearing. [E=l2]
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Fig. 8.8 b : Frequency Resporuae of Plain Line-£ntry (Slot)
Hybrid Journal Bearing. r E=l2 1
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Fig.8.9a: F~y R~ of Plein Line-Entry (Slot)
Hybrid Journal Bearing. [E=l 4 1
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Fig. 8.9b: Frequency Response at Plain Line-Entry (Slot>
Hybrid Journal Bearing. r E=il.4 ]
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Fig.8.10a: F~encl Reeporuteof Plain Line-Entry (Slot)
Hybrid Journal Bearing. r E=8.6 ]
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Fig. 8.10b: F~uency ReeporHI8 of Plain Line-Entry (Slot)
Hybrid Journcl Bearing. [E=l6]
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Fig. 8.11a: Frequen~ Reaponee of Plain Line-Entry (Slot)
Hybrid Journal Bearing. [E=l8]
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Fig. 8.11b: Fr9CjUencyR88rnse of Plain Line-Entry (Slot)
Hybrid Jouma Bearing. [E=l8]
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. Fig.8.12a: F~ R~ of Plain Li~ <Slot>
Hybrid Jaurnol Beori~ r E-L 19 1
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Fig.8.12b: F~ Reeponee of Ploin Li~ (Slot>
Hybrid JOU'"nGl Bearing. [E-8.19 1
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Fig.S.12cl F~_y R~ 0' Plain Li~ (Slot>
Hybrid Jcxrnal Becri~ r E-L 19 1
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Fig.8.12d: F~_y Reapanae of Plain Li~ <Slot>
Hybrid JCU'nGl Bearing. [E=8.19 1
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Fig. 8.13a: F~J Raaporweof Plein LinrEntry (Slot>
Hybrid Journal Becring. [E-B. 355 1
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Fig.8.13b: F~_y Reaponee of Plain LinrEntry <Slot>
Hybrid Journal Bearing. r E=l355 1
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Fis- 8.13cl F~_y R~ of Plein LinrEntry <Slot>
Hybrid Journal Bearing. r E-I.ass 1
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Fig.8.13d: F~ R~ of Ploin Li~ <Slot>
Hybrid Journal Bearing. r E~ 355 1
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Fig.8.14a: F~_y R~ of Plain LinrEntry (Slot>
Hybrid Journal Becring. [E=I. 395 1
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Fig.8.14b: F~ R~ of Plain Li~ <Slot.>
Hybrid JtxrnCll Becring. r E-L 395 1
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Fig.8.14cl F~_y R~ of Plain Li~ (Slot>
Hybrid Iournol geari~ [E=I. 395 ]
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Fig.8.14d: F~_y R~ of Plain Li~ <Slot>
Hybrid JOU'nGl Bearing. r E=I. 395 ]
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Fig.B.1Sa I F~ Ra.pan. of Plain Li~ (Slot>
Hybrid Jeu-nal Beari~ [E=l.16 1
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Fig.8.1Sb I F~_y Re.pan. of Plain Li~ (Slot>
Hybrid Jcu-nal Bearing. [E=L 16 1
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Fig. 8.15(1 F~ ReIpanee M PlGin Li~ <Slot>
Hybrid ICU'ftCll Baari~ [Ea&. 16 1
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Fig.B.1Sd: F~ Reepon. of Plein Li~ (Slot>
Hybrid Jcxrnal Bearing. C £=1.16 1
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Fig.8.16a I F~ Reapanae of Plain Li~ <Slot>
Hybrid Journal Bearing. r E=I. 22 1
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Fig. 8.16bl F~ Reepan. of Pl~in Li~ <Slot>
Hybrid Jcxrnal Bacring. r E=I. 22 1
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Fig.8.16c: F~ Reeponee of Plain Li~ (Slot>
Hybrid Journal Becring. [E=l22 1
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Fig. 8.16dl F~ R~ of Plain Li~ (Slot>
Hybrid JtU"nCll Baari"!)e r E=I. 22 ]
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Fig. 8.17a I F~ Reepanee of Plain li~ (Slot>
Hybrid ICU'nCll Bearing. r E=I. 29 1
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Fig. 8.17b, Frequ&r1C)yR8IpCI188of Plain li~ (Slot>
Hybrid JCkrnOl Bacring. [E=L 29 1
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Fig. 8.17c: Frequency Response of Plain Line-Entry (Slot)
Hybrid Journal Bearing. [E=i 29 1
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Fig. 8·17d: Frectuency Response of Plain Line-Entry (Slot)
Hybrid Journal Bearing. [E=0. 29 ]
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Fig.8.18a:Graph Comparing Theoretical And Experimental

Direct Stiffness Coeffs. ( K = 0.0 )
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Fig.8.1Sb:Graph Comparing Theoretical And Experimental

Direct Stiffness Ccaffs. (K = 0.0 )
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Fig.S.1Sc: Graph Comparing Theoretic al And Experimental

Di reet Damping Coeffs. (K = 0.0)
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Fig.8.18d: Graph Comparing Theoretical And Experimental

Direct Damping Coeffs. ( K = 0.0 )
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Fig.8.19a: Graph Comparing Theoretical And Experimental

Direct Stiffness Coeffs. ( K = 31.0 )
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Fig.8.19b:Graph Comparing Theoretical And Experimental

X-Coupled Stiffness Coeffs. ( K = 31.0 )
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Fig.8.19c: Graph Comparing Theoretical And Experimental

X-Coupled Stiffness Coeffs. (K = 31.0 )
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Fig.8.19d: Graph Compar ing Theoretical And Ex peri mental

Direct Stiffness Coeffs. ( K = 31. 0 )
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Fig.8.20a :Graph Comparing Theoretical And Experimental

Direct Damping (eeffs. ( K = 31.0)
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Fig.8.20b:Graph Comparing Theoretical And Experimental

X-Coupled Damping Coeffs. ( K = 31.0 )
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Fig.8.20c:Graph Comparing Theoretical And Experimental
Direc t Damping Ceeffs. ( K = 3 1.0 )
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CHAPTER 9

LINEARIZED STABILITY ANALYSIS

9.1 Introduction

The work carried out in this investigation is partly an attempt to

tackle the problem of integrating the subject of rotor dynamics and

bearing lubrication studies into a single general approach, and, also

to set the ground-work for the standardisation of the parameters emp-

loyed in bearing dynamic analysis, so that comparisons between hydro-

static and hydrodynamic bearings may be carried out on an equivalent

basis. It is hoped that this investigation will generate interest to

stimulate the development o~ the subject of rotor-bearing dynamics to

include externally pressurized bearings as available elements for the

design of rotating machines. This would give the designer a wider range

of bearings to choose from, which at the moment is practically limited

to the hydrodynamic mode of lubrication.

Non-synchronous whirl (instability), synchronous whirl and critical

speeds are the three main areas of rotor-bearing dynamics studies. This

investigation is only concerned with non-synchronous whirl. The invest-

igations of synchronous whirl and critical speeds should be the subject

of future investigation. The stability limits for a linearized model of

a Simple symmetriC rotor in two similar slct-entry bearings was invest-

igated, and a comparison with other bearing configurations was carried

out.

9.2 Bearing TypeS

Figure (9.2) illustrates the various types of bearings employed in

the present investigation. The bearings were:

(i) slot-entry

(ii) elliptical hydrodynamic

(iii) two-axial groove hydrodynamic
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(iv) three-lobe hydrodynamic, and
(v) offset hydrodyamic

9.3 Dimensionless Parameters

(i) Dimensionless Speed Parameter, v

A new parameter was defined for convenience in the analysis of

hybrid externally pressurised bearings.

This was v = w ~ (9.1)

This parameter defines the stable or unstable condition o~ the

rotor-bearing system. I~ the threshold o~ stability is denoted by Vs'

instability would be represented by values of V > v , whilst, stabilitys

would be indicated by values o~ v < v •s In the hydrodynamic mode of

lubrication, the dimensionless speed parameter, vhyd. is normally

defined as:

j~v = w ---hyd. W (9.2)

or,
v

v = (W)'hyd.

(11) Instability whirl ~requency ratio, CAl•
W
S

W =
S IJJ

(9.3)

(9.4)

The instability whirl frequency ratio, IJJ defines the ratio ofs

the whirling freq.uencyover the journal rotational frequency, at the

threshold o~ instability. This value is approximately equal to 0.5,

at hal~ speed whirl. (See Chapter 3).

(iii) Flexibility parameter, F

It was convenient to de~ine a new flexibility parameter for use

with hybrid externally pressurised bearings. This was:

F =
P LDs
C.k (9.5)
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The flexibility parameter, F, define. the non-dimensional stiffness
of the rotor. In the hydrodynamic mode of lubrication, the flexibility

parameter, Fhyd. is usually expressed as:

F =hyd.
W

C.k (9.6)

or,

F = (9.7)

9.4 The Basis of the Theoretical Analysis

Figure (9.1), illustrates a rotor of mass 2 m and stiffness 2 k,

supported by two similar hybrid journal bearings. The rotor is acted

upon by a static load 2 W, in the negative direction of Y, and a

general excitation force, 2 P, may act in any direction.

The theoretical analysis is based on the investigation of the

system behaviour about its equilibrium position. The following assump-

tions were made:

(i) system perturbations are sufficiently small to allow linear-

ization of bearing fluid-film forces.

(ii) the rotor may be represented with its mass lumped centrally

between the bearings and supported by a massless shaft, of

stiffness 2 k.

(iii) gyroscopic effects are negligible.

(iv) rotor motion is symmetric, and

(v) the lubricant may be treated as an incompressible, isoviscous

fluid.

This model is similar to that used by Hahn (1). The difference is

that Hahn's model is derived from considerations of a rotor rotating

in hydrodynamic bearings, while, th e present analysis applies to rotors

rotating in externally pressurized bearings. The linearized stiffness
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and damping coefficients for this analysis were obtained from a finite

difference solution, program PFD.FOR. The linearized coefficients for

the other bearing configurations were obtained from data computed by

Lund et. al. (2).

9.5 Equations of Motion

With the system at equilibrium, at time t ~ 0, the equations of

motion for excitation by forces P (t) and P (t) may be expressed byx y

equations (9.8) to (9.11) as:
.. + k (x - x) P (t)m.xr =r x

. •~F (t) = k (xr - x) = all x + bll x + a12 Y + b12 Yx
.. +k (y - y) = P et)m'Yr r y

8F (t) = k (y - y) + b21
,

+ a22 Y + b22 •= a2l x x y
y r

(9,8)

(9,9)

(9.10)

(9.11)

Introducing the following non-dimensional parameters:

~
1.e. \I =

~
\I = 1.11 S Wo

II

PsLD P LD
bi,j bi,j

s
ai,j = ai,j =C 1.11 C

0

P LDs tF = T = 1.11C,k 0

x et) = x (t) ,C Pi (t) = Pi (t) P LDs

(9.12)

Equations (9.8) to (9.11) may be written non-dimensionally as:

2 - 1(~ ) x +- (x - x) = P (t)K r F r x

~F et) 1 - x) +bll
,.

x + b12 t= - {x = all x x + a12x F r

2 -
(~ ) Yr 1 (Yr - y) P (t)+- =F Y

8F (t) 1 - y) it + b22 Y= - (y = a21 x + b21 + a22 Yy F r

(9.13)

(9.14)

(9.15)

(9.16)

Applying the Laplace transformation to equations (9.13 - 9.16) and re-
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arranging terms yields:

s2 v2 1 1
(K + -) X (s) - (-) X (s) = P (s)

F r F x (9.17)

F [ (all
1

bll) x (s) + (a12 b12) (s)} X (s)+-+s + s Y =F r

82 v2 1 (s) (1~ Y P (s)( K + -) Y - (s) =F r F y

F [ (a22
1

b22) Y (s) (a21 b21) X (s)} = Y (s)+-+s + + sF r

(9.18)

(9.19)

(9.20)

where:

X(s) = 10011 - (TTx (T) e dT
(9.21)

s = u+jSl

Substituting equations (9.18) and (9.20) into equations (9.17) and

(9.19) respectively yields:

s2 v2 1 - 1 - - 1
F( K + FH (all + F + sbIl)X(s) + (a12 + 8b12)Y(s) }-(F~X(S) = p (s)

x

... (9.22)

82 v2 1 - 1 - - 1
F( K + F'){ (a22 + F' + sb22)Y(8) + (a2l + sb2l)X(S) }-(F)Y(s) = Pyes)

... (9.23)

Simplifying and rearranging terms in equations (9.22) and (9.23) and

writing in matrix notation yields:

Fv2 s2 s2 v2
(K + l)(a11 + abll) + K '~(S)l

I =
~(S)..J

p (s)x

P (s)
y

... (9.24)

or:

Xes) FV
2
S
l l-( K + 1)(all+sb12) Px(S)

Fvls2 _ - s2vll-
(K + 1)(all+Sbll)~Py(S)

... (9.25)

1
=((s)

Yes)

where:
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C(s)

(9.26)

Hence, the rotor-bearing system's transfer functions of figure (9.1)

are as follows:

Fv2s2 + 1)(a22 + sb22) s2,,2= ( K ,+ -K--Xes)
px(s) C(s)

Fv2s2 + 1)(&12 + sb12)Xes) -(
K=P (s) C(s)

Y (9.27)
F,,2s2

+ 1)(a21 + sb21)yes) -(
K=- (s) C(s)Px

]'V2s2
+ 1)(&11 + sb11) s2,,2

( K +--yes) K=
P (s) C(s)
r

The characteristics function" C(s), yields a 6th-degree poly-

nomial, which is equivalent to a 3 degree of freedom system, and may

be represented as:

C(s) = A s6 + A sS + A s4 + A .3 + A s2 + A s + A01234 S 6
(9.28)

where:

Al
,,4- (F2 B4 + F.B2)=-K:l

,,2 F2,,2 F,,2
+ 2.F.B3

,,2
A2 =- (-K- Bl + --Ba + -)

K K K

A3
,,2 (2.F.B4 + B2)=-
K

2.F. ,,2 \)2
+ B3A4- = -Bl + - BaK K

AS = B4-

A6 = Bl
- -Ba = all + a22
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Bl -= all a22 - a12 a21

B2 = bll + b22

B3 = bll b22 - b12 b2l, and

Bit = all b22 + a22 bll - a12 b2l - a2l b12

9.6 Rotor-Bearins: Stabilis:zAnallsis

The stability of the rotor-bearing system depicted in figure (9.1)

may be predicted by investigating the behaviour of the roots of the

characteristic function, C(s), that is, if the characteristic equation

has been solved and its roots are known. The stability of a linear-

ized system depends only on the system and not on the driving function,

hence, if a system is unstable any excitation will cause the system to

oscillate. However, if the actual response of the rotor-bearing system

is required the transfer functions given by equations (9.27) have to be

considered.

The question of stability in linear systems can be resolved with-

out solving the characteristic equation. The stability of the system

ls governed by the sign of the real components of the roots to the

characteristic equation. If all the roots of the characteristic

equation have negative real parts (i.e. the roots are located ln the

left hand side of the complex S-plane), the system will be stable and

non-oscillatory. It will be stable but oscillatory if the conjugate

imaginary roots are all different. If the roots have positive real

terms, or if there are repeated zeros, or conjugate imaginary roots,

the system will be unstable. Routh (3) presented a method to deter-

mine whether any root contains a real positive term by examination of

the coefficients of the characteristic equation. This procedure is

adopted in the present investigation. The method is outlined as

follows:
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The coefficients of equation (9.28) may be arranged in an array (9.29).
sS Aa A2 A4 A6

sS Al A3 As

s4 Cl C2 C3
(9.29)

s3 DI D2

s2 El E2

sI Fl

sa Gl

where:

Cl = A2 - AoA3/AI C2 = A4 - AoAs/AI

C3 = As

DI = A3 - AICZ/CI D2 = As - AIC3/Cl

El = C2 - CID2/DI E2 =' C3

Fl = D2 - DIEz/El

The necessary and sufficient condition of stability is that all of the

coefficients of the 1st column of the array must be positive.

A program, LSA.FOR was written to compute the stability limits.

Equat10n (9.28) shows that the system behavious is governed by the speed

parameter, v, the flexibility parameter, F, and the eight non-dimensional
- -coefficients, aij, bij. An 1terative approach was employed to obtain

the threshold speed, v. The method consists of assuming an initials

value of v, and calculating the coefficients Aa to A6, for the selected

value of eccentr1city and power-ratio. If these are all positive, the

program continues and calculates the Routh coefficients and tests to see

if any coefficient in the 1st column is negative. The initiai value of

v, is incremented to a new value, if no negative coefficient appears.
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The process is repeated until a negative coefficient appears. If a

negative coefficient appears, the next value of v, is obtained by

averaging the unstable speed value with the previous stable value. This

procedure is continued until a convergence criterion of ± 0.001 is

satisfied. Figures (9.3) to (9.8) illustrate the stability limits of

the slot-entry bearing for various values of aiL, LID and e at F = 0

and 5.

The program also performs the iterative solution of the charact-

eristic equation, using the modified Bairstow's technique (4), in order

to obtain information on the whirling frequency. A convergence

criterion of 10-8 was employed. Using the expressions defined in

Section 9.3, for relating the dimensionless parameters between the hy-

drostatic and hydrodynamic modes of lubrication, it was possible to

compare the stability limits of the slot-entry bearing with those for

hydrodynamic bearings. Such comparisons are illustrated in figures

(9.9a) and (9.10a).

9.7 Discussion of Results

9.7.1 Parametric Studies of Slot-Bearing Designs

(i) The effect of varying the aiL ratio.

The effect of varying the aiL ratiO, on the stability threshold

speed for a rigid rotor is illustrated in figure (9.3). It can be
aseen that for 0< e:~ 0.5, large values of IL ratio are required to

ensure good stability. aFor operation within this region, an IL of 0.25,

would provide the best compromise between load capacity and stability.
aAlthough, choosing an IL ratio of 0.4 would marginally improve the

stability characteristics, the load carrying capacity would be reduced

considerably. aFor 0.5 < e: < 1.0, small values of IL are essential to

ensure good stability.

Figure (9.4) shows that the introduction of shaft flexibility
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(F = 5) into the system, has the effect of reducing the stability thres-

hold speed, as well as altering the general pattern of the stability

curve. It can be observed that to ensure good stability, large values

of aiL ratios are required. This criterion applies up to an eccentricity-

ratio as high as 0.7. aFor values of € > 0.7, small values of /L ratio

are desirable.

(ii) Effect of varying the concentric pressure-ratio, a
Figure (9.5), illustrates the effect of varying the concentric

pressure-ratio, B, on the stability threshold speed, for the case of a

rigid rotor. It can be observed that there is a large difference in

stability characteristics between a bearing with e = 0.1 and one with

s = 0.9. However, for values of B near to 0,5, it can be observed that

the influence of a, on stability characteristics is minimum. Three

operating regions may be cited here:

(a) For 0 < € ~ 0.3 - e .. 0.5 should be used.

(b) For 0.3 < e:~ 0.7- small values of S should be chosen.

(c) Fore:>0.7 ----a large S value is desirable.

Introducing shaft flexibility into the system lowers the stability

threshold .speed and alters the pattern of the stability curve, as

illustrated in figure (9.6). It is observed that a, should be designed

as far away from 0.5 as possible, for 0 < e ~ 0.7. A value of 0.1 is

preferred. It should be pointed out that a = 0.5, yields the worst

stability characteristics. For £ > 0.7, large values of e, should be

used to ensure good stability.

(iii) Effect of varying the L/D ratio

The effect of variation of L/D ratio on stability for the case of

a rigid shaft, is illustrated in figure (9.7), while figure (9.8)

illustrates the case wh~re shaft flexibility is introduced. For both

cases, it can be observed that for c ~ 0.6, a short bearing, that is,
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a small value of LID is essential to ensure good stability. For oper-
Lation at high values of eccentricity-ratio, ID should be designed to

be as close to 1.0 as possible.

9.7.2 Comparison with other bearing types

The stability threshold speed plotted against Sommerfeld Number

for the six bearing types shown in figure (9.2), are illustrated in

figures (9.9a) and (9.10a). Figure (9.9a) represents the case where the

shaft is rigid, while shaft flexibility is introduced in figure (9.10a).

Each of the diagonal lines are lines of constant W, and gives the locus

of the operation of a bearing with a fixed geometry as it is brought:up

or down in speed. The bearing parameter W, has been defined by Allaire
(5) as:

w S=-
'Jhyd

Tl L D 2 w 1
i.e. W = (~) (C.m)8 'JI' W C

The bearing parameter W, is independent of the rotor speed. W,
by itself is sufficient to describe the behaviour of a certain bearing

geometry on a stability graph. As a.bearing increases in speed, it will

proceed along a line of constant W, and becomes unstable as it enters

the unstable region by crossing the stability curve from below.

From the graph of figure (9.9a), it can be observed that the off-

set bearing is the most stable at light-load (W = 0.1 to 1.0), followed

by the slot-entry bearing at K = 1. However, at heavy load (W = 0.001

to 0.1), the slot-entry bearing at K = 1 is less stable than the plain

cylindrical bearing, but comparable to the two-axial groove bearings.

Increasing the value of K (K = 9 and 90) results in the slot-entry

bearing being the most stable at heavy loads, but less stable at light

loads. For moderate loads (~ = 0.01 to 0.1), the slot-entry bearing

seems to be poor in stability. This could be improved by designing for
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a small value of concentric pressure-ratio, say, B = 0.1 (See figure

9.5).

Introduction of shaft flexibility (FhYd = 5), tendsto have a drastic

effect on the three-lobe and elliptical bearings at the light load region.

For high values of K, the stability threshold speed of the slot-entry

bearings is reduced considerably. At a Sommerfeld No. of 0.1 to

0.3 (still at light load region), the slot-entry bearing with K = I, is

the most stable, while at the moderate load region, the slot-entry

bearing with K = 90, is the most stable.

Figures (9.9b) and (9.10b) illustrate the whirl speed ratio for the

six bearing types plotted against Sommerfeld Number. In general, it

can be observed that the most stable bearing whirls at the lowest fre-

quency.

The relationship between Sommerfeld Number and the minimum clearance

for the six bearing types are presented in figure (9.11). For the same

Sommerfeld number, the slot-entry bearing (K = 1) can be observed to

operate with the largest minimum film thickness. At a Sommerfeld number

of 0.5, the operating minimum film thickness of the slot-entry bearing

is about twice that of non-circular bearings. Therefore, the improve-

ment in stability characteristics (by proper selection of design par-

ameters) offered by the slot-entry bearing. coupled with a larger

operating minimum film thickness would lead to low friction power los.

and make the bearing less sensitive to impurities in the lubricant. Also

a cooler bearing is observed.

9.8 Conclusions

(1) The stability behaviour of hybrid bearings is a complex subject.

Improvements can sometimes be obtained by going away from the

optimum design for static loading, particularly where shaft flex-

ibility is involved. Design predictions need to be substantiated
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by experimental work.

(2) aWith the proper selection of design parameters, such as, the IL

ratio, the concentric pressure-ratio, S, and the power-ratio, K,

the circular plain line-entry (slot) hybrid journal bearing may

be designed to match the improved stability limits offered by the

non-circular bearing configurations.

(3) Introduction of shaft flexibility into the system does not only

lower the stability threshold speed, but, may also alter the gen-

eral pattern. of the stability curve.

(4) To ensure good stability for a rigid shaft, the following design

parameters are recommended:

Operating
S K aiL LIDEccentricity-Ratio

o < e: ~ 0.3 0.5 1 0.25 Small values of LID

Moderate Small0.3 < e: ~ 0.7 0.1 values Small values of LID
of K values of aIL

0.7< e: < 1.0 0.9
Large
values
of K

Small
values of aiL 1.0

(5) To ensure good stability for a system with shaft flexibility, the

following design parameters are recommended:

Operating s K aiL LIDEccentricity-Ratio

0.1
0< e: ~ 0.25 or 1 0.4 Small values of LID

0.9

Moderate
0.25 < e: ~ 0.7 0.1 values 0.4 Small values of LID

of K

Large Small0.7 < e: < 1.0 0.9 values 1.0
of K values of aiL
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r.;
1
~ 2W

Fig.(9.1): Single Mass Rotor Bearing System.
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Fig.(9.3): Linearized Stability Map Of Slot-Entry
Bearings Showing The Effect Of Varying
The all Ratio. ( F = 0 )
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Fig,(9.4): Linearized Stability Map Of Slot-Entry
Beari ngs Showing The Effect Of Varying
The aIL Ratio.
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Fig.(9.S): Linearized Stability Map Of Slot-Entry

Bearings Showing The Effect Of Varying

The Concentric Pressure-Ratio, ~.
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FigJ9.6): linearized Stability Map Of Slot- Entry
Bearings Showing The Effect Of Varying
The Concentric Pressure-Rat io, ~.
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Fig.(9~V): Linearized Stability Map Of 'stet- Entry
Bearings Showing The Effect Of Varying
The l/o Ratio.
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FigJ9.8) : Linearized Stability Map Of Slot-Entry
Bearings Showing The Effect Of Varying
The LID Ratio.
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FigJ9·.9a): linearized Stability Map Comparing Plain
Hybrid (Slot ..Enfry) Bearings To Other
Bearing Configurations. ( Llo = 1.0 )
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FigJ9.10a):Linearized Stability Map Comparing Plain
Hybrid ( Slot-Entry) Bearings To Other
Bearing Configurations. ( LAJ = 1.0 )
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FigJ9.11): Variation Of Minimum Film Thickness With
Sommerfeld Number For Various Bearing
C onfi gurations. ( LID = 1.0 )
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CBAPTER 10

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

10.1 Summary of Major Results and Conclusions

This research has developed and presented results for the stiff-

ness and damping coefficients o·fslot-entry bearings, theoretical and

experimental frequency responses of the bearing fluid-film and stability

of rigid and flexible rotors in slot-entry bearings. An experimental

technique, employing data-logging and computer processing has been

incorporated into the dynamic measurement system, resulting in an auto-

matic testing procedure. The results and conclusions may be summarized

as follows:

1) A general form of the differential equation governing the pressure

distribution in a bearing has been presented and may be used in

the analysis of hydros.tatic, hydrodynamic or hybrid bearings, thus

paving the way to a unifying approach in the study of thin-film

lubrication.

2) A Perturbation technique and also a Finite-Disturbance technique

of predicting the dynamic force coefficients for slot-entry hybrid

journal bearings have been presented. The two techniques serve to

provide a cross-check on the correctness of the results and this

has proved valuable in refining the computations. Bence, two

finite difference programs~ PFD.FOR. and FFD.FOR were developed.

3) A lumped parameter technique, which is as accurate as the finite

difference solutions but much faster has been presented. However,

the lumped parameter results for values aIL ~ 0.4, should be used

with caution, as the lumped parameter method tended to under-

estimate the bearing reaction forces in this region.

4) Stability limits have been presented for rigid and flexible rotors

in externally pressurized bearings using a single mass rotor model.
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5) Non-dimensional parameters governing the relationship between the

hydrostatic and hydrodynamic modes of lubrication have been defined,

and provide a basis for comparing the performance characteristics

of hydrostatic bearings with hydrodynamic bearings.

6) It has been demonstrated that it is feasible to design the cir-

cular plain line-entry (slot) hybrid journal bearing to match the

stability limits offered by the non-circular bearing configurations.

7) The stability analysis of slot-entry bearings, suggests that,

where shaft flexibility is involved, it may be advantageous to

move away from the optimum design for static loading.

8) Although, there were reasonable correlations between the theoret-

ical and experimental direct-coupled fluid-film frequency responses,

the investigation suggested that the dynamic characteristics of

the test shaft and the inertia of the decoupling spring may not be

neglected in the analysis.

9) The experimental cross-coupled fluid-film frequency responses

could not be accurately determined, due to the low signal to noise

ratios.

10) The direct method of extracting the bearing coefficients from the

frequency response functions of the fluid-film is inadequate and

should be discarded in favour of more refined techniques which can

give better accuracy.

10.2 Suggestions for Future Research

The potential of the test rig used in this research work is by no

means exhausted. Further investigations into the effects of misalign-

ment, oil supply pressure and other bearing configurations can be carried

out with little or no modifications to the rig. It is possible that

the present results could be greatly improved if:
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(i) The inertia of the decoupling spring and the dynamic charact-

eristics of the test shaft were included in the analysis.

(ii) Better instrumentation providing larger signal to noise ratios

were used. Such instrumentation should include low frequency,

low level vibration measuring transducers and filters, and the

analysis of noise.

(iii) An identification procedure employing the least squares cri-

terion be used to determine the bearing coefficients using a

large volume of data over a range of frequencies.

This research has attempted to integrate the study of rotor dy-

namics and bearing lubrication into a single discipline and explored

the cODIlIIOngrolDldbetween hydrostatic and hydrodynamiC modes of lubri-

cation. Additional data for other bearing configurations can be

produced with some modifications to the computer programs.
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APPENDIX I

1. Influence of Bearing Cross-Coupling Coefficients on Stability

For the purpose of demonstrating the effect of bearing cross-

coupling characteristics on stability, we shall restrict our analysis

to a single mass (2 m) rigid rotor, supported on two equivalent fluid-

film bearings, with plane motion and no misalignment, as illustrated in

the figure below.

u u
l 2m In n

The equations of motion of the single mass rotor are:
. . .. P (t)a x + a12Y +.b x + b12Y + mx =

11 11 x
AJ-1

+a y+b le Tb . = p (t)a x y + my
21 22 21 22 Y

Restricting our analysis to the concentric condition yields:
. ..a x + a y + b x + mx = P (t)

11 12 11 x

a x + a y + b y + my = P (t)
21 22 22 Y

Now at the concentric condition:

A!-2

a = - a21 12

Equation Al-2 reduces to:

mx + b x + a x + a y = P (t)
11 11 12 x

..
+ b = P (t)my y + a y - a x

22 22 12 Y

AI-3

AJ-4

Equation AI-I.. is similar to that derived by Rowe (1 ), which is:

aX + Cx + AOX + AhdY = WoCoswt

my + ey + AOY - Ahdx = 0
AI-4a
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Taking the laplace transform of equation AI-4 and writing in matrix form
yields:

(S2 + sb' + a' ) a' x(s) p (s)
11 11 12 x

= AI-S
- a' (s2 + sb' + a' ) y(s) p (S)12 22 22 Y

where: a'ij =~ m

b'ij -~m
or:

(52 + sb' .+ a' ) -a' P (s) x(S)22 22 12 x
D(S) DeS) = AI-6

a' (s2 + sb' + a' ) P (s) y(s)12 11 11 Y
D(S) D(S)

Hence, with force excitation in the x-direction only, one obtains for
motion in the x-direction, the transfer function:

x(s) (s2 + sb' + a' )22 22
P (5)
X

=
AI-7

D(S)

where: D(S), the characteristic function of the system is the fourth

degree polynomial.
D(S) = s4 ~ s3 (b'

11
+ b' ) + s2 (a' + a' + b' b' )

22 11 22 11 22

••• + sea' b' + a' b' ) + (a' a' + a' 2)11 22 22 11 11 22 12 AI-8

The stability of the governing equation of motion of the system as rep-

resented by equation AI-4, is obtained by examination of the characteristic

equation denoted in equationAI-8. Whereas transfer functions such as

equation AI-7need to be considered, if the actual response of the system

is desired, it is sufficient to examine the roots D(S), if the stability

of the system be of interest.

Let equation AI-8 be represented by:
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D(s)
n

= ~ An-i is AI -9
i=o

Applying the Routh-Hurwitz stability criteria:

D = A > 0
0 1

D = A A - A A > 0
1 1 2 0 3

D = A D - A A 2 > 02 3 1 4 1

} AI-10

Expanding D yields:
2

A A A > A A 2 + A A 2
1234103 AI-11

For stability:

(a' b' + a' b' )(a' + a' + b' b' )(b' + b' )
11 22 22 11 11 22 11 22 11 22

>(a' b' + a' b' )2 + (a' a' + a' 2)(b' + b' )
11 22 22 11 11 22 12 11 22 AI-12

Expanding and rearranging yields:

(a' - a' )2 + (b' + b' )(a I b' + a' b I )

11 22 11 22 11 22 22 11

>a' 2
12

(b' . + b' ) 2
11 22 AI-13
b' b'

11 22

Therefore equation AI-13 represents the necessary condition for stability.

The above analysis clearly shows that:

1) If the cross-coupling coefficients (a and a ) are zero, the
12 21

system i8 completely stllLble,since the right hand side vanishes.

2) Bearing asymmetry (a ~ a ) will raise the stability limit, hence
11 22

the threshold speed of instability will increase.

Reference
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APPENDIX II

Derivation of the Optimization Parameter for Hybrid Bearings

The parameter Sh' is fundamental to bearings which involve both

pressure and velocity induced flows. As evidenced from rearrangement

of the non-dimensional form of the Reynolds equation, as shown below:

aH 12 nnl Sfo24 0= 1T Sh ax C3P Ps

The group nN ( P_) 2 is termed ShP Cds

AII-l

AII-2·

The optimum value is determined by minimizing the total pDwer

dissipation at the concentric condition, as follows:

Total power = friction power + pumping power

AII-3

The friction power Hf, depends on the geometry of the bearing (the

wetted area). For non-recessed bearings, the Petroff value is used,

while for recessed bearings, the friction area, Af, is modified to take

approximate account of the recess recirculation effect. Therefore, for

both recessed and plain bearings, Hf, has the same form, although the

values will be different.

AII-4

where: + AL (for a 4-recessed journal bearing)

A = 1T L D (for plain journal bearings) .
f

The pumping power depends on the geometry of the bearing too. A

non-dimensional flow factor, B, is introduced into the expression for

pumping power which varies with different types of bearings.
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H = P q
P s

For the double slot-entry bearing:

H = Ps ( 2 Pi,d
rr D C3 )p 12 n a

P 2 a B C3
i.e Hp s= n

where: B rrD=-6a

AII-5

The minimum power conditions (ignoring the constraints which must be

built into design procedures) is achieved with the minimum clearance

consistent with tolerancing and varying viscosity. Alternatively, the

clearance may be varied.

Differentiating total power with respect to viscosity and equating to

zero yields:

d Ht d H
f d H

= + __2. = 0d n d n d n
A U2 P 2 a B c3f s 0= - n2 =C

Hf H
= - .J!. = 0n n

Hence, Hf = Hp AII-6

Or in general, H
f

= K Hp' where K must be equal to 1, in this case.

the clearance is the varying factor, K will be equal to 3. Thus:

If

n A U2
f
c

K P 2 s B C3s= n

n At (rrDN)2
C =

K P 2 a B c3
s

n

Therefore,

=

AII-7
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The optimum value of Sh corresponds to K = 1, so that:

AII-8

and, AII-9

The value of Sho i. unique for a given bearing geometry and concentric

pressure ratio, e for a purely hydrodynamic bearing a = 1.

It can also be shown that the maximum temperature rise across an

optimized bearing is only dependent on the supply pressure. The adia-

batic temperature rise may be expressed as:

HtAT = _ __;;._
P q Cv

At the optimized condition, Hf = Hp.

Hence,
2 HAT = _ __.p~

P q Cv

Therefore,
2 PAT = __ 8_
P C

V

AII-1Q

Also, it can be shown that the power ratio, K, has an additional 8ignifi-

canee for maximum temperature rise.

Hf + HAT = ~ __ pL.
P q Cv

(:f + 1)
= P

p C ..3.v Hp
P (K+l)

Thus, AT 8 AII-ll= P Cv
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APPENDIX III

Evaluation of the Source Flow Term

The source flow may be expressed as:

AIII-I

(1) At the static equilibrium position,

Let, n , be the number of feed-slots in the bearing, and, let the feed-s

slots be located at j = d. The flow through the ith feed-slot may be

expressed as:
a z 3= (P _ P ) s s

qsoi s oi,d 12 n ys AIII-2

For concentric flow, q i' is equal to the flow through the ith outerso
land, that is:

= Poi,d a n
'IT D h 3oi

12 n AIII-3

Non-dimensionally:

Equation AIII-2 may be expressed as:

12 a Z 3
n (1 - Poi,d)

s 8
c3 qsoi =P Y8S

AIII-4

where: Z 3 = Z 3 c3s 8

and equation AIII-3 may be expressed as:

12 n
p C3
s

- 'IT D 3q =P --Hsoi oi,d a n oi
8

AIII-5

Equating equations AIII-4 and AIII-5, yields:

as
Z 3
s =

Poi,d 'IT D
a ns

H 3oi

At the concentric condition:

p = aoi,d

H = H 3 = 1oi oi
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Therefore,
a Z:;
s s
Ys = ( :~)(1 - 13> s AIII-6

Hence, the source flow term is expressed as:

12n S (1I'D)P C3 qsoi = (1 - POi,d) (1 - S) a n
s s

AIII-7

In equation AIII-7, it has been assumed that there is one element per

slot. Let n , be the number of elements per slot, and within the limitse
of assumption ( 9 ), as outlined in Section 4.4, a general equation for

the source term to include any arbitrary number of elements per slot may

be expressed as:

AIII-8

(2) At the dynamic condition:

AIII-9

Therefore, non-dimensionally equation AIII-9 may be expressed as:

12 n 12 n
p C3 Oqs! = P C3
s s

Hence:

12 n
P C3s

AIII-1Q
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APPENDIX IV

Derivation of the Lumped Flow Terms for the Lumpe,dParameter Theory

The expressions for the lumped flow terms are derived and pre-

sented below. The flows corresponding to each control volume are

illustrated in Figure (4.5)

1. Derivation of the Expressions Governing the Pressure Induced Flows

The pressure induced flows may be expressed as:

dPi= --- dx
bh 3
i

12n

where: b, is the width of the lumped section,

x, is the length of the lumped section.
dPiSubstituting the expressions for~, as derived in Appendix V, the

pressure induced flows are thus established.

Hence, the expressions for the pressure induced flows at control

volume 'OUTER', may be expressed as:

dx
1TD

x=an e

h 3
i

12n

Non-dimensionally, qP1i' may be expressed as:

where:

-p = (4P - P)(!LL) H 3qli a1 1 a n 1e
-p 12 n p
q 11 = C 3 ql1Ps 0

dPi 1TD h 3
P i

q 21 = - a
dx ~ n 12 ne

h 3
P (1T D ) i= 1 a n 12 ne

-p = P (~) H 3q 2i ian ie

AIV-1

Or, AIV-2
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AIV-3

Similarly,

_'p [(2- 1 -) (2- 1 )]l(aoe)
q 5i = '3 Pai - 12 Pi - '3 Pai+1 - 12 Pi+l 2";-0- Hi+!

AIV-4

The expressions for the pressure induced flows at control volume

'SOURCE', are as follows:

P
= _ dPi I L' 11' D

h 3
q i

3i dxx=:r- n 12 11e
h 3

2 (Pci - P1)
11' D 1= (Ln - 2a) 12 11e

( 11'oD )
H 3

Or, -P 2 (PCi - P )
i AIV-5q 3i = (L - 2a)i e

dPi
3

P (:) hi -i
q 6i = ---dx 12 11

n h 3

= [( ~2 Pi-1 + iPai-l) ( 5 2)] ( a)( e) 1 -t
- 12 P1 + i Pai i 11'D 12 11

Or, -P 5 2 ) (5 - 2 - )] 1 (a 0e )
q 6i = [( 12 Pi-1 + i Pa1-1 - 12 Pi + 3' Pa1 i iT'i) Hi 3-i

.•• AIV-6

Similarly,

-'p _ [(L 2 ) ( 5 2 )] 1 ( a ne) 3
q 6i - 12 Pi + 3" Pa1 - 12 Pi+1 + '3 Pai+1 2' 1f'"""D Hi +i

.•• AIV-7

p
q 7i

dPi
= ---dx

(L - 2a)
4

hi 3-i
12 11
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Or, (L-2a)
4

••• AIV-8
Similarly,

[( 1 - 3 -) (1 - 3 - )] (L-2a)q'P = 4Pci + 4Pi - iPci+l + 4Pi+l 47i
AIV-9

The source flow, qsi' is as evaluated in Appendix III.

The expressions for the pressure induced flows at control volume
,CENTRAL', are:

h 3
'IT D i
n 12TJe

= 0

Thus, -p = 0 AIV-IOq 4i

dPi h 3p (L-2a) i -iq 8i = -c:tx 4 12 TJ

= [( 1 P 11 P ) (1 P 11 P )] (L-2a)
12 i-I + 12 ci-l - Ii i + 12 ei 4

n h 3
(e) i -i

'I1'D 12 11

••• AIV-ll

Similarly,

••• AIV-12

2. Derivation of the Expressions Governing the Velocity Induced Flows

The velocity induced flows may be expressed as:

V '11' D Nq i = 2 x (Cross-Sectional Area)

Therefore, the expressions for the velocity induced flows at control
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volume 'OUTER', are as follows:

v 1TDN (a)
q 5i = 2 i hi-1

vNon-dimensionally, q 5i' may be expressed as:

-v = 12 n 1T D N (.!.) H
q 5i P C 2 2 i-1s

AIV-13

Similarly,

AIV-14

At control volume 'SOURCE' the expressions for the velocity induced flows

are, thus, expressed as:

v
q 6i =1TDN(!.)h

2 2 1-1

AIV-15

Similarly,

AIV-18

V 1T D N
q 7i = 2

(L-2a)
4

vNon-dimensionally, q 7i' may be expressed as:

-v = 6 n N
q 7i P

s

AIV-17

Similarly,

AIV-18

The velocity induced flows at control volume 'CENTRAL', are, thus, as

follows:

V 1T D N
q 8i = 2

(L-2a)
4
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AIV-19

Similarly,

-'v
q 8i = 6 AIV-20

3. Derivation of the Expressions Governing the Squeeze Induced Flows

The squeeze induced flows may be evaluated as follows:

sq
q i

dh
i= - -- xdt (Projected Area)

Thus, the expression for the squeeze induced flow at control volume

'OUTER', is:

dh
qsq = __ i (!.) DSin (1L)5i dt 2 ne

Non-dimensionally, q8q5i, may be expressed as:

-sq =
q 5i

12 n
P C 2
s

dHi 24 !L (~)2 (!.)(L) Sin ( !_)= - dt P Cd L D ns e
dII
i E: Cos [ ei - (a - 41

0
)]Now, dt = AIV-21

Hence,

Or,

-sq
q 5i AIV-22

where: Ss

.ne:=-
Ps

The expressions for the squeeze induced flows at control volume 'SOURCE'
are, thus:

sq
q 6i

Non-dimensionally, q9q61, may be expressed as:
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AIV-23

dh
qSq7i = - dti (L~2a) D Sin ( : )

e

It can also be shown that, non-dimensionally, qS~i' may be expressed as:

-sq
q 7i = - 12 Ss ( 1 ~a)( ~) Sin (: ) Cos [ai - (a

e
AIV-24

At control volume 'CENTRAL', the expression for the squeeze induced flow

is as follows:

Non-dimensionally, qSqSi' may be expressed as:

qsq = _ 12 S (1 _ !!.) (L )8i s L D Sin (: ) Cos [ai - (a - q,0) ]
e

AIV-25
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APPENDIX V

Derivation of the Expressions Governing the Axial Pressure

Distribution at the Outer and Central Lands

1. The Outer Land

The assumed axial pressure distribution (quadratic pressure pro-

file) of the outer land and the co-ordinate system used in the subsequent

analysis, is illustrated below:
p

X~ __ -4 ~ ~

a o

Figure illustrating the quadratic pressure profile

and the corresponding co-ordinate system

(a> The Expression Governing the Axial Pressure Distribution

Tbe governing equation may be expressed as:

P=Ax2+Bx+C AV-1
The boundary conditions are:

(i) At x = 0 p = Pi

Therefore, C = Pi

(H) At x = a/2 ; P = Pai

Hence, P = A (a/2)2 +B (a/2) + Piat

Therefore, A = [p - P - B (a/2)] (2/a)2ai i AV-2
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(11i) At x = a P = 0

Hence, o = A a2 + B a + Pi

A = - (B a + Pi) / a AV-3Therefore,

Equating equations AV-2 and AV-3, yields:

B = (4 Pai - 3 Pi) / a

A = (2 P - 4 P )/ a2i ai

Therefore, the equation governing the axial pressure distribution of

the outer land may be expressed as:
2

P = (2 Pi - 4 Pai) ( :) + (4 Pai -3P)(!')+Pi a i AV-4

(b) The Expression Governing the Variation of the Axial Pressure along
the Outer Land (dp/dx)

The term, (dp/dx) may be evaluated by differentiating equation,

AV-4, with respect to x.
Therefore,

dP
dx = AV-5

At x = 0 dP/dx, may be expressed as:

:= I x = 0 = (4 Pai - 3 Pi) (!)
(ii) At x = a/2 j dP/dx, may be expressed as:

(1)

AV-a

dP I Pi
dx :x: = a/2 = - -;-

(11i)
dPAt x = a j /dx, may be expressed a8:

dP I = (P - 4 P ) (~)dx x = a i ai a AV-8

(c) Derivation of the Expression Governing the Resultant Pressure,

Pm, of the Outer Land

The resultant pressure, Pm, may be expressed by the following

relationship:
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and, substituting the expression for, P, from equation AV-4. yields:

x
1

AV-9

(i) a
At Q < x < 2

that is: 5 2
Pm = 12 Pi + 3' Pai AV-1Q

(11) At .!< x < a
2

Pm = : [ ((2 Pi - 4 Pai) } + (4 Pai - 3 Pi) i + Pia + D) ...

that is: AV-ll

2. The Central Land

The assumed axial pressure distribution (parabolic pressure profile)

of the central land and the co-ordinate system used in the subsequent

analysis, is illustrated below.

p

x

Figure illustrating the parabolic pressure profile

and the corresponding co-ordinate system
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(a) The Expression Governing the Axial Pressure Distribution

The equation governing the presaure distribution at the central

land is the equation of a parabola, and may be expressed as:

P = P + (P - P )(1 - (L2~)2)i ci i AV-l2

where: Lt = (L-2a)

(b) The Expression Governing the Variation of the Axial Pressure
dPAlong the Central Land ( Idx)

dPThe term, Idx, may be evaluated by differentiating equation,

AV-l2, with respect to x.

Therefore:

AV-13

(i) At x = 0 dPdx' may be expressed as:

x = 0 = 0 AV-14

(11)
L'At x = 4"" dPdx' may be expressed as:

dP
dx L' = 2 (p - P )/L'x=- i ci4

AV-IS

(i11) At x L'=-2
dPdx' may be expressed as:

AV-le

(c) Derivation of the Expression Governing the Resultant Pressure,

Pm, of the Central Land

The resultant pressure, Pm, may be expressed by the following

relationship:

Pm = 1
dx

x
2

J Pdx

x
1

and, substituting the expression for, P, from equation AV-l2, yields:
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x

Pm = !x J2 [Pi + (Pci - Pi)(l - (~~)2) ] dx

x
1

or,

x
1

AV-17

(1)
L'

At 0 < x < 4

AV-18

(11)
L' L'

At 4< x < 2

or, Pm = AV;"19
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Appendix VI

Analytical Method in Bearing Coefficients

Evaluation - A Review

The computation of the bearing dynamic coefficients, requires the

calculation of a pressure field and a summation of the pressures to

produce the bearing reaction forces. The pressure field is normally

determined from Reynolds equation, which is insoluble in closed form

and only amenable to approximate numerical solutions via the use of

specific boundary conditions. (See Section 2.1). The evaluation of

the bearing dynamic coefficients, therefore, involves:

(1) deriving analytical approximations for the relationship between

the fluid-film force and the position and velocity of the journal

centre, and

(2) solving the lubrication equation in conjunction with specific

boundary conditions, to obtain the bearing reaction forces.

Various analytical approximations governing the relationship

between the fluid-film force and the journal centre displacement and

velocity vectors have been used by bearing researchers. They may be

grouped into two categories, namely, the finite disturbance or

perturbation techniques.

By applying a finite displacement and a finite velocity to the

journal centre, the change in fluid-film forces at each static-

equilibrium position may be computed. This is the basis of the finite

disturbance technique. References on this technique can be seen in the

papers by Sternlicht ( 1 ), Woodcock and Holmes ( 4 ), Singh D.V., et.

al ( 6 ), Craighead I.A., et.al (10 ) and many others. The approach,

and hence, the procedures employed in the analysis differs between in-

vestigators. In general, 3 types of approaches may be distinguished.
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(1) Direct Approach

This approach requires the bearing reaction forces for each

direction of disturbance to be computed directly from the lubrication

equation. A minimum of 5 sets of computations are required. Basically,

bearing reaction forces and attitude angles are computed for each of

the following:

(a) ox = oy = ex = oy = OJ andc: = c
0

(b) oy = ox = oy = O' ex ~ 0 andc: = c, x
(c) ex = ex = ey = O' ey ~ 0 ands: = s:, y
(d) ox = oy = 151 = O' ox ;l 0 ande: = c: and,

0'

(e) ox = oy = ei:= O' oy ~ 0 ande: = e .,
0

Computations (a), (b) and (c), will yield informat ion on the

stiffness coefficients, while, computations (a), (d) and (e), will

provide information on the damping coefficients. Examples of such an

analysis, can be seen in the work of Woodcock and Holmes (4 ),

Craighead I. A., et .al. (10) and others.

(2) Indirect Approach
This approach requires four sets of computations, in contrast, to

the direct approach, which requires a. minimum of 5. A dynamic condition

is defined, at e: = e:dand ~ = ~d' using trigonometric relationships,

relating small displacements, ex and ay to the static equilibrium

position, s: • Another set of dynamical condition, involving theo

journal centre's whirl velocity, ~ and squeeze velocity, £ is also

defined. Computations are then carried out for the following COD-

ditions:

(a) ex = ay = ox = ay = OJ s:= e
0

(b) ax = ay = O' ax ~ 0; oy ~ OJ e:: = Ed,

(c) ox = ey oy O' ox ~ ~o
. sin q,0; and= = = e cos + E E = c0',

(d) 5x = ey = ox = O' ey = -E ejI sin q,o+ €: cos ejlo;e = c .,
0
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Computations (a) and (b) in conjunction with the following partial

derivations, will provide information on the stiffness coefficients,

that is:

aFx =- --ax-

aF
x =- ay

aF
= _ _.z =

ax

= -
aF
_.z =ay

ae:d +
ax ~)ax

ae:d
ay

aFx+ --a~d

ae:d
ax ~)ax

ae:d
ay

The damping coefficients are obtained from computation. (d) and (e).

Hence, this method is similar to the direct approach. The difference

is in the specification of the journal centre velocity. Examples of

such an analysis can be seen in references ( 6 ) and ( 7 ).

(3) Static Load Locus
This method is only used to evaluate the stiffness coefficients.

By writing analytical approximations for small variations about the

static equilibrium position and interpreting them in terms of the static

characteristics, the stiffness coefficients may be determined.

In contrast to the finite disturbance technique which requires the

numerical values of the disturbances (the finite displacements and

finite velocities) to be specified, the perturbation technique does

not require such specifications. The starting point for the pertur-

bation technique is the formulation of a first order perturbed Reynolds

(lubrication) equation. Again, two approaches may be distinguished

here - thesmall amplitude motion approach and the harmonic vibration

approach.

The small amplitude motion approach is a technique developed by
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Lund ( 8 ) to compute the coefficients of hydrodynamic bearings. It is

the author's opinion that this technique is currently the best technique

available for evaluating the linearized bearing dynamic coefficients.

It requires no superfluous assumptions regarding the nature of the

vibration. The only requirement is the vibration amplitude should be

sufficiently small so as not to invalidate the principles of linearity.

Furthermore, complex mathematics is avoided. Two variables, the film

thickness, h, and the film-pressure, P, are used to describe the

dynamic condition. Hence, at the dynamic condition:

h = h + eho (VI-I)
P = P + ePo

where:

eh = ox cos a + oy sin a

eP = Px ex + Py ey + Px ex + Py ey

By substituting equations (VI-I) into the lubrication equation and

collecting terms of zero and first order, results in five equations.

One of the equations will give the static equilibrium solution and the

remaining four equations will provide the solution for the bearing

coefficients. An account of this work can be seen in reference (14 ),

aad Chapter 5 of this thesis.

The harmonic vibration approach, assumes that at the dynamic

condition, the.journal centre is performing a harmonic vibration of

frequency, u. Investigators, such as Chandra, et.al. (13 ), Malik,

et.al. (11 ) and others, have used an approach similar to that of

Lund ( 8 ), that is, a first order perturbation with respect to the

vibration amplitudes, X and Yare carried out. Hence, the dynamic

condition is described by:

h = h + eh = h + X cos 9 + Y sin 9o 0 (VI-2)
P = P + oP = P + P X + P Yo 0 x y
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where:

x = Re (I X I

(jy I

e jut)

e jut)
Y = Re

u = whirl frequency.

Substituting equations (VI-2) into the lubrication equation and

collecting terms of zero and first order, results in three equations.

One of the equations will give the static equilibrium solution, while

the remaining two equations, which are in complex form will provide

information on the bearing coefficients. The stiffness coefficients

will be defined by the real part of the solution, while the damping

coefficients are defined by the imaginary parts.

Other investigators, such as Wadhwa, et.al. ( 1S ) and Singh et.al.

( 12 ) performed a first order perturbation with respect to the eccen-

tr1city-ratio, e, and the attitude angle,~. Hence, the dynamic con-

dition is described by:

h = h + oh = h + el cos e + e ~l sin e000
(VI-3)

where:

( e jut)
€I = Re I€I I

( I I e jut)
~l = Re <PI

Again, the bearing coefficients are obtained, as outlined in the

previous paragraph.

Other authors, such as Childs et.al. ( 5 ) have derived 'Impedance'

descriptions for deriving the stiffness and damping coefficients.

Flexibility influence coefficients (inversions of the stiffness co-

efficients) have been considered by Holmes ( 9 ), who proposed that
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the inversions of the corresponding stiffness coefficients should be

checked against the flexibility influence coefficients.

Finally, it is appropriate to briefly mention the types of boundary

conditions employed in dynamic analysis. A number of investigators,

such as Holmes ( 2 ) and.others, have employed the short bearing

approximation in conjunction with the Half-Sommerfeld condition to

determine the 8-coefficients analytically. Numerical solutions using

finite difference and finite element methods in conjunction with the

Reynolds boundary conditions form the bulk of the work on bearing co-

efficients evaluation. Examples of such work are those of Woodcock and

Holmes ( 4 ), Lund ( 8 ), Craighead ( 10 ) and many others. The

Jakobsson-Floberg boundary conditions (film reformation) are not

usually employed in bearing dynamic analysis. So far, and to the

knowledge of the author, only one report of bearing coefficients eval-

uation, employing the Jakobsson-Floberg boundary conditions, has

appeared in the 11terature. This was reported by Lundholm ( 3 ). who

computed the 8-coefficients for the circumferential groove hydrodynamic

bearing.
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Appendix VII

Derivation of the Perturbed Slot-Entry Bearing Equation

A form of the dynamic state lubrication equation applied to a

bearing with source flow is:

a (h +Oh)- 6 n u o~ _... - ax + 12n
a (h +oh)o

at (AVIl-i)

By considering terms of zero and first order only, equation (AVII-1),

may be expressed as:
ap

a (h 3 0
ax 0 ax

ap
3 h 2 ISh ~)

o ax
ap

3 h 2 oh ~ )
o az

oh 12n U aoh= 6 n u ___2. - SfO + 6 nax p ax

+ 12 alSh 12n OSf... n -at p (AVIl-2)

Equation (AVII-2) may be rewritten as:

a apo a ap
-(h3-)+ -(h3___2.)=6nax 0 ax az 0 az

ahu ___2.
ax

+ 12n
p (AVII-3)

and,

L (h 3 alSP)+ax 0 ax ( h 3 ~) •••
az 0 oZ

= 6 n U ;!h + 12n aoh
at

_ 12n oS
p f

Equation (AVII-3) gives the static equilibrium solution. The solution

for the dynamic conditions is given by equation (AVII-4). Equation

(AVII-4) may be simplified to yield:
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a (h 3 aoP) + a ( h 3 dOP )ax o ax az o 3z ...

= 6 I")
U doh + 12 aoh - 121") oSfdX n at p

3 oh [ .L (h 3
ap 3 (

ap
0 ) + h 3 0 )]h ax 0 ax 3z 0 3z

0

ap
_ h 3 0

o ax a (3 hOh ) _dX o

dP
h 3 0
o az

Or,

( h 3 dOP) +ax 0 ax az
a

12 aoh
n at

3 oh ( 6
ah 1211 Sfo )I") U 0 -h ax p ...

0

dP a ( ;h )-3h3__£o ax ax
0

that is,

Uaoh 3 ah
6 n oh 6 0= - nU-ax h ax

0

ap a ( !h ) 12 aoh- 3 h 3 0

ax ax + n at0
0

(AVII-5)

In bearing computational analysis, it is appropriate to work with

moving U - V coordinate., aligned with the eccentricity vector. The

dynamic pressure, oP, arising from the excursions (cu, ov, CU and QV)

of the journal or bearing may be expressed as:

aP = P au + P OV + P. CU + P. cvu v u v (AVII-6)

Similarly, ch, may be expressed as:

oh = QU cos 9 + QV sin 9 (AVII-7)
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By substituting the expressions for P and h, into equation (AVII-5),
the following equation is obtained:

L[(h 3
0PU

) + L(h 3
0PU

)]ou + L[(h 3
0Py

) + L(h 3
apY

)]ayoX 0 ax dZ 0 dZ oX 0 oX az 0 az

a [( oP. )+ - h 3--E. +ax 0 oX L (h 3
0PU

)] ou + L[(h 3
apy

) + L (h 3
apY

)]ayaz 0 oz oX 0 ox dZ 0 oZ

a 3 ah= 6 n u ax (ou sine + oy cosa) - h 6 n u ax0 (cSusinS + cSycose) •••
o

- 3 h03::0 ~x ( ou sineh+ oy cose )+ 12n ~t (au sine + cSYcose)
o

+ .!.. ( 12n S ) (ou sine + av ccsa) _ 1211 ssho P fo p f (AVII-8)

By introducing the non-dimensional terms as defined in equations (5.17)
02of Chapter 5, into equation (AVII-8), and multiplying through by ~
s

and simplifying results in equation (AVII-9):

a apu D 2 a op
[ox (Ho 3 ax) + (L) az ( H 3 u )]au0 az

a ap
( ~ ) 2 ~z (

ap
H 3 Y )] ov ...{ax (R03 axY) + az0

•. +[:x
oP.

+ (~) 2 ~z (
oP.

(H3--E.) H 3 u )] od ...o ax 0 az

a ap.+[- (H 3 __!. )ax 0 ax
D

= 6 n u P c3
s

a
ax (ou sine + cSvcose) c ...

aH
0--ax- (cSusine + oy cose) c ...

ap
_ 3 H 3 0

o oX a (OU sine + ov cose ) ...
ax Ho

•. + 12 n Wo C ~T (ou sine + cSvcose) c3n;
s
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3 ( 12 n n2
Sfo ) (olisine + ov cose)+- c3 ...H P P

0 s

12 n n2 oSfp c3 Ps

Now:

n2 SfO ( ~ )qso = fiX flZ
P

Hence,

Sfo ( ~ ) 1= qso fiX flZ

Similarly,

oSf Oqs ( ~ ) 1
= fiX flZ

(AVIl-9)

(AVIl-10)

(AVIl-ll)

By substituting the expressions for Sfo and oSf' into equation (AVII-9)

and simplifying, the following equation is obtained:

ap
[L (H 3 u) +ax 0 ax

a
az

ap ap
... +[!x (H3__!) + a ( Ho 3 az v ) ( ~)2 J ovo ax az

a apt a ap. (~/'Joi5+[ ax ( Ho3 axU ) + az ( H 3 azU)0

+[L (H 3 apv ) a apt 1-
+ ( Ho 3 azV) ( ~) ] otax 0 ax az

= [48 1T Sh (~ € sine sine + coss)
0

ap
- 6 H ___2. (H cose + e: sinS sinS)

o ax 0

+[48 1T Sh (: e sinS cose - sinS) ...
o

+ 8 Ho

ap
o

ax (H sinS - € sinS cose) ...o
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· .. + [48 (2 'IT Sho) sine] o(i

·.....[48 (2 'IT Sho) cose] o~

·.. - {!2 ~ oqs (~ ) ax\z )
s

(AVII-12)

Substituting the expressions for source flows q and 0 , as derivedso qs
in Appendix III, into equation (AVII-12) and rearranging terms results

in the formation of four sets of partial differential equations. These

equations, together with the steady-state equation, may be expressed in

matrix form as:

1
ax az·

aBo
24 'IT Sh ax - ax L\Z

n

( : ~ )( n
S
)( l~B) ( ~)

S e

1

p
0

p
u

p =v

P.u

P.
v

ap
48 'IT Sh (: e:sinesine + cose) - 6 HO ax0 (Ho cose + e:sinesine) ..•

o

sin e
ax az .

3+-
Ho

3 ap
48 'IT Sh ( Ho e:sinacose - Sine) + 6 Ho axo (Ho sine - e:sinecose)
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(AVII-13)

The first equation is the steady-state equation. The remaining

four equations, give the solution for the dynamic pressures, which

can be integrated to obtain the stiffness and damping coefficients of

the slot-entry bearing.
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Appendix VIII

Derivation of the Frequency Response of a System

Frequency response methods enable the dynamic behaviour of a

linear system to be investigated by determining the amplitude and

phase of the response to a sinusoidal input of the form:

= (AVln-l)

The relationship between the input Xi(t) and the output Xo(t) of a

constant parameter linear system may be expressed by a differential

equation of the form:

(a Dn + a -1 n-l + al D + a ) xi(t)D +n n 0

(b Dm + b m-I + bl D + b ) x (t)= D +m m-I o 0

(AVIII-2)

where:

the n dn andoperators D =
dtn

Dm dm=
dtm

the coefficients a and bi are constants.i
Laplace transforming each term of equation (AYmI-2), when all

initial conditions are zero, and rearranging yields:

n + a -1 n-la s s + al s + a
( n n 0 ) x1(s)x (s) = m-I0 mb s + bm-I s + bl s + bm 0

= G(s) xi(s) (AVIII-3)

where, G(s) is the system transfer function which contains basic infor-

mation concerning the essential characteristics of the system.

Substituting for X1(8) the laplace transform of (Aisinwt) which
Ai Wis equal to s2 + w2 into equation (AVIII-3) and factorizing results in:
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x (s)o (AVIII-4)

This expression may be rewritten by a partial fraction expansion to give:

x (s)o = A (G(S) w ) =
i s2 + w2 A [~+_.!2_+~+_.£Li s-jw s+jw s-Pl s-PZ

c
+ _m_ ]

s-pm
(AVIII-5)

where,

C are constants,m

Pm are the poles of G(s)

Taking the Laplace inverse of equation (AVIII-5) gives the time

response as:

x (t) Ai [ B jwt -jlllt+ Cl ePlt= 1 e + B2e
0

+ Cz eP2t C Pmt ] (AVIII-6)+ ••••• em

The first two terms denote the particular integral component of the

solution and provide the steady-state response, while the remaining

terms describe the complementary function, the transient response ..

For the case in which the real parts of the poles are negative, the

terms describing the transient part decay to zero with time.

Hence the steady-state response is:

x (t)
o ss

= A [ B jwt
i le + BZ e-jwt ] (AVIII-7)

To determine the coefficient Bl, multiply both sides of equation

(AVIII-5) by (s-jw) and then let s = jill:

= [(S-~W) G(s)1Il]Bl s + w2 s = jw

= [G(S) III ]
s + jill s = jill

= G(jlll)
2j

I I G(jw) I ej 4- G(jlll)2j (AVIII-8)
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Similarly, B2 may be obta~ed by multiplying equation (AVIII-5) by
(s + jw) and let s = - jw.

B2 = [(8 + ~w) G (s)w ]
8 + w2 s = -jw

G (-jw)
-2j

1 I I e-j 4: G (jw)= - - G(jw)
2j (AVIII-9)

=

The steady state expression for the output is therefore:

"0(t) ss IGO"') I !j [.j"'t + J -4' G(J"') _ • -jolt - J ~ G(J"') ]

that 1s:

"0(t) s. - Ai IG(J"') I sin (",t + 4'- G (J"'»

or,

(AVIII-10)

Hence:

The _litude ratio,~: - IG (j",) I
and the ph••• angl., 4'- G<J ) • tan -I l~::~::;l (AVIII-ll)

Equation (AVIII-10), represents the frequency response of the

system with transfer function G(s). It is evident that, if the system

1s excited by a sinusoid of amplitude Ai' the steady-state system out-
put 1s also a sinusoid of equal frequency with amplitute A =o

jG(jW)I, and phase angle, arg G(jw). If IG(jW)iand angle of argo
G(jw), are determined, then the system 1s identified.
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Appendix IX

A) Method to Determine the Stiffness of the Test-Shaft

A general arrangement of the test-shaft system is illustrated in

figure (1). Figure (2) illustrates the dimensional details of the test-

shaft. The full details of the test-shaft have been presented in

Reference (1), hence, only the details that are relevant to this analysis

will be mentioned. The properties of the shaft are as follows:

(i) Material: Nitride hardened EN40A chrome molybdenum steel.

(ii) Density, p: 0.7832 x 10-5 kg. - mm-3

(iii) Modulus of elasticity, E: 206 x 10-3 N - wm-2

(iv) Nominal diameter, d: 40 mm

(v) Total length, Lt: 475 mm

(vi) Length between supports, L: 257 mm

The following characteristics are calculated based on the above prop-

erties:

(i) Mass of shaft, ms: 0.7832 x 10-5 x ~ (40)2 x 475 = 4.67 kg.

(ii) Weight of shaft, W: 4.67 x 9.81 = 45.86 N.s

(iii) Polar moment of Inertia, I: w~............
64 = 1.25663 x 1017 ~m4

As the shaft is supported symmetrically by two highly pressurized

bearings (650 p.s.i.) and the ends are connected to flexible couplings,

the following assumptions were made:

(i) the shaft may be treated as a simply supported beam with rigid

supports.

(ii) the load acting on the shaft may be treated as a concentrated load

of W , acting at mid-span.s
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Such a model is illustrated in figure (3). The maximum deflection,

ymax may be expressed as:

Ymax = 3 ElL (AIX-l)

= 3.(0.206)(1.25663x 101/)(257 x 103)

i.e. Ymax = 0.013661 W ().1m)s

W
The stiffness, k

s= Ymax

Ws (N ).1m-I)= 0.01366l.Ws

i.e. k = 73.20 (MN-m-1)

(AIX-2)

(AIX-3)

(AIX-4)

The fundamental frequency of the shaft may be approximated (reference

(3» by:

- j g
L mi:Yiw
E 2mi'Yi

jg m Ymaxs= 2m Ymaxs

9.81 x 106 x 4.67 x 0.6265= 4.67 x 0.62652

i.e. w = 3957 rad _.-1 or 630 Hz

(AIX-4)

(AIX-6)

B) Derivation of the Expressions Governing the Deflection of the Test-

Shaft in Relation to the Position where the Displacements are
Measured

Figure (4) illustrates the deflected shaft. Expressions are re-

quired for (xx - x2) and (Yx - Y2) in terms of Xs and Ya' respectively.
From reference (2):

W L3
s= 48 E I (AIX-7)
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w x 3 LZ(x - XZ) s - X2)= (-x 12 E I 4

Equation (AIX-8) may be rewritten as:

W L3 4 x 3 LZ(x - x2) s _ x2)= (""'1.3' (-x 48 E I 4

(AIX-8)

(AIX-9)

W L3
Substituting the expression for 4: E I into equation (AIX-9) yields:

= (AIX-IO)

As, (xl - xz) = Xs + (xx - xz), equation (AIX-lO) becomes:

(x - X2) =x (AIX-ll)

Hence,

(AIX-12)

Substituting, x = 75.25 mm and L = 257 mm into equation (AIX-12), yields:

(x - x2) = 3.5044 xx s (AIX-13)

Similarly, in the y - direction:

= 3.5044 ys (AIX-14)
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Connec ted To
Flexi ble Coupling

Locati on Of
Displacemen t Pro be

Connected To
Flexible Coupling

Test Shaft

~5l.25_1 ~\......
---- I ---1--- - ---

I] I Test (]
_ ~e!"l..n.2_-- -- -----

Support Support
Bearing Bearing

168

Fig.1: A General View Of The Shaft Assembly.

40 ,

E~=_~_=_~_~_~_-~_~_=_=-_-~_=_:_-~_~_~_-~_~_~-__~~~_4_.7_6_1 ~ __ --~D
~ 250 06-/ I ~

Fig.2: Test Shaft Details .

.tiQ..I.f: All Dimensions In mm.
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, ,
109.5 a = 128.5 b=128.S 109.5

L= 257

Fig.3: Figure Repre senting The Shaft By A Beam
On Rigid Supports.

Positions Where The
Displacements Are Measured.

Ws

Fi g. 4: The Deflected Shaft Showing The Locations
Where The Displacements Are Measured.
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APPENDIX X

The 1172 Frequency Response Analyser

The 1172 frequency response analyser (1172 FHA) may be employed

to measure a system's response to various input signals. It consists

of a programmable generator to provide an excitation signal, a correlator

to analyses the system's response and a display to present the results.

r---------- ---------.,
I
I
I
I

!Input
SJg_nal

System
Generator Under Test

r--

System
Response

Display Correlator

I
I
I
I__ ..J

L

The Basic Measurement System

The generator provides an output signal of known amplitude and

frequency which is in the form A sin wt. This signal is applied to the

system to be tested.

The fundamental response of a system to a sinusoidal input signal

is in the form R sin (wt + ~). As well as this fundamental term, higher

order harmonics due to system non-linearities together with random

noise will also be present in the system's output. A correlation pro-

cess is used to analyse the system's response. This technique has the

advantage of rejecting all harmonics present in the system's output and
also minimizing the effect of random noise.

A measurement of the ratio between an amplifier output (Y input

signal) and its input signal (X input Signal), as illustrated below,
allows a calculation of gain (Y/X) to be made.
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Generator r - - - - - --...,
Output I System Under Test :

I
__ ...J

Measurement of the Ratio between Two Signals

The X and Y signals are analysed separately and the amplitude, R

and phase angle, cjIof each signal is determined.

a

-b

X- Input Signal

IR IBy calculating the ratio ~I and the angle (cjIy- cjIx)'the transfer
I x .

function between the two voltage vectors X and Y, may be determined and

may be represented in cartesian, polar or log-polar form.

a

-b
Yinpuf
Xlnput
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